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Finally, you can get true flexibility in
signal processing without sacrificing
sound quality or features. It all adds up
in the new DP /4 Parallel Effects
Processor, from ENSONIQ.
How? Start with four custom 24 -bit
effects processors in a unique "parallel
processing" configuration, so each one
remains 100% dedicated to delivering top quality sound.
Then add 39 studio -quality effects
algorithms, providing a complete palette
of signal processing possibilities. And
you can tailor the sound to your liking,
because each effect has a full set of programmable parameters.
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But uncompromised sound quality is
only half the equation. The DP /4's "digital patch bay" gives you true flexibility in
signal routing, effects configurations and

dynamic control.
Process 1,2,3 or 4 separate sounds,
and change the routing with the push of
a button. And digital sub -mixing allows
you to begin to shape your music at the
output stage, freeing up channels for
your final mix.
Need to meet a wide range of musical
applications? From vocal processing to
ultimate guitar chains, from stage to
home studio, the DP /4's 400 presets have
you covered.
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It all adds up to the best sounding,
most flexible multi -effects processor available. Where? At your local Authorized
ENSONIQ dealer. Call 1- 800-553 -5151 for
the one nearest you.
Please send me orare information on the DP/4 and
your complete line of musical instruments.
Naine
Address
Lits

State

Zip

Phone

Mail to ENSONIQ Department
15S Great S'alleu Parkway,
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ENGINEERED TO EXCEED all expectations, Ampex 499 Grand Master Gold

delivers low print through the lowest noise, lowest distortion, and highest output of any
high - performance analog mastering tape. Not to mention superior mechanical characteristics
to ensure problem-free tape handling on today's high-end transports.

ALL WITH THE legendary consistency you've come to expect from Ampex Grand
Master" 456. And all backed by the industry's most highly acclaimed service and support.

So IF

WHAT you really need is

performance, and then some, go with Ampex.

Grand Master 456 and 499 Grand Master Gold.

AMPEX
A MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Ampex Recording Media Corporation

Broadway M.S. 22 -02 Redwood City CA 44063
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Spending years on end cooped up in small, dark rooms with a bunch of engineers
takes certain special qualities. Durability, for one. We've always been known for that.

Of course, clear, uncolored sound quality doesn't hurt, either. Or hand -assembled
components, with gap precision to plus or minus one -millionth of an inch.

These features got TAD speakers into studios like Record Plant, NOMIS
and Masterfonics. And the same features are now getting us out of them.
See, we had this funny idea that if TAD could make music sound terrific in a
small room, we could make music sound terrific in a huge arena. And every outing
we've had with Maryland

Not that
all day.

Sound has proved us right.

we won't still work our woofers

off in studios from L.A. to London

But, at night, we'd like to get out and

m l'iunt

jam more often.
C

1991

Pioneer EIr trotncs

A,

(USA) Inc.,

2265 E 220th Strert, Long Reach.
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The Allure Of Older
Gear
Today's professional audio equipment is
cleaner, quieter, has lower distortion and performs more functions for the dollar than ever
before. With all this in our hands today. why
is there such a burning fascination for ancient
audio gear? Of course, for many it's true that
a good, solid, well -built and still performing
piece of gear is literally money in the bank. It's
a tool that still has lots of life left in it. If it works,
keep on usin' it.
Yet there's another element. one most evident with certain notoriously popular items of
antiquity, gear such as Pultecs, Teletronix,
UREI, Fairchild, Neve, RCA. EMT, Neumann,
or supply your own brand name. It seems that
every studio owner or production facility manager we visit with, after they've pointed out the
latest and shiniest thing the bank let them sign
for, always takes the greatest pride in showing off the oldest and rarest goody in the place,
working or not. It's not too dissimilar from the
car collector /junky
here's the newest purchase, a 1992 'Vette with all the gee -gaws, but
the real pride and joy is the '62 XKE, with both
tops, sitting under the canvas out back.
It's really quite interesting, if you think about
it. The phenomena transcends both logic and
practicality, addressing pure emotion, as only
the best musically related things seemingly can.
In reality, your average piece of early tube or
discrete transistor equipment hummed. buzzed,
hissed and spit, in addition to its normal function of passing program material in a highly
altered state. Tubes crackled and went
microphonic, seriously altering performance
with age. Transformers oozed goop when overheated, eventually crapping-out altogether. Diodes and caps died from pre-mature old age.
Transistors cracked with a loud report whenever signal hit the voltage ceiling, and they
notoriously took every nearby component with
them when they shorted and let go.
Today, 20 to 30 years later, they still do all
that, but with the added weight of several decades of component deterioration. Even worse,
get two similar model numbers side -by-side and
you'll hear a world of difference. This is a good
thing? Where's the allure?
A clue resides in the nature of humans. Audio is more than a job for most of us, it's a prime
love. For most, we were trying to get some
guitar -thing brighter or bassier coming back
off of tape well before we were trying to corner a pony -tailed cutie at a local dance. Many
of the pieces of gear we now covet were items
that we grew up on or had early memorable
success with, as in: "I mixed my very first hit
through that old tube compressor right there"
or, "I cut (fill in player's name here) with this
very mic back in 19XX" or, "I finally found an
XYZ just like the one I learned on:' Can you
relate?

-

Even though there are many pieces of equipment today, courtesy of blown EPROM subcodes and state-variable circuit parameters, that
can clone an element of the sound made popular by a now antique piece of equipment, no
contemporary electronic designer can (or
would even want to) recapture everything that
made the original piece of equipment perform
the way it did, no matter how unique and
desirable it may appear to us sound piggies.
Older gear, with their manufacturer's propensity toward circuit simplicity and, with all due
respect, oft -demonstrated ignorance of the currently accepted finer points of analog design,
sounds the way it does precisly because of bad
design and inferior components. What we hear
is due to things such as huge iron coupling
transformers, or 60Hz ac ripple on the B +, or
non-complementary topologies creating serious second or third harmonic distortion elements. Cause and effect, now glamorized.
Are we guilty of glamorizing something we
don't remember clearly? Absolutely. One has
only to spend a little time with an old EMT 140,
or a Pultec suffering from slipping component
tolerances, or any one of a number of tube driven, transformer coupled. opto-element derived
compressors from the '60s to remember why
it was that we so anxiously embraced op -amps
when they came along.
As the component parts and our means of
manufacturing and measuring them got better, the quality of the gear in toto improved.
But quality. whether measured by performance
linearity or technical transparency, is often antithetic to musical character. Watch a musician:
they'll choose the big, boxy -sounding, resonant
acoustical instrument over the tight, flat one
every time. They'll use words like warm, full,
present and deep.
In comparison to new gear, does the older
stuff sound good, musically pleasing, warm,
blue with a touch of fire? Sure. Does it measure on par in the areas of dynamic range. noise
floor, distortion component or TIM, spec -wise?
Seldom, if ever. Could you find two pieces that
worked or sounded exactly the same? Forget
it. But maybe that's all part of the charm. Maybe it takes a better driver to get peak performance out of a flawed contender. Remember,
each item from those early production lines
was, in some small way, a "one -off'. Each had
a unique identity.
So, the allure exists. In this issue. we'll rollout two new columns: REP On -Line, promoting the advantages of electronic forums on
modern communications networks, and REP
Handbook, the tear-and-save technical resource
we promised to turn into a regular feature of
the magazine.
And, oh, by the way, if you're interested in
selling that old 15 pound audio thing with the
big black knobs on it, give me a call. I've been
looking for something that sounds blue, with
a touch of fire ...

Mike Joseph
Editor
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From: Tony Madejczyk, WPTF-TV Raleigh, NC
In regards to your June 1991 "From the Top;'
will be happy to take a few moments from
writing and producing local spots to tell you
what a great job REP is doing. My favorite
thing about REP is that you do not have articles written by advertisers, or more specifically, ads written and laid out to look like editoriI

al copy. The video trade journals are notorious
for that! I have found the one audio/video piece
per month to be more informative, more reality based, more applicable to my professional
needs, than many entire issues of Millimeter or
Post. That's good for you, too bad for me.

The related articles on music production, live
presentation, engineering, etc., are icing on the
cake for me. I find it very entertaining to peek
in on the world of hit record making or home
studios for indy labels. Often, with appropriate compensation to BMI or ASCAP of course,
some of this same music will end up on our
air as a theme for a news piece. So it's all inter-

connected, really.
What can you do to improve? How to stretch
a buck, obviously. The fat goose days of broadcasting are over. This puts more pressure on
capital investment in equipment, we even get
questioned about how much tape stock we buy.
In stretching our buck, articles that help illustrate the economy or ease of use of a piece of
gear can help us sell it to the owner(s).
The other thing I'd like to see more of, and
not at the expense of what you're doing now,
are tales from the front-line of video production sound
the techniques or recipes pros
have used to enhance or "save" a production
from collapsing into crap. Too many of today's
college graduates (why you need a college education for this business is still a mystery to me)
think we just get this equipment "out of the
box" and plug it in and use it. Ha, Ha, Ha. That
would not be creative, nor would we get the
most use out of something if we did that.

-

From: Jake Brooks, Studio 80, Nashville, TN.

REP

is like attendfind something I
can use every time (which I highlight, cross reference in my database, and why I never, ever
throw an issue away). Whether the subject is
microphones, effects processors, or digital
multi -track recorders, it's how that tool is used
by humans that intrigues me. It's nice to be
reminded that there's a human behind the
wheel at R.E.P.

Reading each issue of

ing a good trade seminar;

I

From: John Wiggins, HBO, New York
In response to your June '91 editorial I'd like
to tell you that you're doing a great job! dB
Magazine seems obsessed with sound reinforce-

6

REP

ment in Indonesia and I only read Mix because
of Steve St. Croix's column, so really
you're
it! I have only one idea for you, maybe some
kind of column, or article on cool analog mods,
you know, those amazing capacitors you add
to old Scully 2- tracks to increase erasure depth,
and stuff like that. I think everyone has such
a mod and everyone still owns an analog something. Anyway, carry on, I'm reading every
page.

February 1992

From: Andy Condon, Acoustical Symmetry,
Thornhill, Ontario.
In response to your editorial published in the
June 1991 issue of REP magazine, I would like
to mention that REP is possibly the most useful of the trade magazines I get. My favorite
articles are usually the more technical ones,
and I find any competently written article about
almost any aspect of electro-acoustics to be
most interesting. I keep issues with such articles in my reference library for future referral.
Keep up the good work.

From: Phil C. Mendelsohn, PCM Audio, Albuquerque, NM.
First, let me say that I find REP to be one
of most interesting and informative magazines
that I have encountered, and certainly the
magazine to trust and look to for pro-audio. It
still stands head and shoulders above the noise
floor of other publications. I would urge you
to not succumb to the temptation to be like
MIX, the People magazine of the recording
world.
I prefer to see articles such as last year's
"Where's the Zero ?," and "Audio Noise;' or articles such as "Headphone Distribution Systems," or "Interfacing Monitor Amplifiers" in
the May '88 issue, rather than articles about
why Studio X chose to move to a "smaller market" or why an industry trend will affect sales
of International Widget's new gadget. I do realize that these latter are of some importance
to all of us in the relatively small and absolutely
quirky audio industry, but I would point to the
slogan that is under the magazine's title ( "The
Pro-Audio Applications Magazine") and say that
these issues are not directly related to applications. They should indeed be addressed, but not
in a magazine with that particular epithet.
Now this is not to say that I am dissatisfied
with the magazine's content, merely to say
what concentration of material I would like to
see. On several occasions an article in REP
has given me the background to go back and
comprehend more fully an article in the JAES,
which I greatly appreciate.
Audio certainly has some element of black
magic, and REP has always provided me with
a solid understanding of some topics, and a
bridge to other resources of information for
some more esoteric topics (such as the basic
principles and physics of analog magnetic re-

cording). I urge you to resist showing large percentages of big slick photos of the huge
polished resort studios that I am beginning to
suspect most of us spend very little time in, and
stick to your guns by telling us about possible
applications and how less well known applications of the past were accomplished.
In other words, try and keep the focus on
tools we might use to solve problems, rather
than looking at things that, while interesting,
are not especially practical. While we all may
not have to worry about whether it is more advantageous to buy or lease our new console,
we do all have to obey the laws of physics,
which are relatively few in our field.
REP is a great resource. Keep up the good

work!

Changing World
From: Don Geppert, Fanshawe College,
Canada.
I read your editorial "From the Top" titled
"Life After Sampling" in the July 1991 issue of

R.E.P. As a professor of Recording Engineering at Fanshawe College (2 -year program) and

very long-time member of the "club" of professional recording engineers, I found your editorial to be a "brilliant breath of perception" at this
point in time. When I started engineering, 8track 1-inch was just being introduced, and I
started recording on an old UA "tube" console

bought from Wally Heider's famous Studio 3.
No pan pots (ouch!), just a left- center -right
switch to the 2 -mix bus ... (double ouch!).
I recently visited many of the major recording Studios in Toronto, that hire our graduates,
(also my old stomping ground for 20 years), and
was shocked to find that they were slowly dying
engineers and assistants sitting around
reading newspapers, large recording rooms sitting empty scary stuff. One guy gave a serious demo of SS1.:s ScreenSound system, which
by the way, obsoletes the synchronizer package that I purchased for my studio last year (but
really, it's only money right ?) .
I then visited some of my old production
clients and hey, guess what, they're all compiling studio (or rather "production") packages
right in their office, no glass, no booth, no mic,
just racks of you know what, and of course
"that computer thing" They just do the demo
(or final) right in the office, call the client up
and say, "Come on over and have a listen:'
Scary stuff, especially when you've come from
a background like ours. One guy did convert
a "closet" (really), into a "booth" with one,
count em, one mic for the occasional acoustic
requirement .
Your editorial hit me square in the head like
the T1000's steel finger spike in "Terminator
II': Our program must make some serious per-

-

-

Continued on page 8

We built

our woofer

and tweeter a
better home.
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DMT AND TRANSDUCER HOUSINGS
All Cabinets used in the new Tannoy Monitor

Series represent
considerably more thought and design than the average 'chipboare
cabinet of the correct volume
A
1
Cabinets are constructed from a high tensity space -frame
with rounded corners and edges. supporting MDF/high
pressure twin laminated wal s
Rounded corners and edges greatly inhibit sound reflections and diffractions from cabinet boundaries. These can be
major sources of irregularities in the reproduced sound.
particularly in terms of the perceived placement of instruments
within the sound stage. For the high frequency unit to make an
effective job of launching all the detail that it can generate into
the listening space, it must be held rigidly in the cabinet
E
throughout 'ts operational frequencies.
1; F
This is :he key to the Tarnoy cabinets. If a 'rigid' cabinet
.

is used. the redundant energy from the rear of the bags unit and frame
cause endless resonance problems within the cabinet. Differential
Material Technology provides the answers by using i variety of different
adhesives between the rear of the drive unit and brace, the cabinet
walls and the brace and within the layers of the MDF laminate.
The lossy couplings effectively transmit and absorb energy in
a frequency selective way. Put more simply. at low frequencies
the drive unit sees the cabinet as a rigid structure and at higher
frequencies as a resonance absorbing /damping structure.
DMT provides an ideal cabinet solution for the complete
frequency range. eliminating unwanted loudspeaker biases.
The overall result is a true representation of the mix, unequaled referencing capability, guaranteeing what you hear is what
you get
every time.
I2
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Thorny / TG1 North America Inc. C/o Bill ('alma
34M) 4:age Ate., Unit I.
lütrhenrr, Ontario. Canada N2 \1 2('8 15194745.1158 Fax (519) 745 -2344

Not your average woofer and tweeter.
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spective decisions on the direction of our education package if these young graduates are
going to have success at employment. I mean
really, where is the assistant engineer going to
go nowadays?
Your last paragraph made my heart flutter.
If you're crazy then maybe I must be crazy too,
at least that's what my analyst keeps telling me
when he makes another appointment! Maybe
in 10 years people like you and me will make
big bucks setting up mics and recording real
musicians because by then, only a few of us
"old guys" will know what a "mic" is. The entire industry may be so sick of the "canned
stuff" that it will require some sort of "kinky"

-

change
you know, like a bunch of musicians
all playing some music together, at the same
time. Hmmm, might work!
About REP Magazine
still love it, have
been a subscriber for years and my students
all read it religiously. Thanks for a great publi-

-

By the way, Katz's company, Digital Domain,
makes a digital format converter that allows
you to go between and within AES/EBU and
S /PDIF, along with control of the all-important
Channel Status Bits, a 4- output DA, and other
optional goodies. We have one on order. But
so- called "professional" DAT machines should
not put the professional through so much grief.
Wake up, manufacturers! The first company
that makes a DAT where you can truly set your
own level of protection (from the front panel,
please!) is going to make a good deal of money.

From: Kenneth McGee, Lincroft, NJ.
I am writing in reference to Ron Streicher's
fine articles on "DAT in the Real World': I work
in a facility which has two DAT's: a Panasonic
SV-3500 and a Sony TCD-DIO Pro. These articles would have helped me immensely if I had
been able to read them about two months prior! Here's the reason. Recently, I had done
some freelance work at another studio that was
using a Tascam DA -30. When I tried to make
D -to-D transfers of my mixes at the other facility, I ran into Digital and SCMS Hell!
First, I attempted to copy from the Sony to
the Panasonic, which only has S /PDIF I /O. To
my horror, the tape was not even playing on
the Sony! I then put the tape into the Panasonic, which played it with no problem. Whew! OK,
I figure, I'll go from the Panasonic to the Sony.
I put the Sony into Rec /Pause mode; I had signal! I've got you now, you little bugger! (So I
thought.) I rolled the Panasonic, then the Sony.
AAAAGGGGHHHH!!! No input on the Sony!
Needless to say, I gave up!
Streicher's articles would have told me the
following: I) the Tascam DA-30 always writes
an "11" status code on any recording it makes
(Why ?); 2) the Sony TCD-DIO will roll tape, but
not play a tape with an "11" code (Why ?); 3)
the Sony TCD -D10 will monitor, but not record,
an S /PDIF input with an "11" code (Why?).
He also detailed other shortcomings of "the
scam of SCMS ". But there is hope. Our Sony
is being modified at the factory for "11" status
playback. I found the "secret switch" inside the
Panasonic that allows 44.1 dubbing. And we
will also get the Bob Katz mods for the Sony.
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Code. (The code makers aren't there to rain on
your parade. Their intention is the safe application of electrical power in all its uses and

guidelines therefor.)
My congratulations to Mr. Glasband on his
recognition of yet another situation which is
not addressed by the electrical industry.

Hot Juice

Editor's Note: We recently checked with The
Zoo Studios at Music Animals in L.A. concerning their experiences with balanced power two
years after install. To date, they have not had
a single negative or electrically "exciting" experience with their isolated ground system.
They report complete and total freedom from
hums, buzzes and ground loops related to ac,
especially referenced to devices notorious for
such problems, eg: Fender amps and unbalanced audio equipment.
We agree with Mr. Wilber that anything having to do with system -wide power is serious

From: Robert Wilber, Elecrical Contracting,
Drexel Hill, PA.

complete involvement of a licensed electrical
contractor to check for safety, code compliance
and to "sign off" on the completed work.

Editor's Note: Contact The DAT Store in Santa
Monica, CA; 213-828-6487 for more information on the Digital Domain FCN -1 Format Converter.

cation.

SCMS Hell

plication in forthcoming volumes of NFPA 70,
otherwise referred to as the National Electric

In September 1991, an acquaintance inquired
about my familiarity with balanced power. Admitting little exposure, he gave me your June
1991 REP publication and pointed out the article by Martin Glasband, "Audio Noise and AC
Systems': I found it very interesting. And more
than a little frightening. Allow me to explain.
I am an electrical contractor and licensed
electrical inspector. I can understand why Mr.
Glasband might have encountered a certain level of disbelief and disapproval on the part of
inspectors he dealt with. I'm also more than
a little concerned at the apparent suggestion
that the answer to this problem is a do -ityourself project. And I will tell you why. It is
certainly not unreasonable to pursue a course
of action which diminishes the undesirable effects of "noise" in the recording process.
I
understand what you proposed was
balanced power, but I see one major shortcoming: By using any standard available electrically
rated device (of a known NEMA configuration)
you inherently include an extreme real hazard
in the design. Any chassis grounded equipment
that incorporated a standard connection device,
like a male plug inserted into a center grounded 120V system, would, by nature of design,
energize the shell of the equipment at 60V to
true ground reference. Someone plugging a
desk lamp into your "dedicated outlet" would
effectively be laying an energized cattle prod
on a table.
I understand your intent and heartily recommend that your industry association approach
NEMA, and whatever suitable manufacturers
exist, to develop and produce a suitable device
classification and related equipment. This is
how the industry grows. I recommend heartily that you submit a proposal to the NFPA, Battery March Park, Quincy, MA 02269, asking for
information regarding the inclusion of the ap-

business, and as such should have the early and

A

Sorry State of Affairs

From: Robin Whittle, Real World Interfaces, Melbourne Australia.

Recording engineers have had several decades to learn about the idiosyncrasies of analog tape
bias levels, bias intermodulation,
erasure level, print- through, tape saturation,
record and playback EQ, head alignment, headtape contact anomalies, wow and flutter, etc.
Now with digital audio they can forget about
all of these and start worrying about a new set.
The technical information on ADCs and
DACs which circulates in the other audio trade
press is generally not very informative, so it
is not surprising that many engineers are unaware of the finer points. The glossy brochures
and gushing press releases try to convince
them that they are hearing real 16-bit digital
audio, but the reality is that the last one, two
or three bits are usually noise or distortion.
Phase response problems are hard to measure
and are likely to be the cause of much of the
criticism which has been directed at Digital Audio. Your magazine has an admirable record
of trying to improve on this sorry state of affairs.

-

Send letters to REP, Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66282;
or fax 913-541-6697. Letters must be signed and may be

edited for length and clarity.
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SERIES

MX Series and improved them
to create the new MXa Series Power Amplifiers from 9SC. The results are dramatic,

Our engineers took the very best features from our successful

More Power. Output power has increased as much as 20% on some models.
More Models. A model was added to make

it

easier to meet your exact power needs.

Additional Features. We added indicators, automatic fan speed control and an input slot that accepts additional
connectors, active and passive input accessories.
Increased Performance. Everything we did was aimed at one goal.

delivering a higher level of audio performance.

Greater Reliability. The MXa Series has been subjected to the most rigorous development testing yet.

I

Lower Weight. As new technology was being added, we were able to remove some things

Wrth all of the improvements and engineering advances
introduced with this new generation, you might assume that
the price would zoom, Wrong.
The MXa Series from QSC. Al new, except the puce.

A
QSC

is

U

-

A
D

I

like weight.

I
O

a Registered Trademark of QSC Audio Products, Inc.. 1926 Placentia Ave., Costa Meso, CA 92626 (714)645 -2540
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The More
Things Change:

Who you gonna

From REP (then -Recording
Engineer and Producer) Jan. -Feb.
1971:

Parasound, Inc. of San Francisco,
CA., announces the availability of the

ecorded music's delivery system into radio broadcasting remains a
highly controlled loop. Essentially, the music food chain snakes from
recording studios, through record companies to radio stations and
eventually to the record buying public.
And except for the influence of MTV, VH -1, TNN, BET, et. al., record sales
are almost universally prescribed by those nefarious radio station playlists.
As such, a powerful relationship exists between the music industry's "big
picture" and the shadow business of measuring radio station listenership.
This arrangement lends intrigue to the murky profit and loss marriage
of music /radio commerce. The net result is that those cold hard numbers
used to define radio station superiority, indirectly determine who sells how
many records and who gets paid.
With this in mind, we regretfully note that Birch /Scarborough research
ceased operations of their Birch Radio division on December 31, 1991. The
move leaves Arbitron as the solitary major player in the heavy business
of measuring radio audiences.
Because potential abuse in any monopoly is a clear and present danger,
advertisers and their agencies now face shaky ground when evaluating vehicles for their advertising. Complicating this event are radio industry doubts
about Arbitron and the essential imbalance of any single source ratings
system.
In quick response, a movement is afoot within the National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB) to establish alternatives to the new ratings status
quo. But, logic insists that the music trades, as the backbone of radio programming, will not remain unaffected. Specifically, the continued implosion of major radio business players forced by centralization of station rating shares will surely compress the already way -too -short radio playlists
to wafer -thin proportions.
Time will probably deliver a competitor to challenge Arbitron's de -facto
stranglehold on listener profile services. But, the wait may be painful.

10

new Orban /Parasound reverberation
unit, engineered by Robert Orban of
Menlo Park.
... George Martin concluded an REP
interview with William Wolf by saying,
"The Beatles, four people together, did
something nobody else had ever done
before, and the fact that they're not
together I think is a terribly sad thing:'

The More They
Stay the Same:
From REP (then- Recording
Engineer and Producer) Feb. 1981:
from Robert Carr's article on Clair
Brothers sound reinforcement of The
Boss at the L.A. Sports Arena, "With
inflation spiraling ever upwards, not
many groups can afford to tour
extensively, and fill the large arena so
popular a few years back. Bruce
Springsteen is one of those superstars
who can sell out 16,000 -plus seat
venues for four nights in L.A. and still
turn thousands of more away:'
... Telefunken and Teldec recently
demonstrated their "MD" (Mini -Disk)
System before the Digital Audio
Conference (DAC) in Tokyo. The joint
proposed standard permitted one hour
of stereo to be recorded on each side
of a 5.3 -inch disc turning 250rpm. Was
Sony listening in?
...

They got coals in their

Christmas stockings!

A new set of faces have joined the lines of
autoworkers and investment bankers down at the
unemployment office. It's you and me and us. As
the recession grinds on, many record companies
spent December passing out pink slips instead of
bonus checks.
Among the hardest hit was Island Records with
over half the staff shown the door. Nearly a third

of the Thorn /EMI staff experienced layoffs at SBK,
Crysalis and EMI. Last fall, Atlantic with the retermination of the Atco label, sent over 70 people
packing. Even mighty MCA has intstituted staff
cutbacks and tight- fingered spending controls to
maintain stability during the weakest economic
times the music business has seen since the early
Reagan years.
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PEOPLE
Rane Corporation recently promoted Ray
Bloom to director of sales and marketing

Trend Watch
The Cassette Lives On, and On, and On ...

The first recording made specifically for Digital Compact Casas a joint venand named Jeff Davies and Jon Ferren sette (DCC) technology was recently produced
Featuring piProArte
records.
Tandy
Corp.
and
ture
between
as regional sales managers ... Robin
Nero
arrangements
includes
Nero,
the
recording
anist
Peter
Yeager has been appointed sales manager
of standards from The Beatles, Stevie Wonder and Frank
for Apogee Sound, Petaluma, CA ...
WaveFrame Corporation has announced Sinatra. Apparently intended to demonstrate the sonic splenthe promotion of Jim Meres to vice dor of Tandys' new DCC product line, the Nero recordings also
president of engineering ... Troy Jensen feature ProArte's All- Digital Surround Sound process.
was recently appointed general manager
of RPG Diffusor Systems ... Symetrix, Inc.
has appointed former Audio Control
Industrial staff member Rick Chinn to the
position of applications engineer ... I.E.D
has added two new staff engineers; Tom
Hayes and Patrick Mullaney have joined
the Louisville firm as software engineers
while Mark Young has been named
design engineer ... Charlie Day of The
European Office has been appointed
Apogee Electronics', Santa Monica, CA,
exclusive European representative ... HHB
Communications recently made two sales
appointments; Chas Rowden, formerly
with AMS, is HHB's new field sales
manager; and Tony Musgrove, from
Music Lab, has joined the company's pro
audio sales department ... Carl Reavy has
assumed the position of general manager
of U.S. operations for Amek /TAC and
Lewis Frisch has been named regional
sales manager for Amek /TAC U.S. ...
William (Bill) MacKenzie, formerly of
Sharp Electronics, has been named full
partner in RG International, an executive
recruitment firm specializing in audio,
video broadcast and electronics industries
... Steve Metzger has been appointed
assistant sales manager of Audio
Animation in Knoxville, TN ... Telex

Communications has named Tom
Hansen manager of sports electronics,
pro audio ... Dag Fenner, managing
director of Lyrec U.K. died suddenly
during a family vacation to California in
November 1991 ...

Mistaken Masters

MCA records has admitted a mistake and has taken steps to
remedy it. Investigative reports initiated by REP's Dan Levi tin discovered that inferior master tapes were erroneously
used in the manufacturing of Steely Dan reissues on compact
disc. Levitin confirmed his suspicion with original engineer
Roger Nichols. MCA was already preparing to distribute the
Steely Dan Gold-Expanded Edition (MCAD -10387), a compilation of Dan tracks taken from the proper masters. MCA plans
to remanufacture the original Steely Dan releases also from
proper masters and make these new versions available soon.

Send lawyers, guns and money ...

The sales potential of artists' names, pictures, and logos on
caps, posters and T- shirts was once a bankable line item. As
such, most modern artists established corporations to license
and capitalize on this soft goods market.
But while the formerly robust touring business once delivered
strong tour product sales, performance artists now frequently forgo tours or undersell arenas. And high ticket prices leave
show goers with less disposable income for venue purchases.
By contract, most merchandisers have long required artists to
personally guarantee reimbursement of unrecouped advances
made to them for failure to achieve sales performance
minimums.
So often ignored in the boom days of arena rock, this potential payback liability is now a bonafide concern. The result is
a growing list of merchandisers now seeking to enforce the
personal payment provisions contained in merchandising
agreements with even those "A" level acts.
Translation: The cash flow changes direction, as bands begin
to write checks to cover merchandising shortfalls. As usual the
attorneys still get paid.

"Fat cats don't hunt."
What Hartley Peavey said to President Bush during the president's inspection of Peavey operations Dec. 3, 1991, and
immediately prior to the 'Making it in America" ceremony in which the President cited Peavey's aggressive export
posture as a model for American manufacturing.
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STUDIO UPDATE
Facility/Location
NORTHEAST
Theocratic Records /New York City

Details
Purchased Yamaha DMR8 digital

workstation for live /studio recordings for
planned direct -to-CD mixing at Jah Works
Studios (O'Brien, OR).
Pomeroy Audio /Brooklyn, NY

Recently purchased a CEDAR noise
reduction system to augment its audio
restoration services.

D &D Recording /New York City

Installed a new Sony APR 24-track
recorder for its MIDI room.

The Hit Factory /New York City

Has completed installation of SSI:s
Ultimation console automation system.

SOUTHEAST
Doppler Studios /Atlanta
Oz Recording Studio/Baltimore

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Andora Studios /Hollywood

Has taken delivery of a second
WaveFrame 1000 system.

Received an Ampex ATR 102 1/2-inch 2track completely rebuilt by John Klett of
Singularity Enterprises.

Recently opened for business with a
45' x40' main room boasting 23 -feet high
ceilings. A 72- channel GML moving fader
system is linked to the Neve VR -72
console and monitored on a pair of
Genelec 1035As. Dual Studer 827 24tracks are used.

Jerry Goldsmith/Los Angeles

Installed

Redwood Digital Recording
Studios/Woodside

Added a custom monitoring system
utilizing T.A.D. components, White
Instruments passive EQ/crossovers,
powered by Bryston amps.

Enterprise Studio /Burbank

Has installed an 80- channel SSL 4080 G
Series Total Recall console with

a Peavey AMR production series
2400 LED console for his home studio.

"Ultimationi
NORTHERN CAUFORNIA
Robert Berke Sound /San Francisco

Recently acquired a Sony DVR-20 D -2
digital video tape recorder.

In mid -1992, REP magazine, along with its
parent company, Intertec Publishing Corporation, is moving to new corporate headquarters,
located at 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS,
66212. Founded in 1886, lntertec is a wholly
owned subsidiary of K -III Holdings, New York,
NY which publishes 24 magazines, five newsletters and more than 250 technical books and
pricing guides and a number of related publications.

BBE of Huntington Beach, CA, has successfully
completed a "friendly" takeover of G &L guitar from Phyllis Fender, the widow of electric
guitar legend /pioneer Leo Fender.

Mercenary Audio has been named the Focusrite dealer for the Eastern U.S.
Systems Development Group. manufacturer
of the Art Diffusor Model P, and Pan Technical
Sales & Marketing have finalized a sales and
distribution agreement where Pan Technical
will establish and distribute to European and
Pacific dealers SDG's diffusor products.
The 4th -annual international trade exhibition
known as Pro Audio & Light Asia '92 is
scheduled for July 8 -10. 1992 at the IMM Exhibition Center. Singapore.

Dr. T's music software has completed a software distribution agreement with Soft-Kat
(Chatsworth, MA) for its line of MPC and music related titles for PC. Mac. and Amiga computers.

PRODUCTION '92 has launched its 2nd annual International Competition for New Media technologies. Media professionals are invited to submit their entries by March 15, 1992.
For further information contact Christine
Davet, International Competition for New Media Technology, 1276 Amherst St., Montreal,
Quebec H2L 3K8; 514- 842 -5333.

GREAT BRITAIN
Abbey Road and Decca
Records/London

FAR EAST
Hiroshi Sato/Tokyo

Awaiting delivery of PD5050 digital audio
conversion packages for their Mitsubishi
X8620 and Sony 1630 systems
respectively.
MTC Japan announces installation of a
Soundtrax Quartz 48 console in Sato's

home studio.
DESIGNERS
Walters-Storyk Design Group /New
Paltz, NY

Russ Berger Design Group /Dallas

Completed three NED Post Pro/Synclavier
digital audio workstation suites and two
central machine rooms at Electric Melody
Studios in west L.A.

Expansion of Dallas -based James Neel
Productions' 3,000- square-foot new
headquarters, featuring three WaveFrame
1000 systems.

Shure Brothers has announced the availability of its new publication, "Microphone Selection and Application for Church Sound Systems:' For information on obtaining a copy of
this 40 -page pamphlet call; 800- 257 -4873.
"The Best of Analog Dialogue" is a new 224 page collection of the most useful and requested material from Analog Dialogue (a
company -published technical and applications
journal). Fax requests to Analog Devices Literature Center; 617-821 -4273.

The Winsted Corporation has developed
equipment.
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a

free Cabinet Design Kit to help customers in
planning and ordering cabinets for electronics

The 4200 Series. Designed For The Control Room,
Not The Living Room.

Today's recording studio has evolved into a
multi -function facility which simultaneously

addresses the specialized needs of music
recording, film and video post, and radio
production. In this environment, where the
most critical listening often occurs in the final
mix, close proximity monitors are often more
important than the mains. The problem: most
console top monitors, unfortunately, were
designed for the living room not the control
room. Until now.
With the 4200 Series we're taking our stand

from where you sit: right where you work at
the console. Designed, engineered
and tested from this position, the
4200 Series is the first console mount
monitor created specifically for the
professional recording environment.
Both models give you pin -point

imaging by delivering high and low
frequency information to your ears at

precisely the same instant. By virtue
of their symmetrical design the 4200
Series monitors are mirror imaged.
And so nothing gets in the way of your music,
the 4200 Series introduces our uniquely sculpted Multi- RadialTM
baffles incorporating newly designed pure titanium tweeters and
low frequency transducers. The combination of these technologies
successfully corrects time arrival anomalies and eliminates baffle
diffraction distortion.
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4200 Series: console top monitors designed in the studio, for the
studio, with sonic performance rivaling much more expensive
monitors. 4200 Series: the shape, and sound, of things to came.
Available at your local authorized JBL Professional dealer.
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8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge,
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By Dan Levitin

The Cleveland Quartet: "Dvorák
Quartets Nos. 12 and 14"

Various Artists: "Two Rooms" Celebrating the Music of Elton
John and Bernie Taupin

Label:

Label:

Telarc

Produced by: Judith Sherman
Engineered by: Jack Renner
Editors: Henk Koistra, Judith Sherman

Recorded at:

Mechanic's Hau

(Worcester, MA)

SPARS Code: DDD

Polydor

Coordinated by: Candace Strickland
Produced by: John Astley, Glen Ballard,
John Bon Jovi. Kate Bush, Eric Clapton. Phil
Collins. Roger Davies, Gus Dudgeon, Daryl
Hall, Trevor Horn, Bruce Hornsby, Chris LordAlge, Brian Malouf, George Michael, Billy
Nichols. Aldo Nova. Obie O'Brien. Sinead
O'Connor, John Oates, Roland Orzabel, Truman
Stiles, David Tickle. Tina Turner, TBone Walker
Engineered by: Richard Arnold, Francis
Buckley, Chris Cameron, Steve Chase, Gus
Dudgeon, Rob Eaton, Chris Lord -Alge, Ian
Lynne. Andy Macpherson, Larry Millas. Peter
Moshay, Phil Nicolo. Obie O'Brien. Dave O'Donnell, Hugh Padgham, Del Palmer, Jeff Peters,
Chris Porter, John Reynolds. David Tickle

SPARS Code: AAD

TWO ROOMS
Celebrating The Songs

Of

ELTON JOHN & BERNIE TAUPIN
Pn jo.nred By

(liera .,.env
Brad Bey,
Jon Ban Je.,

The

Kate Husk

En, Claproa

Comments: One of the finest natural
ambiences we've ever heard in a recording. The mic placement perfectly balances
the rich reverbs of Mechanic's Hall with
a proximity to the instruments which
brings out the nuances of each artist's performance. The ambience is rich and full
without smearing or washing out any of
the detail. The perfomances of these
pieces are dynamic and inspired.
Telarc continues its laudable tradition of
providing basic recording information to
the purchaser. Mikes used were Scheops
M-221Bs with MK 2L capsules. The console
was a Studer 961, monitor speakers were
B &W 801 Matrix, Series II, power'amplifiers were Threshold S/1000 Stasis Class
A /AB, etc. Digital editing was performed
on the Sony DAE3000 and hard disc editing with Digidesign's Sound Designer I1.
The digital recording processor was an
Ultra-Analog 20 -bit, I28x oversampling
A /D, custom engineered by Kenneth
Hamann. All told, an excellent -sounding
project completed on top-notch gear.

Dan Levain is REP's music production editor and a teacher in the music technology program at Stanford University.
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Hearing the many different ways these
artists interpret the Elton John standards is fascinating. In some cases, parts
of the songs which had seemed like mere
icing arrangement ideas and hooks, for
reveal themselves to be inexample
separable from the song itself. The Beach
Boys' version of "Crocodile Rock" retains
the "lalalalalala" chorus; Wilson Phillips
and Rod Stewart cop the acoustic piano
obligatos during their verses of "Daniel"
and "Your Song" respectively, and one
realizes how integral these parts are to the
16

Daryl Hall

Jae

Cake,

M,,,

GAR,

E. John (Aare,

arase Hornsby

(aorte .Hldael
Saead O'(:onnor
R.J .tirn,an

Slag
Tana Turne,

1h, HUe

II

itsoa Plsilhpa

Comments: It's often hard to imagine
how songs we've heard hundreds of times
could have been done any other way.
Even though those of us who have spent
time in the studio have witnessed the
many changes some songs go through in
their creation, it's still hard to backtrack,
to hear a completed song and tear it down
mentally to its essence, to imagine some
of the other musical areas it visited prior
to arriving at its destination. Covers of
well -known songs, especially when, as
here, they are reinterpretations of the
originals, hold a unique fascination.

- -

song.
In contrast, other parts are easily separated from the song with no loss of song

identity: the groove of "Border Song" for
example, is entirely rewritten by Clapton
adding a heavy Memphis blues groove
with horns, while maintaining it's songness. The Who give "Saturday Night's Alright" their full treatment: 16th -noteTownshend acoustic guitar strums straight
out of "Pinball Wizard" and sequencer
lines a lá Baba O'Riley explode into the
original's famous crashing guitar riffs.
Most of these artists retain their own individual identities through the tracks,
which in and of itself is an interesting
study in production and style. The sonics,
engineered by a virtual Who's Who of top
studio -meisters, are top notch, with the
aforementioned Who cut and Kate Bush's
"Rocket Man" among the high points. A
must -have for everyones library.

NO AUDIO TAPE HAS
EVER RATED SUCH

INCREDIBLE

3M
996

Audio
Mastering Tape

RESPONSE.
"I love the extra headroom it gives you. Diffièrent
types

of music call, for you to hit the tape differently.

I've hit it light and I've hit it hard, and the 3M 996
will definitely take the level." -Ed Chcrne.
independent producer

"You can hit it 3 dB hotter without any distortion
or bottom -end modulation. It's a /)liner image of the
source material." -Toni "bucker, Paisley Park Studios

"A lot

ofengineers and producers want to

really
be able to slain levels to achieve a certain sound. 3M 996 gives
thorn more options and opens more doors, .sonically speakink" -Ram

I

ongicwi, Power Station

Clear. Dynamic. Musical. Exciting. That's the response recording
engineers are giving 3M 996 Audio Mastering Tape. Because 3M 996 audio
tape is giving them the performance they've always wanted: The ability to
record as hot as you want (level +9) with virtually no distortion. A signal to- noise ratio of 79.5 dB. Print -through level of -56.5 dB. And maximum
output level of +14 dB (at kHz). So 3M 996 audio tape returns every
note, every nuance, every thrill exactly as you put it down. Call
1- 800 -245 -8332 for full information. We won't be satisfied until you are.
1

3M Prulessiun:d Audio/Video Products I)n.
3M Centcr, St. Paul. MN 55144
MUSCUNI

Innovation working for you

1.i 19913M
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The Grateful Dead:
"Infrared Roses"

FOCUS:

Label: Grateful Dead Records
Produced by: Bob Bralove
Engineered by: John Cutler, Dan Healy,

JEFFREY NORMAN, Mixing Engineer, "Infrared Roses"

Bob Bralove

Mixed by: Jeffrey Norman
Mastered by: Joe Gastwirt
SPARS Code: ADD

There's a lot of "active' panning and left -right stuff going on in the mixes. What
did you use to get that?
we had about six of the TC2290s at our disposal and there were a lot of in -time
JN: TCs
delays and panning with those. Bob (Bralove, the producer) had a real good idea of what
he wanted with that.

REP:

-

REP:

The liner notes say that a lot of these tracks were combined from different performances ...
JN: We approached the overdubs in basically mix mode. Bob said things like "I want to
take the basis of this tune from this show and overlay stuff from that show:' Other times,
we'd start with a general idea of where to begin, but we'd experiment by pulling things out
he'd have an idea of a certain color or image that he wanted to present in a segment.
We worked with safeties all the way through. We'd take out the stuff that wasn't working
then Bob knew where parts were that he wanted. If the part
by muting or erasing
was on another 24-track, we'd just link two machines. Sometimes we'd spin something over
to the 2 -track and wild -sync it in. Sometimes he'd have something on DAT and we'd just
play back the DAT against what we had, wild- syncing. If it was something where the timing was crucial, we'd dump the DAT over to an Otari 2 -track with SR and SMPTE. With
some things we got really precise on where the parts went; other times we were a little
looser. We mixed directly to 1630.

-

-

REP:
Comments: Someone once said it is the
producer's job to make music out of the
disorganized chaos on tape. This is certainly what Phil Spector did with The Beatles'
"Let It Be", what Chris Thomas must
have for "Dark Side of The Moon", and
what Bralove has done here with "Infrared
Roses:' Bralove has taken sections of the
"space" portion of different Grateful Dead
live performances and weaved, crocheted and knitted them together to form a
larger musical work, a work which forms
a cohesive whole and comprises a focused
musical concept. Bralove has done a first
class job with this project.
Of special interest: The pieces cover
a great deal of musical territory: percussion jams, introspective soloings and
futuristic sound sculptures. The song
"Sparrow Hawk Row" sounds like what
you might expect to hear in Ten -Forward,
the cocktail lounge on the starship Enterprise. "Magnesium Night Light" sounds
like sountrack music for "Terminator III:'
This is great stuff, on anyone's scale, and
defies description or pigeonholing. It's
worth the investment for a listen.

How did the track "Parallelogram" come together?
JN: There's two segments in it. One segment lasts three minutes, where the drums start off
and the two drummers are playing against each other. and that segues into Billy (Kreutza huge set of big tom
man) playing timbales and Mickey (Hart) playing "The Beast"
toms on a rack. Those had been performed as two separate sections and we combined
them for this release.
left was Billy, right was Mickey. The album is
The drums came from a 2 -track DAT
mostly 60/40 real drums to sampled drums. Bob wanted the samples just to add some definition to what was already there. Because the source was only 2- track, if you wanted more
kick or something, there wasn't a lot you could do. We did it by transferring the DAT to
two tracks on the 24- track, Dolby SR at 15ips, so we could work on one drummer at a
we'd EQ to pull the kick out of the mix
time. With EQ, we worked on each drum sound
and then have that drive a new kick sound. Next we tried to do that with the snare and
toms, but we couldn't EQ the individual toms well enough to pick them out individually.
We had several Wendel Jr's and tom tom samplers set up, but we couldn't get an individual
tom to trigger just the individual sound we wanted; the overtones were so rich that each
tom was triggering everything. So Bob "played the board" by muting things at just the
right spot. We only had the drum we were working on at the moment triggering the sam-

-

-

-

ples we wanted.

REP: What reverb settings did you use on the drums?
JN: On the snare it's 480L on Large Wood Room, RTM 1.4, bass x6. We used 480 on as
much as we could. II it needed another reverb. we used the PCM 70 a bit. The rest of the
drums were 480 Jazz Hall, RTM 2.57, bass x3.0.
For the second segment. on "The Beast;' we used a Quantec on program '24, "St.
Peter's Cathedral Room;' stock. We didn't have a computer so there was no way to adjust
it. The timbale had 480L on the same Jazz Hall setting as before.
And here's an engineer screw -up for you: in the first part of "Parallelogram;' remember
that the two original drum tracks were on a DAT. At some point after we had all the samples together, I was putting something down on the 24-track. One of the original drum
tracks was in record and I erased 10 seconds of drums that were an essential part of the
kit.
So with that part gone off the multitrack, you had erased your triggers. You
would've had to go back and start building everything up all over again.
JN: Exactly. After slamming my head into the console several times, I realized that wasn't
going to bring the track back, so I calmly tried to figure out what to do. First, I took the
DAT and transferred it to 2 -track (Dolby SR with time code). I locked up the two machines
the 2 -track and the 24- track. and started moving it (the offset) frame by frame until
got the part I hadn't erased to lock in. Then. once it was locked. replaced the missing

REP:

-

1

piece.
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TI -e M700 is a 32 -buss production console
series that combines sonic purity aid a familiar,

flexible architecture in standard coifigurations
up to 128 input channels. Designed using a minimal number of active components. the M700's
signal path is dean and efficient, which results
in a natural sounding mix that's cpei, robust
and trans P arent.
The ease and flexibility of the M700 Series
,
can be extended by means of TASCAM's new
Moving Fader Automation (MFA) pac<age; a full -,
featured, stand -alone automation sys_em which
can be enhanced with a computer asa display
terminal. The very responsive MFA package'
includes TASCAM -designed motorized faders
with 12-bit resolution, along with capabilities for
sub-grouping `aders, mutes and solos.
if you haven't yet seen the remarkable M700/
MFA production console in action, you can easily
do so by calling (213) 726-0303. Or by writing
TASCAM, 7733 Telegraph Road, Mo-itebello,
CA 90640.

/
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Michael Jackson: "Dangerous"

FOCUS:

Label: Epic
Produced by: Michael Jackson, Teddy Riley.
Bruce Swedien, Bill Bottrell
Engineered by: Bruce Swedien, Teddy Riley,
Bill Bottrell, Bruce Forger, Jim Mitchell. Jean Marie Norval, Thom Russo. Dave Way, Richard
Cottrell, Kevin Gilbert
Mixed by: Bruce Swedien, Teddy Riley, Bruce
Forger, Bill Bottrell
Recorded at: Ocean Way, Record One, Larrabee. Westlake, Smoketree, Toad Hall, Record
Plant (Los Angeles)
Mastered bj': Bernie Grundman
SPARS Code: DAD /AAD

BRUCE SWEDIEN, Producer /Engineer,

"Dangerous"

REP: What are the sequenced sounds on Jam? There's one that sounds like a sleigh bell.
BS: Right, it is! It's a sleigh bell I've had in my barn, I brought it out from Minneapolis
when I moved here. Rene Moore and I came up with the orignal concept for that piece
a drum loop that's an old groove
and there's a bunch of really unique sounds in there
thing and some new sounds that Rene and I played on drums.

-

REP:

What sequencer did you use for the album?
BS: For the techno -pop things that Teddy [Riley] was invovled in, he did all the sequencing
himself with Atari equipment. The stuff I did, like "Jam" and "Keep The Faith" is all Linn's
MPCC60. Rhett Lawrence did the sequencing on "Keep the Faith" directly on the MPCC60.
I think feel -wise it's far superior to Macintosh -based stuff like Performer. I don't know what
the difference is. but it seems like Linn's just wake up feeling good. The original samples
were recorded at 96K on a Mitsubishi 86HS with B &K 4006s.

REP:

How did you get the vocal effects? A lot of it sounds like heavy compression and
stereo phasing.
BS: I think it's SPX 1000 on a special chorus, with parameters I modified. My favorite compressor these days is the Neve 2254: it's a vintage, spectacular piece of equipment. I carry
two racks of them with me.

REP:

What's that thing that sounds like a sequenced guitar on "Can't Let Her Get Away;'
playing the t/s note "chunk chunk" part?
we sampled it on the Mits and then dumped it into a
BS: That was Teddy playing guitar

-

Roland stereo sampler.

REP: The

credits read "Recorded, mixed and mastered with the exclusive Quantum
Range Recording Process What's that all about?
BS: (Laughs) I'd rather not comment.

Comments: There aren't enough superlatives for this effort. technically speaking. The
musical trend follows previous albums. meaning more groove, perhaps at the expense of
melody. It is clear. however, that the members
of the production team. notably Bill Bottrell,
Bruce Swedien and Teddy Riley, have created
a new standard, a "sound" that everyone will
be trying to copy for some time to come. The
bottom end is as good as we've ever heard: the
machine tracks cook and move some serious
air. In spots, Michael's vocals are a bit lower
and more ambiently distant in the mix than has
been the custom lately, but of course this will
probably be the next trend in balancing.
Of special interest: Some of the 3 -D and
spatial effects are stunning. If you've seen the
video or heard the track. there is a sequence
at the beginning of "Black or White" where a
kid is listening to music and his father comes
pounding at the door, telling him to turn it
down. The effects are so uncannily realistic.
one finds oneself doing a double -take even after a dozen listenings.
Overall, the mixes are far from the sterile
carefulness one might expect on such a high profile, expensive project - they are occasionally loose and sometimes even a bit raw and
gritty, all with great feel. Surprisingly, tape or
preamp hiss (remember that ?) shows up on
several tracks, most noticably on "Keep The
Faith One wonders whether it's there as art
or artifact.

:
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REP: Hmmm...(Long

pause)
BS: Well. it's the space age accusonic. It's really a term to describe the way I multiplex
multitrack tapes. whether they are analog or digital. I think the most dramatic sonic value
it has is that it allows us to keep a lot more discrete stereo up until the final stage of the
mix, which lets us keep the sound wider and fuller.
I have a penchant for recording true stereophonic images. By that I don't mean left- rightmono: to me that is about as interesting as yesterday's shirt. The most value there is that
I'm able to keep a lot of truly discrete stereo images to the final mix. because the minute
you bus a lot of those sounds down to mono you lose the polar pattern of the stereo and
they become resultantly very very small. By keeping a lot of the sound of the original
stereo miking, whether it's x -y or a -b or whatever, you can really improve the sound without any additional effort.
The problem with an x -y mic pickup is that the incoherent sound is very apparent, but
it's not coherent, so it gives you a center -feeling image. It has a feeling of acoustics and all
that. but if you really listen. the whole sound field seems to come from the middle. But it
still has a big feeling of space.
With a traditional a -b mic pickup you get a great deal of left -right intensity. By combining those techniques you can come up with some incredible values. I never think about
minimizing the number of tracks I use. I drive the studio people crazy. Kind of a "Tracks R
Us" concept. It does burn up alot of tracks. but I don't care. With a-b the intensity difference between mics is vastly more apparent.
B &K went and made me a special calibrated stand for their omnis, which they offer for
sale now. It's numbered and you can return the mikes to their orignial x -y position with
great accuracy.

REP: What's your favorite vocal

mic these days?
discussed mics we got into a lot of trouble. But I can tell you
there's only one mic that's come out in the last decade which is truly remarkable, and
that's the Milab VIP50. And the fact that I'm a Swede too has nothing to do with it. I used
it on Ray Charles on "I'll Be Good to You" in "Back on The Block He came into the studio right after the tracking and said, "What mic is that, I have to have one
BS: Last time you and

I
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MORE POWER
AND MORE PERFORMANCE
THE NEW DYAXIS. Now providing
automated real -time EQ and Level

Control for our

2

and 4 output virtual

multitrack systems. Other advanced
features include support of

a

1

giga-

byte hard drive for up to 10 hours of

stereo recording, new full magneto

optical capability and full sample

frequency conversion.
SYNCHRONIZATION

Is

EASY. With the

System Synchronizer and time

option, Dyaxis
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You. With

sound quality.

the most up to date digital technology

RDAT. Dyaxis' integrated RDAT subsystem allows you to reliably back up
1.2 gigabytes

of information on

a

DAT

STUDER DYAXIS

Dyaxis, you not only get

available you also get free on -line
service and support from professionals

who care. To find out more about the

data cassette. Using our custom Studer-

right Dyaxis system to fit your specific

Backer II software, you can retrieve an

needs, call your Studer representative

entire job or

for complete details.

a

single sound effect

quickly and easily.

axle

of sample

accurate time code based slave applications. Just

-

circuit designs, Dyaxis has achieved a
worldwide reputation for outstanding

click of the mouse

enables Dyaxis to lock to SMPTE.
EBU, VITC, video, and film tach.

DIGITAL
COMPATIBILITY.

Dyaxis communicates

with and transcodes
between all major

digital formats such
SUPERB AUDIO QUALITY. Through

as DASH, AES-EBU,

Studer Editech Corporation's own pro-

SPDIF, PD. SDIF, 601

prietary A -D /D -A converter implemen-

and more.

tation, anti- aliasing filter and analog
Studer Revox America. Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike Nashville, TN 37210 Tel: 615/254 -5651 Fax: 615/256 -7619
Studer Revox Canada Ltd.. Toronto 416/510.1347
New York 212/255 -4462 Los Angeles 818/780-4234
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STUDER

Obviously, our "smart" digital processors don't look like the

old, traditional processors you're accustomed to. What may

surprise you is that they don't process that way either!
Roland's custom

For example, here are some comments from Roger

VLSI chips give our

Processors amazing
power at a price that
will astound you!

Nichols about his own Roland R -880 Digital Reverb.

"The detail with which you can construct a process is amazing!

ROLAND'S

You

can

select the size and shape of the room,

"SMART" PROCESSORS.

the number of early reflections, and the time and

HOW DID YOU EVER
amplitude of each
GET ALONG
OUT THEM? individual reflection. Or you can have two different choruses going at the same time,

each with its own depth and rate. So you think the left input should go
through a chorus and t lien to

the reverb section, but you
want the right input to bypass

the chorus and
go into the reverb,

maybe with a little compression along the way? No sweat."
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R -880 Reverb gives you an LCD "workbench" so you can lay
out and interconnect functions until you have exactly the effect
you need. And there's no need for you to dedicate separate DSP
functions like equalizers or compressors to effects sends or
returns, because these are built -in and user -configurable right
at the controller.

The

With 20Hz to 20kHz frequency response, greater then 90dB dynamic
range, and less than 0.015% THD, the R -880's transparent performance
provides natural ambience for acoustic instruments.

Actually, those two words best describe the idea behind

buying and using all our digital processors. "No sweat!"
Consider our E-660 Digital Parametric Equalizer. It's
a new breed of studio tool operating entirely in the digital

domain. Designed for the ultimate in sound quality and

ease of use, it offers eight bands of equalization in a variety of configurations. It even gives you 99 storage memories for individual curves,
whole new way to look
R -880's effects
exist totally in software, so
you can create unique effects
unattainable with other
devices. Optional memory
cards let you use Roland's preprogrammed effects, or you
It's

a

at reverbs. The

can use the same card and

write your own. And after
you've custom -programmed
exactly what you need, these
programs are stored into
memory for future use!

>.

each recallable at the touch of

-MELLMFE_L=

a button. And the "660" is MIDI

compatible!
And while we're on the subject

Laboratory -grade construction, components, and grounding techniques deliver
response from 20Hz to 20 kHz,

of doing things right, you should

a

a

flat frequency

dynamic range greater than 94dB, and 0.015 THD. (The screen shown

lets you reverse the polarity of either or both channels from the front panel.)

check out our SN -550 Noise Eliminator. First, it's affordable. But it's
analog and digital levels
separately (screen 1), but
the E -660 Parametric EQ
lets you store and recall a
precise E0 history, from
nicrophone to master,
either as an exact
numerical setting, or as a
representative curve
(screens 2 & 3).

also an extremely sophisticated,
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And because all signal pro-
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Level +1 2.0 da

cessing occurs in the digital
domain, the integrity of the

..i.r,n4-,way411aglatift

original signal is preserved at

every stage. We even put a hum canceler in the "550" that really works.
As one of R -E -P magazine's testers put it, "Its hum cancellation capa-

bilities are nothing short of amazing."
linear A /Ds and 18 -bit 0/As with 48kHz sampling frequency
gives the SN -550 Noise Eliminator exceptional dynamic range
and sound quality.
16 -bit

So before you buy any audio effects processor, you owe yourself a
Wan Hum Cancel
tuncuon activated

look at Roland's line of "smart" processors.
You

really will wonder how you got

With both Nome and
Hum Canceling animated

Sound waveform
with sound and hum

along without them!
And don't forget to send for illustrated
Ifrft- ittres on these, and other fine Roland

Two separate noise eliminating

Pro prodttcts, like the new DM -80 Digital Audio
Wah Noose Cancel

Workstation, the SBX -1000 MIDI Cueing Box

function activated

and the Roland Sound Space` Processor.
Call Roland at (213) 685 -5141, ext. 337.

Roland
Pro AudioVideo
Mr. Nichol's

comments courtesy EQ Magazine

c

Roland Corporauon US 1992.

Roland Corporation US. 7200 Domimon Cucle. Los Angeles, CA 90040 -3696
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circuits for noise and hum is the
key to eliminating a variety of
different noise types while
minimizing tonal alteration.

sott4A.I gtv1/4a44Use It
or
Lose It?
By Steve Lawson

Every organism has a life cycle. We learned
that in 9th grade biology. You know
you're
born; you live; you die. The same goes for
equipment. Because our industry is ever evolving, much of the equipment we purchase
is as perishable as unpasteurized milk. It may
become obsolete before it's even paid for. But
there are some gems. Some gear was, and still
is, built to last forever. But how do you know
what will live on and what should be thrown
away? It's not an easy question to answer.

-

It was more cost effective to add the
features we wanted

rather than replace
them with those that
did more but didn't
sound as "warm."

Some gear has a short life span. Mechanical
pieces wear out or the manufacturer goes out
of business. Other gear seems to be more in
demand today than when new. If it's a piece
that always sounded great it probably still
sounds great, with proper maintenance and updating. The main reason for keeping a piece
of gear is how it sounds. Maybe the piece in
question "colored" the sound in a certain way
that engineers and producers still love. Maybe
the gear sounded bad when new and still
sounds bad today
but producers who work
in your facility will only work there if you have
one. That's reason enough to hang on to otherwise oddball equipment. And maybe what sets
you apart from your competition is the fact that

-

Steve Lawson is president of Lawson Productions. Inc. and
general manager of Bad Animals, Seattle.
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Perspectives
SPARS
n..n.n

you've been around long enough to have some
of the "classic" equipment that is now sought
after.
At the moment, our company is undergoing
major expansion. Our new room is large
enough to handle a 50 -piece orchestra. It boasts
a brand spanking new 64 -input console featuring VCA and moving fader automation at the
touch of a button, at a cost more than many
waterfront homes here in the Northwest. The
new room has access to two new 24 -track analog recorders, 24 channels of noise reduction
and twin digital multitracks. But the room also
has access to 12 old modules from vintage consoles offering that "other" flavor of equalization requested by so many producers. The room
is complemented by numerous older EQ's and
classic tube microphones in a wide assortment
of models.
Our two other music rooms feature 20-yearold vintage consoles that have been totally
rebuilt from the faders up. We considered selling off these boards a few years ago, but we
kept them for a number of reasons.
The first reason was audio. People love the
way some of the older consoles sound. They
spend a lot annually just to buy the equalizers. We kept our full -blown 32 -input consoles
because they had such great history and had
been used in making major hits for artists such
as Heart, Steve Miller, Bachman Turner Overdrive, Elton John. The Spinners, Tower of Power
and more. Pull out the old vinyl or the new CD's
made from the old masters. They still sound
great
the "classic" sound of those old con-

-

soles.

The second reason we kept the consoles was
financial one. It just made money -sense to
update the consoles rather than to replace
them. Because of the sound quality of the consoles when new, it was more cost -effective to
add the features we wanted rather than replace
them with those that did more but didn't sound
as "warm:' We added eight discrete sends because producers asked for that feature. We
replaced all the relays and capacitors because
they were tired and needed to be swapped out.
We changed resistor values where necessary
to increase bass response. And we added hard
disk -based automation to both consoles, with
moving faders in one room and VCAs in the
other.
The response from engineers and producers
alike has been most gratifying. They love the
thought of tracking and mixing on the new
board in our main studio and overdubbing on
our old classic consoles. They savor using the
older input modules along with some of the
newer available outboard input modules. And
those old equalizers share racks with the latest
tube EQ's. The old tube limiters share space
with the new tube limiters, but not everyone
favors the new stereo compressors so they
share rack space with the 20-year-old units. The
latest digital reverbs are available, but many
engineers and producers still prefer the sound
of our old plates on vocals and drums. And one
a

producer even asks to use our old spring reverb
he just loves that spring sound.

-

One producer even asks

to use our old spring
he just loves
reverb

-

that spring sound.

So how do you know when it's time to get
rid of something? If it's broken, you can't get
parts and it wasn't that great to start with
throw it away. If it's all mechanical, getting old
and causing downtime
sell it. We just sold
two very old 24 -track recorders and one not
so old, but out of production (in fact, the company no longer makes audio equipment). These
three machines had mastered many hits and
worked very hard for us for many years. They
were still doing the job, but our facility runs
20 hours a day and any downtime causes us
morale and customer goodwill problems, as
well as billing nightmares. So, it was time for
us to sell these working machines. The people
who got them paid far less than the cost of new
machines and they got some great gear. But
it's older gear and will demand more maintenance than a piece of new equipment.
We've sold very few pieces of gear over the
years, but have bought quite a bit of used equipment. Some of the equipment we purchased
spoiled like old milk, but most of it is still in
service today. We might not use all of it that
often, but when it's called for we're heroes. It
feels great to roll out our old organ once in a
while, and our oldest drum kit is still used as
often as our newest.
What and when to sell, or buy, is more of
an artform than it is a science. Different
authorities have widely divergent opinions on
this subject and no one viewpoint is the final
word. Being able to network and discuss topics
such as these with your peers is a great reason for being a member of SPARS. You can get
together with fellow members locally, and you
can get on the phone and contact your colleagues from all over the country. Chances are
good that you will sharpen your own views, and
help to shape our industry by sharing with

-

-

others.

The Society of Professional Audio Recording Services is
the industry's best source of business information. For details on activities or membership, contact SPARS at 4300
10th Ave. N.. Lake Worth, FL 33461; 407-641-6648; fax
407-642-8263.

NEW MO SERIES.
MASTER QUALITY DIC /DAT
FOR THE ULTIMATE
QUALITY MASTER.

//

DIC ///DAT introduces its .>.ew MO Series DAT tape. Maste- Quality

media crafted with second -generation technical improvements
based on extensive R &D and feedback from audio pros in the field.
The one DIC ///DAT perfected for prDfessional use.
virtually eliminates

NEW MO 'Formulation Finish" reduces friction and pro-

NEW MO dust -busting cassette design

vides more efficient tape-to -head contact for superb
performance even in the face of high search and rewind

recording errors and tape jamming due to environmental
contamination.

speeds.

NEW MO u lique window calibrations for easier reading
and more accurate time judgmen'.

MicroFinity metal particle
technology creates a consistently high quality magnetic
medium for uncompromising professional DAT recording.
NEW MO proprietary DIC

NEW MO exclusive DIC ///DAT tape lengths include an

extra two minutes for tone recording, test signals and pre roll identification -as well as the industry's only 15 -30

NEW MO extra-strong DIC ///DAT cassette shell made in

the U.S., will new window ribs for ircreased stability, 100%
anti- static plastic, and the industry's only fiber -filled slider
for structural integrity, stands up to the most rigorous

studio use.

minute DAT cassettes for small programs, demos and
test tapes.
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TAKING MUSIC TO THE Nth DEGREE.
Bridge Plaza South, Fort Lee, NI 07024. 1/300-DAT-1-DIC (in NI. 201/224 -9344)
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The Global Network
By Rick Schwartz

Digital networks will change the way we
work and live in the '90s. You may have already
heard that the phone company will be expanding their service to include simultaneous voice
and data capabilities. But did you know the FCC
is also considering allowing them to carry cable television programs and other services over
their wires? Things like 30 pay -per-view movie channels. picture-phone service, interactive
television and a "video-on-demand" system that
allows users to electronically select from a remote library and control the images with VCR like fast -forward and rewind capabilities. Although this sounds like a scene from some
science-fiction movie, all of the above services are already in use in special test markets.
Imagine the digital networking potential once
everyone has data lines installed in their homes
and offices. If you think this has nothing to do
with recording studios
you're wrong.
Most studios are already using digital networks. even though they don't realize it. Let's
look at a few examples. If you own a personal
computer, you use a digital network every time
you print on a laser printer. If you've ever done
a sample dump from one MIDI keyboard to another, you've sent a digital sound file over a
very simple network. Although MIDI can be
used to send packets of digital data, it is very
slow. (In the future, make sure your samplers
will support digital dumps over SCSI or RS-422
lines.)

puter's hard disk, so you can start building your
own universal library of AIFF format sound
files. There are several ways of expanding your
MIDI digital network beyond 16 devices by using Opcode's OMS software or a Mark of the
Unicorn MIDI Timepiece, which allows the
Macintosh to talk to MIDI devices.
Every Macintosh computer has powerful networking functions built -in that allow its users
to share resources such as printers and modems. All you need to connect computers is
low -cost phone connecters and regular phone
cables. By using the second pair oft your phone
wiring (yellow and black) you can link computers in every room.

= Private Folders -E_
Name

Assistant

For more complex setups, Passport's Alchemy allows users to send digital samples between
a network of samplers. Once a sample is transferred into a computer it can be edited, mapped
and sent to any sampler. So it doesn't matter
whether your sounds are from an Ell!, an Akai
S -1000 or a Roland S -770. While you're at it.
it's a good idea to store a copy onto your comRick Schwartz is a contributing editor to REP and director of post-production at Music Animals. Los Angeles.
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Drop Boxes

9 items

99.9 MB

in disk

97.4 MB avail

Studio

A

Traffic

Manny

Studio

B

Tech Shop

Moe

Accounting

Jack

1

Assistant

2

Assistant

3

MIDI Room

Assistant 4
Bookeeper

-

Most studios are
already using digital
networks, even though
they don't realize it.

It, but not taken out, except by its owner. If an

engineer wanted to submit an invoice to a studio's accounting office, he could simply leave
it in their drop box (See Figure 2). Public folders
have no security and are available to anyone
who can access a server. Public folders are good
for documents or applications that need to be
things like stumade available to every user

Engineer

Engineer 3
Engineer 4
Exec. Asst.

Owner

Receptionist
1

Tech 2

Figure

1.

2.

Drop Boxes.

1

Engineer 2

Tech

Figure

Private Folders.

THE PAPERLESS STUDIO
Apple has always promoted the concept of
the paperless office. What about the paperless
studio? Once you've connected all your computers to the network, you need to set up file
sharing. File sharing tells the computer which
folders will be shared. creates users and groups
and setup access privileges. This is well documented in Apple System 7.0 documentation.
so I won't waste time on it here.
There are three basic types of folders: private folders. public folders and drop boxes. Private folders are only available to a single user
or a group and can not be accessed by anyone
else. It's common to set up a private folder for
every user or department (See Figure 1). A drop
box is like a mail box things can be put into

-

dio menus, killer drum samples or disk optimization software. I also recommend you have
a studio Rolodex that is available to every
room. TouchBase or Dynodex work well.
Digital workstation manufacturers are also
getting into the networking act. Solid State Logic offers a system called Sound Net that allows
multiple users of ScreenSound to access up to
16 SCSI devices. Editors can access hard disks
by connecting various types of storage media
to their workstation using an automated onscreen patchbay. The system also has a systemwide database that allows users to quickly
search off -line optical disks for sounds.
Sonic Solutions is introducing a high-speed
network using optical fiber to connect their
workstations and peripheral devices, including
DAT machines. CD printers and SCSI hard
drives. This makes it possible to share all storage and I/O resources. which allows "network -

wide" editing.

CHEAPERNET
There is another low-cost alternative for DAW
users which works well in situations where
several editors need to share a central sound
effects library. By creating a file server for
sounds instead of programs, several editors can
share the same disk (although only one person can edit a single sound file at a time). Most
of the time sound files are copied from the SFX
server to an offline editing disk after they have
been selected. For optimum performance, use
a dedicated file server running AppleShare software. If you need to transfer large sound files,
an Ethernet card would be a worthwhile addiContinued on page 64

In an age of disk and digital,
why buy analog?
We

know there are some

applications where our
32- channel digital machine, the
DTR -900. is the only answer. But
if your business is such that you
can do anything you want to do in
the analog domain, and at the
same time do less damage to your
budget, then our brand new analog 24- channel MTR -IOOA may be
the perfect machine for you.
When you consider that the
MTR -100 will literally change
forever the way engineers interface with audio machines, and

Tim 11771-I00:.:nuu-uhgnmrnl s.nrs un, huws
of lime b} eliminating constant l ueaA ing and

le-lue:,Ainf; InYU,rn sessions.

that this new way will save you
hours spent in non -productive
time, the analog choice begins to
make even more sense. You see,
the MTR -100 features full Auto Alignment that allows total recalibration of the record and
reproduce electronics. This means
you can compensate for different
tapes in a fraction of the time that
it previously took. and your studio
is not bogged down with constant
tweaking and re- tweaking between sessions.
And if you think digital machines have a corner on high

.
.

transport is pinchrollerless to
give you the legendary tape hanfiling ballistics of our
MIR-90.

gill

.

MTR -100's sonic performance

.

rival. or beat any digital machine
in the world.

So there you have
What's more. with
it. With these powerful
benefits available in
its optional KC-103 chase
sychronizer. the MIR-100
analog, does it make
maintains frame -lock in
sense to go digital?
Sure, for some applicaforward and reverse from
0.2X to 2.5X play speed.
tions. But analyze your
,,,,.,,n.,
Ihal
alry,nu,lh
will
park
needs carefully before
and
typically
one fnn..e prnu r:,re diñ n
with zero frame error.
you buy For many
In pulse u kith nunh,atinl
all,phr,r..14,tap,.p,,,l$
Then. there's the
applications, a hot
l,1 474 ips.
sound. New cylindricalanalog tape machine like the
MIR-100 is the right choice.
contour heads built by Otani
especially for the MIR-100 result
And because we can see
both sides of the question. put us
in remarkably low crosstalk and
outstanding low- frequency
to work. We have information that
performance. Pre -amps are locan help you make the right decicated directly beneath the heads
sion. Call Otani at (415) 341 -5900
to further improve frequency
for the "Technology You Can 71'ust ".
response. and 11X-Pro* is built -in
for enhanced high frequency
headroom. (An optional internal
noise reduction package houses
Dolby* SR/A.) Add all these features to gapless, seamless.
punch -in, punch -out. which is
also built -in, and your
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performance transports. think
again! The MTR -100's new transport incorporates reel motors that
approach one horsepower- you'll
get fast wind speeds of up to 474
inches per second! Of course, the
Trademark Ildbn Laboratories Licensing Corporation
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dience, are in the communications business, it's
time to start preparing for our positions of

Welcome to the
Forum
By Tim

up my first modem. That day the world got
smaller and faster and I have never looked
back. The first time I tapped into the digital infoworld that lies at the other end of the phone
line I was hooked. no pun intended.
Arguably, my most important digital connections are the E -Mail and professional message
forums of the Compuserve Information Service. Through it I receive the support of
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of nerds just like
me here in the U.S. and in dozens of countries
around the world. And that support is always
at my finger tips, literally! I log on to the online service, ask a couple of questions, and
within hours, I have multiple answers. No warrantees. but no hype. Just a lot of cheap but
professional advice. mostly from people I've
never laid eyes on. And when I'm not asking
questions or getting answers, I eavesdrop on
some of the great minds of my chosen computer language. An on -line message forum is
a running conversation, many running conversations really, open to all comers. Have you
ever picked up a good engineering tip while
swapping war stories with other engineers and
producers. Well. I do it digitally every day and
many of them don't even know they've helped

responsibility.
I'll be perfectly honest, I don't do much audio engineering these days. I spend 60-70 hours
a week strapped to a computer keyboard, hacking out application code designed to make the
work of those who are engineering (and those
who support them) a little easier and maybe
a little more fun. I don't manufacture a damn
thing. I even deliver my product digitally via
the telephone network. I don't remember
which musician it was that. 20 years ago, wanted to phone -in his 'part; but today I do just that.
Even these words were transmitted digitally
from my electronic cottage overlooking Cape
Cod Bay, to my editor at REI? Its our own little virtual reality. I'm not really in the office
next to Mike Joseph, but it is virtually the same
thing.
I spend a lot of my time digitally connected
to clients, colleagues, friends and family and
I have a desktop full of digital tools to help me.
If the desktop computer is the man-machine
interface to the digital world then the modem
is the machine -machine interface. I spent many
years working with computers before I hooked

Sadler

Before the end of the millennium all electronic communication will be digital. Bits will know
no borders. Data will be ductile. You're not going to get a vote on virtual reality. It's going

to bleed into your home and business through
every electronic orifice in the room.
The broadcast /music /motion picture industries, publishing industry and computer and
consumer electronics industries are experiencing a joint metamorphosis. If we are to believe
the loftier's, the coming powershift will place
the purveyors of information at the top of the
heap. Since both this magazine and you, its au-

Tim Sadler is president of IntroMedia. a software consultancy. He can be reached through his Compuserve address: 72007,1113.

Suggested Retail Price $249.00*
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your studio monitors.
Introducing the Alesis M -EQ 230. The only EQ
you should put between you and your music.
Featuring two 30 band channels for incredibly
precise control. Each band is laser-trimmed to
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1/3 octave ANSI /ISO centers, and features ±12dB of
boost or cut so you can really dig in where you need
to. Plus, to protect your speakers if power is
interrupted, we've included Auto Power Muting.
And thanks to our exclusive Monolithic Surface
Technology' you get two channels instead of one
in a one space 19" rack. For only $249.

A

me. In fact. I log on for several minutes each
day just to download the contents of selected
message forums. Those of you more MIDI than
not and connected to Compuserves MIDI Fo-

rum, already know what I'm talking about.
This all-important digital connection is facilitated by other tools of the digital trade: the
computer itself (mine are Macs, but operating
systems are becoming increasingly interoperable and therefore irrelevant) and a modem.
that :echnical marvel that modulates and then
demodulates the digital data and software. Software is the key to making on -line information
really accessible. I had a Compuserve address
for two years before I really started to use it.
The navigation of mature services, such as
Compuserve, suffers from its command line
heritage. Using Compuserve without specialized front -end software can be painful and expensive, but bring the power of a program like
Navigator to bear and you begin to tap the real
power of digital delivery.
That's where the idea for "REP: On -Line"
was born. If there is all this great digital corm
mun,cation going on right under our noses.
why isn't REP, whose readers' lives revolve
around ever more digital communications, part
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focus extends well beyond the bounds of MIDI related interests. we think the MIDI forum in ill
provide a hospitable and established environment for launching " REI': On-Line's" professional audio focus. When developed. "REP:
On -Line" will offer our readers who choose to
join us on -line, an advance look at each months
important features, direct access to the magazine's editors. on -line conferences with audio
industry insiders. a message forum for open discussion of pro -audio topics and libraries of
REP archives (both from the magazine and
eventually of message threads), resource references and manufacturer's product releases and
updates.
Each month in REP. the magazine, I will report the highlights of the past 30 days of online activity in a continuing effort to light a fire
under those who have not yet made the digital connection.
Next time in this spot. I'll give you the details on how to make the digital connection via
Compuserve, our contact numbers and access
protocol. I'll also tell you where to find good
deals on modems and software, and what to
look for when you visit us on -line. See you then!

of that digital world? Why shouldn't our readers be able to tap the REP archives for teen
nical articles and references or instantly and
directly address our editors to praise or pan
their latest efforts? In fact, why should our readers have to wait, sometimes as long as a month.
for breaking industry news and analysis? Why
shouldn't manufacturer's provide product uJdate and other technical information for our
readers to access? And why not sponsor live,
on-line (virtually real) conferences with the visionaries of our industry?
But most importantly, why not provide a forum for our readers to communicate with each
other, a place where they can traffic in that
storehouse of information that is the professio.lal audio community. Believe it or not, studio
time is not the most valuable commodity this
industry has to offer. Two people can't use the
same studio time simultaneously. A good production tip or technical tidbit is far more valuable. It can produce results for everyone who
wants to make use of it.
Beginning this spring. REP will instigate a
professional audio forum on the Compuserve
Information Service. " RE1': On -Line' will appear on their MIDI Forum, and although REP's
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MUTING

With audio performance rivaling the very best, the
M -EQ 230 is a great EQ that doesn't cost a lot of money.
Now you can finally get excited about an equalizer.
When it's time for a little EQ, get a lot of EQ with the
Alesis M-EQ 230 Precision Equalizer. For mixes,
instruments and PA, there really isn't any other choice.

Ask your Alesis dealer.

Alesis Co poraeon 3630 Holcrege Avenue

Los Angeles CA

90016

*Slightly higher in Canada
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REP S
Optimum Analog
Performance
ANALOG?

mounting digital wave there
remain important roles that analog- recorders
still play. For one, analog is a proven, stable format, while digital technology has yet to settle
down. Re-writeable optical is virtually here, and
even crystal- holographic recording is no longer
science fiction!
For another, the cost and functional advantages of analog, considering editing, vari- and
double -speed and portability from studio -tostudio or country -to- country remain substantial. By necessity or by design, many of us
choose to retain significant investments in
analog.
There is a price for analog's convenience in
today's CD- spoiled marketplace: a requirement
to squeeze out every last one of those analog
dBs. Let's start by looking at bias. We'll briefly
cover the basics, but hang in there. We may
well cover some material you've never heard
before. The emphasis on this will definitely be
practical.

Ht4'4
impose a dc voltage on record head windings,
directly distorting program signal.
Use a spectrum analyzer, or a voltmeter and
filter -set to check the bias waveform at the output of the amplifiers. Second -harmonic distortion should be extremely low. If a spec for your
recorder isn't available, you may get some idea
of correct performance by checking several
units of that model.

Yes, despite the

BIAS BASICS
Bias for magnetic recording is a stable, highfrequency electrical sine wave at a voltage amplitude 20dB-or -so above nominal signal level. Analog recorders always mix input with bias
before sending it to the record head. What
would happen without bias? The transduction
of transient magnetic energy in the record head
to permanent magnetization patterns on tape
would be highly non -linear. Recorded sounds
would be unrecognizably distorted and noisy.
Tape recorders employ a single bias oscillator, which feeds, via a separate amplifier for
each, the head -windings of all record and erase
channels assigned to record mode. If the os-

cillator is bad, no channels will record properly or erase. Separate amplifiers provide different amplitude ranges for bias and erase, and
allow fine level adjustments.
If just one channel fails to record or erase
properly, suspect the associated amplifier. The
head itself, the cabling between amplifier and
head and intervening connecters are also
potential failure sites. Even a tiny chunk of
grease- pencil over a head gap can block recording.
REAL VS. IDEAL
Ideal bias waveforms are sine waves. Real
bias, however, includes distortion. Unlike other areas of audio, second and other even-order
harmonics in bias are more damaging than
odd -order harmonics. Even-order harmonics
M. Raymond Jason is an electronic engineer at National
Public Radio in Washington, DC.
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FINE-TUNING
The frequency accuracy of bias is critical, not
so much for its impact on recording quality, but
because bias -traps may not properly null out -

of- frequency bias, and erase -peaking
resonance -circuits may not properly boost it.
The absolute amount of bias applied to tape
affects every sound -quality parameter, so include fine-tuning of bias level in every electronic alignment of an analog recorder. Tape data
sheets, available from tape manufacturers or
distributors, provide most of the relevant information (data may not be given for the speed
you use; many sheets provide data for 15ips
only). Bias levels greater or less than optimum,
engender more harmonic distortion, more
modulation noise, less medium and long wavelength headroom (1kHz and below) and problems with high frequency response of the tape.
All tape is formulated for optimum performance at just one speed, for which all parameters
reach their optimum value at the same, or nearly the same, bias level. Most professional tape
is designed for 15ips. Advantages of slower or
faster speeds must be weighed against the performance penalty of "misusing" a tape by
choosing a non -design speed.
OVERBIASING
The most common biasing technique, from
which the term "overbiasing" arises, exploits
the progressive decrease in short wavelength
headroom with increasing bias. This effect
emerges from spacing or thickness loss: For a
given program signal amplitude, the shorter the
wavelength (the higher the frequency), the less
it penetrates the tape's oxide layer, so fewer
magnetic domains are available for recording.
A bias-level sufficient to excite tape down to
its backing is optimum for long wavelengths,
but too much for short wavelengths, which then
decrease in recorded level.
To overbias you need the proper test -signal
frequency for the speed you're using, and the
proper input amplitude for that frequency/speed combination. The recommended
overbiasing frequency for 15ips is 10kHz,
equivalent to a 1.5mil wavelength on tape. To
employ the same wavelength at other speeds,
bias 7.5ips at 5kHz and 30ips at 20kHz, fed in
all cases at nominal (OVU) level. If using a
10kHz signal at 7.5ips (0.75mil on-tape wavelength) reduce the input level by 10dB Also critical is the gap width of your machine's record
heads. The narrower the gap, the more bias
needed.
Some tape data sheets provide a table relating overbias in dB to common gap widths;

By M. Raymond Jason

others recommend that you derive proper overbias from the distortion nulling technique covered in a moment. The service manual for your
recorder may provide a biasing recommendation for your tape type.
PEAK BIASING

Closely related to overbiasing is biasing for
peak sensitivity at medium wavelengths. Most
tape formulations provide maximum sensitivity for 1kHz signals (at 15ips) at a bias level at
or near the optimum level for other parameters.
The downside of this very simple technique
is two-fold: first, the 1kHz sensitivity -peak is
rarely precisely at correct bias for nulling distortion or noise; second, this peak is broad,
producing ambiguity in setting. I do not recommend peak biasing.
DISTORTION NULLING
The next two biasing techniques are more
difficult, yet more precise than overbiasing. In
the first, you bias for minimum harmonic distortion in the recorded signal. Optimum bias
depends, as noted. on record -gap width, and
on the geometry of the head /tape interface.
These parameters change slightly from one
head to another and even within a head as it
wears. Tape formulations vary, as well, from
batch to batch. Biasing for minimum distortion
inherently takes all of these factors into account.
Proceed as follows: Record a stable, low distortion 1kHz sine wave, at reference level,
using the channel under adjustment. Read the
THD-plus -Noise off tape using an auto-leveling
distortion meter, such as contained in the Audio Precision System One. Carefully adjust the
bias level to obtain the distortion null.

NOISE NULLING
Perhaps the least common technique is biasing for minimum modulation noise. Similar
to distortion nulling, this technique automatically accounts for all relevant factors. The advantage of noise nulling is that you require only
an oscillator and your ears. The catch? Proper
application takes care and practice. Also, some
tape formulations exhibit a sharp and deep distortion null but only a shallow noise null; for
such tapes use distortion nulling as described
above.
Record a low distortion 20Hz sine wave, at
reference level, using the channel under adjustment. Get in the ballpark by adjusting bias for

maximum recorded signal. Now fine -tune by
carefully adjusting the bias level for minimum
audible noise. Since absolute noise diminishes as bias is increased beyond optimum, even
while relative noise continues to rise, this technique demands a light touch, a good ear and
loud monitors (be careful!). Nevertheless, with
care you can properly bias any analog recorder this way with no additional equipment or
information.
Try all techniques to find which works best
for your particular choice of tapes, operating
levels and program material.
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The quiet man speaks on engineering,
artists and avoiding pigeon- holes.
By Dan Levitin

In the

span of just a few months, he went from

engineering Def Leppard to Rosanne Cash;
later from Edie Brickell to L.A. Guns. Stubbornly refusing to be typecast in an industry which
often seems to thrive on such pigeon -holing of
its producer /engineers. David Thoener's ears
have been in demand for over 15 years. and
he has added his touch to scores of records
spanning many musical genres.
A partial list of artists whose records bear the
Thoener touch includes Bruce Springsteen,
John Lennon. AC /DC, Triumph, Dolly Parton,

Stanley Clark, Carly Simon. Nelson, The Hooters and Lita Ford. Soft- spoken and intelligent.
Thoener (pronounced "Tho -ner ") talks about
Def Leppard's mega- platinum "Hysteria,' how
he approaches a mixing day, how he got his
start (would you believe cleaning ashtrays for
Shelly Yakus.'), and why he never wanted to
do an interview before.

REP: How did

you get involved with Def Leppard's "Hysteria"?
DT: I was one of a few different guys who ended up recording it. Neil Dorfsman worked on
it for the first three months. but had to leave
because of other commitments. I worked on
it for three months and then left. and Nigel
Green took over. Nigel had been my assistant
many years ago on AC /DC's "For Those About
to Rock;' which Mutt Lange produced. Then
Mike Shipley mixed it.

REP:

When did Mutt get involved?

DT: Well. he had done all the demos before any-

thing was recorded. He had all the parts down
on this cassette that I think he made on a Portastudio in Ireland. It was a great- sounding
it had all the guitar layering. the 30
demo
voices in harmony and everything. We spoke
on the phone while I was doing it, and he told
me. "Just stay faithful to the demo. Just rerecord everything professionally. and you'll be
okay:'
After Nigel had been with them for nine
months. he was exhausted. so Mutt stepped in
and finished it. That record took about three
years to make, you know. I should point out
that. for all I know. Mutt may have redone
I don't really know.
everything we did

-

-

REP:

Right after you left, you co- produced
Rosanne Cash's "Rhythm and Romance:' right?
DT: Yep. Quite a dramatic change.
Dan Levitin is REP's music production editor and a teacher in the music technology program at Stanford University.
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OPEN YOUR EYES!
IT'S THE ONLY WAY TO BELIEVE
THAT YOU'RE LISTENING TO GENELEC 1031Á'S!

"FIRST TIME I'VE SWITCHED NEAR FIELD MONITORS IN

-

GEORGE MASSENBURG ON THE

10
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1031A

THE GENELEC 1031A IS A TWO -WAY
ACTIVE MONITORING SYSTEM WHOSE
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THAN THIS PAGE.
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Free field frequency response: 48Hz - 22kHz (± 2dB)
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Bass amplifier power output: 120W
Treble amplifier power output: 120W
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REP:

Most engineers and producers usually
stick to one style of music ...
DT: I know. I always tried to fight categorizing.
I've made a constant effort over the past 17
years to switch genres whenever I saw myself
doing too much of one thing.

REP:

So you're really the Neil Young of engineers ...
DT: Kind of ... my manager at the time was [recent RCA President] Bob Bouziak, and he told
me "people want to see you as a rock guy, they
want to be able to compartmentalize you:' But
my philosophy is that if you're really good at
what you do, no matter what that is, you should
be able to do that job in all kinds of areas. And
what started out as a theory for me has actually worked well in practice. By doing a bunch
of different things
my work in Nashville with
Rosanne. Rodney [Crowell] and Dolly [Parton].
or my CHR work with Dan Hill
it's enabled
me to not get locked in to any one production
concept or theory of how to do some thing.

-

-

REP:

business, not to do interviews, for example ...
in fact, this is the first interview I've ever done,
in 17 years. And one of the reasons is that
was impressed by his philosophy. He told me,
"Don't let anyone know what you think :' If you
don't do interviews, there's kind of a mystery
about you. No one really knows what you think
or why you think it. So I've been low key.
But now at 36 years old I feel a little differently. I was thinking it might be good to do an

article for a reputable magazine, and then you
asked me.

REP: How did you get

started in the business?

1n: My whole family, my father, grandfather
and great -grandfather were in the art conservation business: I kind of broke the mold. I still
wanted to do something artistic, but I found
that music was the way I wanted to go. And
there were so many great things happening at
that time
Hendrix, Cream, Woodstock. I
graduated high school and decided to go to

-

New York Tech because they had this program
called Communications, which was the closest
thing in 1972 that you could do to the record
business.
I had gone to a recording studio, National
Recorders, when I was still a senior in high
school and I asked the recording engineer there
what kind of courses I should take. He told me
I should learn to become a doctor or a lawyer,
anything but this. He said, "Spend your four
years learning to do something else, and if you
still want to do this when you're out of college,
come back and see me, and well talk about it :'
I went to school, and I realized I didn't want
to do radio and television, and that's what they
were teaching. So I went to a little underground
recording studio at night and when my freshman year was over. I went back to the guy at
National and he offered me a job as a messenger for $80 a week. I did that for the summer of 1973 and in doing that, it got me around
to all the different studios in New York. As I
dropped off these packages of tape, I mentioned to the people at every studio that if anything ever opened up, I was looking for a jot,
In the fall. Dick Charles Studio on 7th Avenue
in New York offered me a job to do tape copies.

REP: They did publishing demos, right? Bill
Szymczyk and Brooks Arthur worked there.
R

E

manager let me go into the control room and
pull out multitrack tapes and start playing
around with the console, learning what all the
buttons did. A couple of times when an engineer didn't show up for an overdub session,
the manager asked me if I knew how to do it.
and I said yes, and I worked my way from there
to full band demos. I was working with Carol
Bayer Sager and Bruce Roberts. After a while
I noticed that a lot of the people I was doing
demos for were getting deals - Melissa Manbut with Charles being
chester, for example
a demo studio, I wash t able to get the recognition I wanted. I wanted to be where they actually made records.
I got a job at Record Plant on April 4. 1974.
and they made me Shelly Yakus' assistant. Shelly was and still is the hot guy, and Record Plant
was the hot studio.

-

What's Mutt Lange like?

DT: He's a brilliant, brilliant man. Of all the producers I've worked with, he's the one I admire
the most. He's a really terrific person. His philosophy is to be very low key about the music
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advanced me to disc cutting. and at night the
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always try to keep my
career changing, I try
not to do the same
kind of records twice.
I

REP: And that's where

you assisted on
Bowie's "Young Americans:'
DT: Right, and I also worked with John Lennon there. I did the demos for "Walls and
Bridges" which were later released as "Men love Avenue :' I also worked on Bruce Spring steen's "Born to Run;" lots of great projects.
Shelly was my mentor, and I spent a year with
him doing everything that he did. To this day,
he is still a difficult person to work for because
he's so demanding, but it was the greatest thing
for me because it allowed me to be confident
about what I was doing.

REP:

What did you do as his assistant?
those days we didn't have DDLs, instead
we had a battery of tape machines running at
all different speeds for tape effects. He said,
"Keep all the tape machines running all the
time, keep an eye on the console in case I accidentally hit a button I shouldn't have hit: keep
all the coffee cups filled, the ashtrays empty,
and make sure that no one hits any mics:" We
also didn't have counters in those days, so I had
to mark the tape locations with grease pencil.
Also at that time I worked for Martin Birch, do
you know his work?
D7': In

REP:

-

he did some albums for
Of course
Fleetwood Mac. Blue Oyster Cult, Black Sabbath, Whitesnake. Another great engineer.
What was your big break as a first engineer?
DT: Shelly gradually gave me some Firsting to
do. On Return to Forever's "Where Have I
Known You" I recorded some of Chick Corea's
piano while Shelly was downstairs recording
Al Dimeola's guitar. Then when Jimmy !ovine
was recording "Born To Run :' he let me record some of the vocals.
The big break came with Geils, though. I had
worked with the J. Geils band seconding Bill
Szymczyk, and the band and I got to know
each other pretty well. We were in the studio
every day for three months, and the sessions

would go from noon until three in the morning. When they were ready to do their next album, Szymczyk was busy recording The Eagles, so they asked the owner of the Record
Plant, Roy Cicala. if he would engineer it for
them. I was scheduled to second. So on the first
I set up. The band knew me, I knew their
whole set up, I set the console and the mics
up, and everything was ready for Roy when he
came in. He looked the console over and then
we started recording.
It was the first day, the first song and the first
take, we were about two minutes into it and
Roy turned to me and said, "I'm going into my
office. If you need me, call me, if you don't need
me, don't call me:' He got up out of his chair
and walked out the door. Now the console had
a high back, so from the band's vantage point,
out in the studio, they couldn't really see into
the control room. When the take was over, they
said, "How was that :' and I said, "Fine, let's do
another, just to see if we can get a better one :'
After a few takes they came into the control
room for playback. Roy had done this same
thing to Jimmy (ovine, too, on John Lennon's
album. Roy believed that you had to put someone into a sink-or -swim situation.
day.

REP:

How did you move into production?

DT: John Kalodner, who is now at Geffen, was
doing A &R at Atlantic, and he just called

me up on the phone one day and asked me
if I wanted to co- produce an album for the
Henry Paul Band. Up to that point, I had
only engineered. It was a big break, and John
has continued to be a great supporter of
my work.

REP: Are there any engineers

you have giv-

en breaks to?
DT: Steve Marcantonio was my assistant on
Rodney Crowell's "Street Language:' I was mixing one of the songs and then Rodney and
Booker T., who were producing, decided they
wanted to overdub some horns on one of the
tunes.

REP: You

must be talking about "Let Freedom Ring" with that great "Lady Madonna"
style horn riff.
DT: That's right! So I gave the tapes to Steve
and let him record the horns, and he did a great
job. Later, when Rosanne Cash was doing
"King's Record Shop" and I was busy doing
some rock 'n' roll stuff, she got Steve to engineer and mix the record. He also did Rod ney's "Keys to the Highway" and "Diamonds
and Dirt :'

REP: Those are

great -sounding records. He's
great engineer.
DT: Yes, and he got some number one records
out of those projects, too.
a

REP: Is there a piece of equipment that you
need to have at

a

mix?

DT: No. Because I've had to travel all over to
mix, to foreign countries and weird places, I've
learned you can't get locked in to one piece
of gear.

REP: What

are your favorite pieces of mixing gear?
DT: The EMT 250 is one of my favorite toys and
has been for 10 years. I love Pultec EQs, and
tube gear in general. I like the Lexicon and
Eventide stuff. I usually will walk through the
presets with whatever instrument I'm sending
to them, to find a sound that comes close to
what I want, and then I'll tailor it more specifically to my needs.

REP:

py with the way that turned out. It was my first
real experience recording multitrack digital.

When you're mixing, do you usually
start out with the drums and build up the mix

from there?
DT: No, not always. If it

is a Dan Hill record,
for instance, and the song is basically written
around a vocal and a piano, I will work on the
vocal sound first, and then the piano. Because
that is the main focus of the music; there happens to be guitars, drums and bass, there might
be strings, but the center of the song, the vocal and piano, need to happen first. After that
I might go for the strings, so I'd have a vocal piano- string mix before I even get to the
rhythm instruments.

REP: Once you

have several things mixed in
together, if you want to EQ something, do you
solo it or EQ it in the mix?
DT: I tend to work within the mix. You can EQ
something soloed, and it will sound great on
its own, but it won't necessarily sound good in
the mix. I EQ in the mix because that's how
we hear it.

REP:

You mean a hundred pieces of the song,

for editing?
mean a hundred separate mixes. Seth
Justman was producing at the time, and if we
missed a move, he would have us do the entire mix again. At 15ips and six or seven takes
per reel, we would sometimes end up with 15
reels of tape, just for the mixes of one song.
DT. No,

I

REP:

I'm not sure this is something you want
to brag about in print.
DT: Well, we were after perfection, and if one
thing wasn't right, Seth wanted to make it right.
"Freeze Frame" is a very intricate album. We

REP:

Do you mix to digital?
DT Sometimes, but there are some labels and
some A&R people, I won't mention names, who
don't like digital. Even if they ask for a digital
mix, I always mix analog too, so that if they

change their minds and don't like the digital,
I can just hand them the analog. Digital can
be expensive, too. I wanted to mix Nelson digitally, and the rental took $7,000 out of my
budget. In the end, Geffen liked the sound of
the analog mix better.

REP:

REP: You told me once that J. Geils' "Freeze
Frame" was done 48-track, but it occurs to me
that they didn't have automation back then ...
DT: That's right. We would have four or six
hands on the console at once. We did a hundred mixes of that song.

What about digital multitrack?

DT: I recorded Edie Brickell's "Ghost of A Dog"
at Bearsville with the Sony 3324. I'm very hap-

were manually doing stuff that automation
makes easy. Seth might say, "I think the 'b' in
'because' on the first line of the second verse
needs to be a bit louder" and we'd do a whole
other take for that. I use computers now, and
Massenberg's are my favorite.

REP: How do you

approach recording a band
for the first time?
DT: If I'm working with a band that already has
some records out. I do my homework. I bone
up on what their other records sound like so
can find out what people are used to. What
do people expect out of AC /DC? What kind of
sound has Billy Squire had in the past? I study

the sound they've had in the past so that the
band and I have a reference point when we
start together. I want to take a band to a new
level, without losing the integrity of what
they've had going for the last year or the last
10 years, without losing that core sound that
their fans have come to expect.

REP: You

worked on many of my favorite albums, including Was (Not Was) "Born to Laugh
At Tornadoes:' It has that great guest vocal by
Mel Torme.
DT: Yeah, Don and David are great. I'm glad
to see that they're getting more recognition
these days, both for their own albums and for

their production.

REP:

Is there anyone out there you want to
produce or engineer, but haven't had the

chance?
DT: A lot of people. Tears for Fears, Pink Floyd,
ZZ Top or Don Henley would be great. I'd love
to work with Springsteen again, but he has such
a good thing going with Toby Scott and Bob
Clearmountain, I don't blame him for not
changing. I'd love to work with Mick Jones.
wanted to do Billy Joel's "Storm Front :' but it
just didn't work out. This might be a surprise,
but I'd love to do some new age stuff. Paul Winter and I spoke last year, and something may
come out of that. I always try to keep my career changing. I try not to do the same kind
of records twice.

REP:

What's your secret of success?
Dl': I've been very lucky to have the love and
support of my wife Linda for 18 years. That's
really meant a lot to me.

Hey Glenn, what do you do with your 56K?
Glenn Meadows is the president of Masterfonics Inc. in Nashville, Tennessee.
His mastering credits, 350 of which have achieved Gold/Platinum status.
include: Alabama, Hank Williams Jr., Dan Fogelberg, and Reba McEntire.
Recent 56K projects include: Steely Dan Gold Extended /MCA, Reba McEntire /MCA. and Sawyer Brown Curb /Capitol. He has been mastering since
1973.

'The 56K has made my life much easier. In an effort to find a digital mastering
system suitable to my needs, evaluated several other systems on different
platforms. The 56K proved significantly easier to use and faster to learn, as well
as very quick to do the type of edits normally did with analog tape.
I

I

The playlist in SoundStage is the most intuitive have seen. use it daily for quickly changing the song order on compact
discs, as well as reassembling songs for different required mixes. What used to be done in a day with tape can now be
done in minutes with the 56K.
I

I

I've seen the competition... used it..., and in my opinion, there is no better 2 track mastering solution on the market today."

A Professional System.
A Reasonable Pricetag.
Still $1995.00.
di

di

digital recording system
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'TRACKING:
THE RISING SUN

M1'

By Richard Buskin

span: A country where 125 million people are crammed into just over 145,000
square mile;; where a staggering 3,500
nightclubs are to be found in Tokyo's
1- square -mile Ginza district; where well
over 90% of the car; on the road are home produced; where t:ìE average car has a built in television set wii_h, at the push of a button, conveniently dcubles as a compass; and
where Mitsubishi and Hitachi are well known
for making elevatoa-s.

J

Trivia aside, Japan is also, of course, a country which has experienced phenomenal economic growth during the latter half of this century, and which has either re- invested much
of its new -found wealth in its rapidly expanding industries, or utilized it to develop new
ones by way of importing ideas and techniques
from abroad. Indeed, copying something and
then improving on it appears to be a favorite
Japanese pastime.
Such is the case with its still -fledgeling re-
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cording inc istry, which, after several decades
of slow progress, only really took off during
the late '70s. Today, of course, Japan produces
much of the equipment used in major studios
around the world, but this doesn't mean
they're on top of it all. It is interesting, in fact,
to note just how the Far Eastern entrepreneurs
are successfully combining overseas innovation and ideology with local ingenuity.
Not too surprisingly, Neve and SSL are the
market leaders here when it comes to recording /mixing consoles. There are close to 200
SSLs in Japan and 140 Neves, 61 of which are
VSeries. It is also notable how much the Neves
are now selling -in on a replacement basis. A
growing number of studios are installing them
as their main boards, preferring them for their
alleged 'warmer' sound.
"In 20 years of trading, it has always been
our policy to never offer a discount on Neve
equipment;' points out Takeo Ueshima,
managing director of General Traders, the Japanese marketing representatives for the Neve
Richard Buskin

is a

free -lance music and film journalist based in London.

Electronic Group of
Companies. "You see,
we have a team of 25 first -class maintenance
engineers to support any of the customers'
[technical] problems, and so it isn't possible to
cut prices. When either a major recording studio or a broadcast company buys from us, they
know that the backup service is a condition
of the contract. We commmunicate on a daily
basis with the head offices of the companies
whose products we market, and so any queries that we might have are always answered
within a fairly short time"
In Japan, the importance of this kind of service cannot be overstated, for it is often the
manufacturer's retailer's backup staff whom
the studios liaise directly with whenever a
technical problem arises, in contrast to the
West, where the studios tend to make more
use of the skills of their own in-house engineers. Good maintenance, it should be
remembered, is a key feature of the Japanese
recording scene, and so good lines of communication are of the utmost importance.
"We may, for example, turn around to Neve

channel VRs, another is

a '70s

monitors, also available at $2,200 per day.
"There are five other major companies in
Tokyo:' says Saito, "and they own a total of eight
mobiles equipped with good consoles. four of
them Neves. That may sound like a lot, but on
average there are now between 500-600 concerts a year in Japan, compared to only a few
when we started 20 years ago, so the business
is increasing steadily and there is enough for

Control Room I at Toshiba-EMI's Studio Terra.
dios joining together, they can discuss and
hopefully agree on reasonable levels for the
rental fees, as well as exchanging notes on
available equipment. About four years before
JAPRS was formed, digital technology really
took off in Japan. The specification for digital

technology is changing all the time, and there
are many levels of compatibility. So at present.
about 80 studios and 40 manufacturers are
members of JAPRS, and the main aim is to encourage dialogue between the two parties. in
order to help establish guidelines that will benefit everybody, and in turn raise the general
standard of recording studios in Japan.
"The hardware that you see in Japanese studios is very similar to that which you will find
in Britain and America. Yet, in terms of the music, the market in Japan is much more limited. All of the music produced by Japanese studios is destined for the home market, none for
export, and this is a problem, especially for our
young recording engineers who would like to
learn techniques from working abroad. So it
is therefore important for there to be better
communications with overseas engineers. In
the meantime, through JAPRS, we hope to establish formal standards of workmanship
among engineers, perhaps in the form of some
sort of qualification."
In cities such as Los Angeles, New York and
London, a plethora of mid-to-top-range studios
provide the record companies with multiple options for their recording projects. Play one facility off of another. and. especially in the present economic climate, someone is inevitably
tempted to seize the deal by dropping the price.
The long -term consequences of this kind of
short -term enterprise are all too well known;
once a rate -cut has been made, this not only
makes life difficult for rival establishments, but
also for the discounter who, once the bargain package project has been completed. subsequently finds it less than easy to reinstate the
higher charge levels. The slide down the slippery slope has begun.
Such problems, however, have not yet affected the Japanese market to any great extent.
"I can phone around the studios and some have
different prices to others, but none of them are
willing to negotiate :' says Toshiba -EMI's head
of domestic A&R, Sam Machida. "Only if a studio owner is a particular friend of mine can
maybe negotiate a special price :'
Rates are still steadily rising, as studios continue to spring up around the country and there
is investment in the new technology. This is still
a young industry, enjoying a sort of halcyon
period in which user demand easily outstrips
the available hardware resources.
STABLE CONDITIONS

"In general, not just here but throughout Japan, it is typical for studios to be booked at least
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six months in advance and to work to a yearly schedule :' says Susumu Ohno, managing
director of Studio Key Stone, a Polydor/Kitty
Records -owned facility which derives about
30% of its business from outside artists. "This
often means that if a remix has to be done on
a record, it may have to take place at a different rental studio to where the project was originally carried out. Many new studios are being
constructed all the time, however, and so this
situation will not last forever. I am sure that
eventually it will be the same as in the U.K. and
the U.S., and this is quite worrying."
Also benefitting from the ongoing recording
boom are some of Japan's well- equipped mobile facilities. such as Sound Creators, Inc.,
which during the past few years has recorded
the live performances of overseas rock artists
such as Phil Collins, Chicago, Hall & Oates,
Cheap Trick, Blood, Sweat & Tears, Santana,
Jeff Beck and Deep Purple.
"The concert business has changed for us
during the past three years:' says managing
director, Fumiaki Saito. "Before that, it was
sound and recording only. but now all of the
concerts also involve shooting for video, and
so this makes things more complicated :'
To help cope with the workload, SCI owns
three mobiles: a full-size Mercedes -Benz bus,
("Japan's number one deluxe mobile") housing
a 48- channel Neve VR console and Genelec S30 monitors, which is available at $5,500 per
day including 48 -track digital and an engineer;
a medium-sized truck, with a 48- channel Neve
V-III board and JBL -4320 monitors, available
at an all- inclusive price of $2,200 per day: and
a smaller truck, which houses a 32- channel
Studer 089 desk together with Genelec S-30
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The metal-lined machine room at Studio Terra
containing digital Mitsubishi and Sony multitracks and a Studer analog deck.

everyone. All of the companies get on very well
with one another, we keep our rates fixed. and
so we divide the work between us :'
The mobile scene is, nevertheless, an exception to the rule in terms of its interrelation with
foreign clients. There can be little doubt as to
how outward -looking the Japanese continue to
be in terms of adapting /copying techniques and
ideas from abroad, in order to establish, and
then boost the advancement of the home industries. Yet, conversely, with the current surplus of demand over supply, the vast majority
of those in the recording business can afford,
and. for the time being. are content to be far
more isolationist when it comes to the utilization of their own facilities. After all, when they
can fill the studios with domestic clients who
are willing to pay considerably more than their
Western counterparts, why shouldn't they be?
ON THE HOME FRONT
No one interviewed in Japan, be he a studio
owner, producer, engineer or A&R man, was

either able or particularly anxious to satisfactorily 'sell' his commodities/skills to potential
overseas clients. Until a few years ago, it was
a fairly regular occurrence for classical orchestras to record in a Japanese studio while undertaking their tours of the country; today it
is not. The record companies in the West tend

to shy away from the sort of expenditure incurred by such a move, and the Japanese themselves admit the main attraction for an overseas producer to work in their country is not
really the studios, but perhaps some of the musicians who boast a unique style of playing.
What we are looking at, therefore, are world class facilities supporting just the home market; a truly national recording industry, in effect, rather than an international one. "Only
a very, very small percentage of the hit records
in Japan are imported from abroad :' says
Toshiba -EMI's Sam Machida. "The same applies
to cover versions by Japanese artists, and

American TV and film soundtrack music. Artists such as Madonna or MC Hammer will have
hits, but these are just a fashion and will not
last for very long, whereas things like traditional Japanese music and 'enka' go on and on.
"So we do not import too many records, but
what we often do is import the style. We may,
for example, listen to the music of people such
as the British producers, Stock, Aitken & Waterman, and then adapt their style to suit Japanese tastes. This. for example, means using the
Fairlight to get the same sounds, but composing songs which are different in terms of the
tone and the phrasing."
So, will the bubble eventually burst? Not according to those I talked with, at least in the
short -to-medium term. Studio Key Stone's
Susumu Ohno is typical in his view that most
Japanese studio workloads are so diversified,
with the production of video tapes and laser
discs, in addition to rock. pop, karaoke and neotraditional 'enka' records, that they will have
more than enough to fall back on should a general economic slump take place in the near future. "There is currently more work than there
are studios :' says Ohno. "The people require
more studios, and I am sure that what the people need is what they will get :'

FREE!
TO QUALIFIED
SOUND REINFORCEMENT
PROFESSIONALS
RE P Magazine

has introduced a new publication
Live Sound! and Touring Technology in 1992.

Our supplement, covering the technical and applications side of the
sound reinforcement business, will be published six times this year.

If you earn your living in the sound reinforcement industry, you
won't want to miss the pragmatic articles and columns found in
this one -of-a -kind publication. For subscription information call
RE P Customer Service at 913- 888 -4664; or fax a request on
company letterhead to 913 -541 -6699.

LIVE SOUND! is the industry's only dedicated
sound reinforcement publication -with practical
information which can help you do better
live sound work. .. DON'T MISS IT!!
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The ins and outs of classic Neve modules.
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By John La Grou
These days, so many recording engineers
are infatuated with old stuff: old mics; old
compressors; old console modules. And
like fine old musical instruments, there
is good reason. It's not that old equipment
grows better with age. Rather, certain of these
inveterate audio devices give our recordings a
sonic character that new stuff just doesn't
provide.
A dominant player in this retro revival is
Neve, specifically early mic/EQ input modules
from the '60s and '70s. Many top professionals
comment that they still use them regularly.
More than a few smug studios are still in possession of original Neve consoles loaded with
scores of these classic input modules. For the
rest of us who want the "Neve sound" but can't
easily access a vintage Neve console, we still
have the options of renting or purchasing individual input modules.
With the way rental costs add up, and considering how frequently old Neve modules are
used, this engineer opted for the latter; to install a "stereo pair" of old Neve console modules into a portable enclosure. This article is
a summary of that project, and more.
GETTING STARTED

The first step in building a portable input rig
is locating the modules, sans console. In my
case, the folks at Audio Village found a studio
in Canada that was "parting out" an older Neve
console. This particular console housed 1063 type modules with very early 600-level serial
numbers.
That same day, I called the domestic offices
of Neve and asked if they had a copy of the
1063 schematic. Neither their East or West
Coast offices could locate one. Nobody had
ever heard of it. They even tried England. No
luck.
Since that time (1989), I've become more
aware of independent sources of parts and service for vintage Neve gear (see Re: Source sidebar). One of these sources identified my 1063s
as being very similar to the more common 1079
module, including a unified mic and line input.
Perhaps the 1063 is one of the many "custom order" models that Neve built.
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John La Grou is a principal 01 Millenia Media, an audio/video design, production and consulting team in Sacramento, CA.

When the modules arrived, the first thing I
noticed was a large edge-card connecter sticking out the back of each unit. Edge -card interfaces are especially common in older audio
devices, and prone to abrasion and intermittency. My first thought was to remove the connecters and hard wire the interfaces. However, modifying such a wonderful piece of history
just didn't feel right. I recalled how, in a burst
of youthful folly, I stripped and repainted my
1958 gold hardware Stratocaster. 7tventy years
later, guitar collectors have said that I'm about
$15,000 poorer for that particular stunt.
True, Neves are not vintage Strats. Nevertheless, I decided to forego any permanent modification to the stock modules. Mating connecters or edge -card PC boards became essential,
so I made my own, though a company called
Wirepro manufactures mating devices for edge card connecters common to older Neve
modules.
CONNECTIONS

The internal design of a vintage Neve console module is a gem to behold; all discrete
Class A circuitry and no ICs. Clearly, an artist
designed this. Rupert Neve has commented that
one of the most important factors lending to
the "Neve sound" is his transformer design. He
says the character of harmonic distortion produced by the transformers is key to his unique
sonic signature. Judging from the looks of these
things, I don't doubt it. The transformers seem
as if they were built by NASA. Early module
designs sported a large cylindrical plug-in can
marked "Marinair Harlow Radar, Ltd:' Later
transformers were smaller, hard -wired and
manufactured by companies such as "Saint Ives
Windings, Ltd:'
Most Neve input modules, including the 1063.
provide linking connections to the original console channel fader. However, I've found that a
fader is unnecessary when recording direct
from the module outputs. Instead, I've simply
hard wired Link Out to Link In (pins F and H).
If necessary, a 5kí1 fader can be inserted here.
On certain models, a 1/4 -inch potentiometer
shaft pokes out the back. This pot adjusts the
return level of the linking input. For best performance in most applications, adjust this
potentiometer for maximum gain.
It's no accident that Neve often assigned
grounding to multiple connecter pins. When

possible, gang similar grounds to achieve lowest
impedance. The last (lowest letter) pin in any
module connecter is usually chassis ground. Experiment with chassis, power and audio ground
interconnect schemes for lowest noise.
Most modules offer a balanced input and output. Line and mic inputs are sometimes combined, sometimes separated, depending on
model. Input and output wiring should be sol-

dered to the tail of each edge -card connecter
mate and brought out to your own XLR or multipin panel(s). Common lines can be daisy chained along the backs of the connecter
mates, though individual ground feeds terminated at a star point on your XLR connecter
panel is ideal.
Table 1 shows the signal pinouts for the 1063,
1073, and 31102 modules. The 1073 pinouts are
functionally similar to the 1064, 1066, 1081.
1084, 1085 and 1086 modules. I'm told that,

internally, the 1064 is identical to the 1073 except with separated switches and larger module packaging.
There are a number of circuit boards inside
of a Neve input module (called B180-13184 in
the 1063). Each PC board mates with an edge card connecter. When my shipment arrived,
certain cards had worked loose and were rattling around. Tell your shipper to pack each
module individually in layers of thick bubble
wrap.
When you receive a shipment of modules,
open the side panels and do a visual inspection. For good measure, clean all edge-card contacts with strong solvent and reseal the circuit
cards snugly. Remember, these things were designed for fixed installation. If you transport
your modules to sessions, be ready to reseat
circuit cards on occasion.
ENCLOSURES

31102
A MIC IN (HI)
B MIC IN (LO)
D PRE-EQ OUT
E POWER GROUND
K LINK OUT
L LINK IN
M UNBAL LINE IN
R BAL OUT(HI)
T BAL OUT (LO)
U

+24Vdc
CHASSIS GROUND

1073
A MIC IN (HI)
B MIC IN (LO)
C GROUND
D GROUND
E
F
H
J
K
L
R

POWER GROUND

LINE IN (HI)
LINE IN (LO)
GROUND
LINK OUT
LINK IN
LINE OUT (HI)
T LINE OUT (LO)

U

+24Vdc
CHASSIS GROUND

1063
A +24Vdc
B BAL IN (HI)
C BAL IN (LO)

F LINK OUT
H LINK IN

POWER GROUND
M POWER GROUND
N UNBAL OUT
P BAL OUT (HI)
R BAL OUT (LO)
S CHASSIS GROUND
L

Table /. Connecter pinout for modules 31102,
1073, 1063.

The short -style modules (1063. 1073, etc.)
measure about 8.8 inches high. One's first inclination is to place two modules end -to -end
and mount them inside a single -space rack
cabinet. I tried various horizontal mounting
methods but found the modules just a tad large
to fit tandem into a lU rack space.
After considering other options, I constructed a wooden enclosure about the size of a large
lunch box. The box measures 8" x10" x12" and
houses two modules plus an XLR panel. In
hindsight. I think the box should have been
large enough to allow for future expansion: perhaps four or eight modules wide (read: I want
more!).
A remote power supply is recommended.
However, with care, a well -shielded supply
could probably be mounted near the modules
with minimal hum. Use a toroidial wound power transformer with magnetic shielding to reduce radiated "hum" fields, especially when
mic -level audio transformers are in close

proximity.
Most modules should be powered with a well
regulated +24Vdc linear supply. To avoid accidents, use something other than a 3 -pin XLR
as your remote power supply connecter. For
phantom requirements, I'm using a 2-channel
Neumann supply that sits on the top /front of
the module cabinet, attached by Velcro during
sessions and easily removed for transport. Any
quality phantom source should work.
Mounting a Neve module can be tricky. I've
set aside in a safe place the original FlatAllen /Wentworth faceplate mounting screws
and replaced them with longer "4 fasteners.
which now secure the module face against a
wooden frame. A captive thumbscrew, integral
to Neve modules, adds additional support when
tapped into the mounting frame.
Some audio specialists are now building portable rack cages designed specifically for older Neve console modules. These racks can be
customized to include a power supply, meters,
faders, routing buses, and so forth. For those
with reservations about doing -it-yourself, a call
to one of these specialists can help (see Re:
Source sidebar). And for those lucky folks with
older Neve consoles, remote racks provide an
simexcellent platform for off -site sessions
ply take your modules with you!

-

POWER UP

Virtually all early Neve input modules feature a Class A mic amp with attenuator. The
1063 has a wide-range 20 -step input attenuator marked -80 to +10, including an off position. Before you purchase any older Neve module, be certain the attenuator functions proper-

RUPERT NEVE

SPEAKS
By Wynne Smith

It's always a pleasure to speak with Rupert
Neve about the many aspects and
philosophical questions surrounding the design of audio equipment. The conversation
invariably covers opposing objective and
subjective schools of thought. Rupert
frames questions: What is excellence? Is it
a subjective quality, an objective quality, or
a combination of both? Can one measure
excellence with test equipment, or should
one simply listen, or should you do both?
"You could measure and analyze all the
frequencies covered in a few bars played
on a piano:' Neve says. "Could you recognize from your computer printout what
kind of piano it was? Or could you write a
program that would produce the sound of
a particular piano? Though perhaps possible, it would certainly take a long time. The
human ear, however, is capable of doing
that much more quickly by subjective
means ... and much more accurately than
can be done with test equipment.
"Someone once said that to be the inheritors of a great tradition makes men martyrs, but it blinds their souls. We can get so
terribly caught up on a great tradition, and
a great way of doing things, that we forget
why we're doing it.
"When discussing the analog/digital question, I always like to make this analogy: A
Rolls Royce and a coal delivery truck are
both means of transportation; but you
wouldn't deliver coal in a Rolls Royce, nor
would you have dignitaries driven around
in a coal truck. Both most definitely are required means of transportation, just as there
is a requirement for analog and a need for
digital. You must determine what delivery
system is most appropriate for your task :'

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Born in 1926 in Newton Abbott, Devonshire, England, Neve grew up in Argentina, where his father was agent for the British and Foreign Bible Society. From age 13
he designed and built analog audio amplifiers and radio receivers, purchasing kits in
a shop close to his school, St. Albans
College.
"Nearly every week I would stop by and
place an order for the components I wanted to purchase and the following week they
would arrive. I would take them home and
explore all the possibilities with those components, then make out another list of parts
for the following week, and so on. When
built a receiver that allowed me to bring
in the BBC from London. I was terrifically
pleased, as you can imagine :'
During World War II, the young Neve
volunteered to join the British Army straight
from school. He returned to England and
served in His Majesty's Royal Signals in a
capacity that to this day remains classified.
Although he was homesick for Argentina,
1

Continued on page 42
Wynne Smith is an audio industry technical writer
based in the U.K.
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ly. Replacement

attenuator assemblies are expensive.
Tone control on the 1063 is effected in three
bands: A high frequency boost /cut control. a
mid -range boost /cut control with switchable
center frequency, a low frequency boost /cut
control with switchable knee frequency, and
a high pass rotary switch active at various frequencies. Most early 3 -band modules follow the
same EQ control layout, though frequencies
vary per model.
The Neve Class A design is particularly sweet
with vocals. strings, reeds, and bass, although
just about anything sounds great through them.
One personal favorite is a warm acoustic guitar in a good room miked with an omni pair
of B &Ks, gently compressed.
Bruce Swedien told me recently that he
never goes to a session without his 3 -band Neve
console modules. His collection of some 40+
modules are used for "vocals, acoustic guitar,
piano" and more. Most of Michael Jackson's vocals on his latest album (Dangerous) were
tracked through Swedien's old Neves directly
to tape.
Bill Bottrell, engineer to Tom Petty, Jeff
Lynne. Michael Jackson, etc., is using 3 -band
Class A Neves on almost all tracking work. He
likes them so much that he recently bought a
Neve 8058 console tilled entirely with the vintage modules. The 1990 Toy Matinee album,
engineered by Bottrell, has been noted for its
meticulous audio quality. Bottrell says that all
of the tracking was done through Neve 1073
modules direct to tape.
As engineers and producers, we are recognized largely by the sonic quality of our work.
Many successful audio professionals swear by
20 -, 30 -, even 40- year -old audio gear daily. If
old stuff is what it takes for that occasional
edge, then I say antiques aweigh!

RE: SOURCE
PARTS AND SERVICE FOR

CLASSIC NEVE MODULES

Brent Averill Enterprises:
818-784 -2046
Audio Village:
619 -320 -0728

Continued from page

91

peacetime found him running a public address and disc recording business before the
days of tape.
"One of our first jobs was for a big Conservative Party rally. Winston Churchill was
to make an important policy speech to be
broadcast by the BBC, live, internationally. The day before it had rained buckets.
The site was knee deep in mud. The organizers had alternative plans but weren't
able to agree until just a few

Mercenary Audio:
617- 784 -7610

Neve /Siemens:
203-744 -6230

Wirepro:
609-935-7560
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group

They told me that
Mr.
Churchill
would speak under a large marquee that was in
front of the main
building. I'd already set equipment up at this location, just in
case, and the BBC
had set up a small
tent nearby for

their equipment:'
Neve paused
and chuckled.
"When the crowd
heard of the

But the dreaded

transistor was encroaching fast and
a portable (it took
four men to carry
it) transistorized
16 in /three group

mixer was built
for Phillips Records, Ltd. in 1964.

Surprisingly, the
sound quality was

actually better

do now?' He came up to me and said: 'I take
it you're in charge, my boy ?' I said: 'Well,
yes sir: He said: 'Been some trouble, has
there?', I said: 'Troubles all taken care of,
sir; don't worry: Churchill said: 'Very well,
now, just tell me what to do:" Neve smiled
again before continuing, "For that one mo... I

than with tubes!
Rupert Neve &
Company opened
in 1961. "I had so
much to learn about the operation of a corn pany;' Neve reminisces. "Bookkeeping!"
he makes a mock shudder. "We had a splendid tax man come out at one time. Thank
heavens he was as understanding as he was!
I knew very little about keeping books, and
evidently, had not done all that was necessary. He was quite understanding and most
helpful, explaining what would be necessary, what we would have to do prior to his
next visit, the penalties involved with respect to purchase tax, etc.
"Even years later, I found in running
Rupert Neve & Company that I was so
caught up in the day -to-day accounting and
operation of the company that I rarely had
time to walk through the engineering
department. And when did, I actually
found I was craving to get my hands on the
works in progress I found on the benches

Rupert Neve and Bob Alach, president of Alactronics, Wellesley, MA, discussing a module being reworked by Alactronics.

change in plans,
they all went straight toward the new site
and completely overran the BBC tent. The
staff barely escaped with their lives. The
equipment was ruined, buried in the mud.
"I still had my mic on the stage. Through
a field telephone I arranged with my associate to give the BBC a feed, a balanced
transformer feed of course. I was soaking
wet, covered in mud, having been back and
forth all day in these conditions. I verified
that my mic was live. It was about two
minutes before 5:00 and the 'Old Man' came
on stage with his followers and security people and what not. I looked at him; I was all
alone on stage, and I thought, 'What do I

ment in history
what to do:'

outputs.

This was all valve
(tube) equipment
and was distinguished for its
sound quality.

minutes before
the broadcast.

told Winston Churchill

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Valley Sound S&R:
818 -842 -6500

equipment with his wife for their own small
company. From that time on, Mrs. Neve has
been his faithful (if at times, reluctant) business partner, without whose help, according to Neve, there would have been no
achievement.
His first step into the professional audio
field came in 1961 when Leo Pollini of Recorded Sound Ltd. commissioned a mixer
with EQ on every channel and with two

Rupert married his wife, Evelyn in 1951
and concluded that to provide for a wife and
a family he would have to find a less variable career. He took jobs with Rediffusion
Design Labs, then Ferguson Radio and later
became chief (and only) engineer to a transformer manufacturer. It was while working
for the small transformer manufacturer that
he designed one of the first high quality
"bookshelf" loudspeakers. Pleased with the
outcome, he demonstrated it to his employer, who mumbled that it was "nice, but not
quite anything they could use.' Neve was,
however, invited to lecture on the bookshelf
loudspeakers at the Royal Society of Arts
in London in 1958. For the next three years
Neve designed and manufactured hi -fi

-

1

there:'
WHY IT DOES
Neve recounts a story that gives some insight to the Neve console's "sound ": "AIR

studios commissioned a rather expensive,
complex console. Geoff Emerick was the
engineer, and must say, he is one of those
individuals who truly has 'golden ears: He
just isn't very specific about describing what
he hears. Well, the console was delivered
and installed and Emerick wasn't at all happy with it. We sent a team of engineers to
check it out, and the team could find nothing wrong.
"Yet, he continued to protest and after
some time, I decided to find out what all
the trouble was, so I went out to AIR. We
(Emerick and Neve) set up a test with a signal path through the console, and another
directly from the source. Emerick brought
1

Continued on page 93

tape and we played it through the test
setup. Do you know, I could hear a difference but I couldn't define it. Emerick said
after a bit that it seemed to sound 'brighter' through the console. Well, we continued
our test and finally identified three channels that had this'brighter' sound to them.
On closer inspection, it turned out that
these three channels had a 3dB resonance
at 54kHz because their transformers had
not been correctly terminated:'
Neve paused for effect, giving it a moment for this to sink in. "Theoretically, that
should be outside the range of human hearing, but we both perceived it in the same
way, even if we didn't 'hear' it in the traditional sense. Did the brightness exist? Absolutely, although a team of engineers was
unable to determine the cause for Emerick's
displeasure and therefore said it didn't exist:' Neve measured everything and then
knew what had been causing Emerick's annoyance. As Lord Kelvin said: "To measure
is to know:'
a

and enhanced facilities.
These were the Focusrite ISA modules
which were introduced in short order. They
were highly acclaimed and began selling
well. "But:' Neve says ruefully, "the pressure was on to build a new console. I was
simply unable to resist such a challenge and
within a 12 -month period the first Focusrite console was designed and built:' Failure to find a commercial partner led to the
liquidation of Focusrite Ltd. and the emergence of Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd..
currently manufacturing and marketing
Focusrite products.

ship with Focusrite, Neve says, "You can imagine that it was a terrible blow to me per sonally and financially. We negotiated for
some time, but were unable to reach an

agreement that both parties were satisfied
with. When Nick Franks (Chairman of
Amek /TAC Ltd.) approached me with a
most generous offer, one which gives me
carte blanche to initiate and carry out engineering designs of my choice with the full
support and backing of Amek /TAC's well
established company. I said yes. During the
first year of the new Focusrite Audio Engineering Company, and through Amek's
agreement, I was able to provide technical

PRESENT UPDATE

COMPANY BUSINESS
From 1964 until 1969, Rupert Neve &
Company operated out of the coach house
of the Old Rectory in a village near Cam-

bridge. The flow of custom equipment for
the recording, television, film and broadcasting industries grew rapidly, and in 1969
the flourishing operation expanded to a
new factory at Melbourn, Cambridgeshire,
where the present Company still has its
headquarters.
During the mid -'70s Neve found himself
more and more tied to a desk in his office
at a company that was growing rapidly, requiring both capital and professional management. "I would walk through the engineering lab and my hands would literally
itch with the desire to begin work at one
of the benches ... but, it was not to be:' Neve
sold the company to a public firm that
sought to provide both capital and professional management and he entered into a
lengthy agreement with them that terminated in 1985. That company, in turn sold
the Neve Group of Companies to Siemens,
the current owner.
Many of the original team are still with
the Neve company and have continued to
build on the tradition of excellence that
Rupert Neve originally established. "A company and its achievements, reputation, etc.,
depend upon its people and I greatly admire the people I worked with at Neve. At
trade shows I sometimes forget and I'll spot
someone walking the floor with a Neve
badge and will think: 'That's funny, I don't
recall seeing that chap before, I wonder in
what department does he work ?' Then I remember I haven't been there for 10 years.
Of course there are new faces! Old habits
die hard, I suppose?'
During the past decade, a most amazing
folklore has grown about the sound quality of the older "original" Neve console modules. Rupert Neve has often been approached by customers to refurbish or
actually "remake' modules of a type which
had ceased production 10 years or more before. Unwilling to turn the clock back, and
yet intrigued by the supposed "magic quality" attached to the golden oldies, Neve designed a new range of modules embodying
the qualities of the old with new technology

Continued on page 65

When asked about his current relation-

i
In a world of "or equals," Oxmoor Corporation introduces the DEQ-I

and DEQ II -high- resolution, programmable equalizers that simply
have no equal.

Exceptional security. Set them and walk away, because
Oxmoor's sophisticated system is more than just an easily removed
front panel.
Comprehensive control. Both the DEQ-I and DEQ-II feature
29 constant -Q minimum-phase, 'i3 octave combining filters, plus
sweepable second -order low- and high -pass filters. Adjustment of
third -octave filters and output gain is in precise r/z db steps over a

two EQUALIZERS.
NO EQUALS.

( ± )12 dB range. Store up to eight equalization curves and other settings in non -volatile memory presets for rapid recall. The DEQ-II's
large LCD display and versatile front -panel controls make programming simple, while the DEQ-I's numerical read -out assists in programming through internal controls. Rear ports allow programming
either model by a PC, a Macintosh, a PA-422 compatible controller
system, or another DEQ-II.
Unequaled value. An unbeatable combination of security, flexibility, and performance -all at an affordable price.

OXMOOR
Oxmoor Corporation, 2111 Parku'ay Office Circle, Birmingham, AL 35244
(205) 985 -7040 Fax: (205) 985 -9966
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KEEP THE

JEEPS
ROLLING
By Anthony McLean

more than 20 years have passed
since the first JH16s arrived, a tight
economy has combined with rugged
durability to extend the life span of
many MCI multitrack recorders. As these pre Sony Jeeps change hands or just roll on, service and parts availability remains a major
While

concern.
Blevins Audio Exchange in Nashville, TN,
sells and services pre -owned JH- Series decks
throughout North America. Randy Blevins recently spoke with REP about MCI service, repair and modifications.

REP: Which machines do

you get called upon
to service most frequently?
RB: We get the most calls about early MCI
JH24s made up to about 1983. They seem to
have the most instability problems, mainly because of the IC sockets that were used. From
1983 -84 on, the overall stability seemed to be

better.

REP: So it's

not the mileage factor, it's more
date of manufacture.
And they were corrected by installsockets. Also, early JH24s did not
transformers so it made them a little noisier in sync. It didn't affect what was recorded, but when you were doing overdubs you
would notice a little bit more noise than normal. If you had an older machine such as a '77
J -16 and then switched to a JH24 the noise factor would be a little bit greater. Starting with
1983 they put sync transformers in and they
became quieter, so when you switched between
tape and sync there really wasn't much
difference.
the actual
RB: Right.
ing better
have sync

ing low end problems. The capacitors were drying out and going bad, hence, the low end
would become unreliable or disappear.

REP: That symptom could probably

be two
or three things. You've got to isolate it.
RB: Right. So I recommend, when you have
a chance, just do them all at one time. The
capacitors are relatively cheap. You can do a
24 -track machine in about two hours. It eliminates having that particular problem.

REP: While
REP:

What about gradual performance failure? Do these machines "die a slow death "?
RB: On the JH24 Series there are a couple of
output capacitors on the reproduce cards with
problems. Specifically, C27 on a reproduce card
for a JH24. That's like an output card
output capacitor. Those have a tendency to go bad.
It is a slow death. You'll notice the bottom end
becomes a little weird. For awhile we were getting calls from people saying they were hay-

-

Anthony McLean is features editor of REP.
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we're speaking parts, whatever
happened to the factory OEM parts inventory?
How does parts availability work these days?
Is it a walk through Hell?
RB: Not quite. Sony still has quite a few parts
available if you're looking for spare replacement boards, which I highly recommend, especially if you're in an extremely busy 24 -track
situation and can't afford maintenance problems halfway through a session. Blevins Audio
Exchange will be liquidating many of our MCI
parts during February and March. We're overstocked on parts for MCI machines and consoles, and some Ampex machines that we rare-

ly use. Were going to keep some spares for our
machines plus keep a spare of each of our
boards and each of the power supplies for our
own repair. But we've got too many parts for
the older machines. Anybody who's got these
machines can call us for the complete inventory of everything we have.

REP: Are people

satisfied with the new tape

formulations?
RB: People have been very satisfied. I don't
think it will take the place of Dolby SR, but it
does give you substantial improvement. For
people who are doing serious projects with a
lot of quiet passages, and are concerned with
noise, the Ampex 499 or Scotch 996 offer def-

inite improvements.

REP: Which modification

gives the biggest
bang for the buck?
RB: On JH24s, that are early 1980s or newer,
there are not many modifications that I recommend. From '80 to '83 there's the socket problem. But the biggest thing. if you get a machine
of that vintage, is to upgrade certain electrolytics. I mentioned the C27 that's on the re-

=iII IIII1IIIIII: 1lI

::

Randy Blevins at work surrounded by MCIs.

produce card and believe it's an 802 on the
record cue card. (In the JH16 machines from
1975 through '79 there are quite a few modifications you can d.). The easiest modification
is on those machines that had control cards
with op-amps. The early ones came out with
741 op -amps for the reproduce and record
cards. We recommend either doing one of
several changeou's. changing to TL081s or
TL071 s. Some people have put 5534s in. Also.
there are some het -rodded new chip designs
in the P1A Series that are quieter and have got
a little bit more headroom and higher slew rate.

"We get the most calls
about early MCI JH24s
that were made up to
about '83."

REP:

How many of your clients are qualified
to do this work themselves?
RB: Probably about one in 10.

REP:

If you don't have strong electronic
chops you might be getting in over your head.
RB: Right. You can change the op-amps. If
you change op-amps you have to cut out two
capacitors and that's a pretty simple modification. Just about anybody can do that with
a little instruction. They can remove an IC
and clip out two capacitors per IC and that
gives a faster slew rate. On the JH16 Series,
from '75 to '79, many people jump the transformers out, which gives a little bit more bottom end and smoother response. The major
problem when you do that, depending on
which console, and who did the wiring, is to
make sure that you have correct polarity.
We've run into this problem several times.
The best way to check it is with a scope. When
people have jumped transformers out I always
do a polarity check out of the console, through
the machine again. The easiest way to do
this is to record a signal on the tape, play
it back and check a channel adjacent to it

in "input;' identifying the problem.

REP: What about tweaks or calibration tricks
to enhance performance?
RB: We've found that original machine specifications were limited by the tape that was available back then, and that by using either Scotch
226 or Ampex 456, which is what we primarily use to set our machines up, we get better
response than those original factory specs. MCI
response has a lot to do with the bias and head wrap plus several other alignment factors. The
first thing that we do, and there are two methods of doing this, is check the wrap. When
heads are out of alignment. you're forced to
use more EQ to get the same amount of response. Before I even set up a machine I put
a record pad on (even before I put a test tape
on), put the machine in record. put 1,000 cycles on and make sure it's close to zero. If not,
I adjust to make it zero, then I go to I0,000 and
see approximately where 10,000 is. Then I
move to a high frequency. 16,000 or 20,000 and
see primarily if the meters are swinging much.
MCIs have a tendency to swing a little bit mere
than some of the other machines. I put my
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to synchronize it
would be very costly
and I just don't recommend it. Some of
the late '74 and '75
machines, which had
JH100 transports, ac
reel motors and dc

hand on the supply
reel and add just a little bit of tension. If the
needles move up in
level, then the wrap is
incorrect. If by apply-

ing more tension, the
meters go down, then
the wrap is correct.

servo-capstan motors,

worked

REP:

That's

a

relatively

well being synchronized. The '76 to '79s
pretty much take the

tasty

tidbit.
RB: It's pretty important so I'll give you a

same cables and have

the same characteriscouple of other hints
tics as the transports
on this. This is kind of
on the JH24s.
backward to what
many people think,
REP: Tell us about
but I find it works
common JI-1 Series
pretty well. There are
two ways to adjust
Jeep Patrol: Bleuins Audio Exchange stag leaning on the industry standards.
mistakes?
wrap. One is to go for
RB: When removing
the highest or optitransformers it's important to either put a camum peak and the other is to rub a grease penRB: Relapping is about $500 for a 24 -track uspacitor in the meter circuit or install a meter
ing optical alignment, which I highly recomcil over the head and see where the tape is rubbuffer. Otherwise when you turn the machine
bing the grease pencil off. You just cover the
mend doing.
off and on, dc goes into the meters and pegs
head a little bit, and then as the abrasiveness
of the tape wears the grease pencil off, you can
REP: What about synchro /mods /interface? them. We've seen a capacitor network added
see where the wear pattern is. I've found that
to the VU meters, which made the meters offRB: Most of the MCI Sony Series, the JH24 Seset quite severely. The response was a little bit
most machines have got so much wear pattern
ries. work well with almost all of the synshaky and the meters weren't representing
on them that to try to get them centered makes
chronizers. Just plug in the cables and go.
what was going to the machine. A lot of peothem very unstable and diminishes frequency
ple take the transformers out when jumping out
response. I would rather go for the optimum
REP: What about the 16s?
the record and input amplifier. They are simwrap, the maximum output and then relap the
RB: The early JH16s, from 1971 to about 1974,
ply buffers and the signal degradation isn't that
heads in six months, if needed, to get started
had ac capstan motors and can't be synbad. I'm more concerned with having the maback on a fresh wear pattern.
chronized. You're out of luck if you want to use
chine perform to the best of its specifications
it as a slave. You might use it as a master by
just running SMPTE time code off the tape. But
as far as alignment. The JHI6 Series from '77,
REP: So relapping is not too expensive?

modification

Do Jensen Transformers Have a
Clearer Midrange and Top End?
Yes!

¡ ..--J,,,Jr.,,i.,

...but

Pro Audio
Why?

Jensen Transformers are

STEP WAVEFORM

computer -optimized for
minimum overshoot and
CNN, kegs
'I ,.... J..MJr.,,..
ringing, as well as flat
GROUP DELAY
group delay. This time
aligns all spectral
components of the waveform so harmonics arrive at the same
time as the fundamental. You hear clear mids and highs
without the harsh. edgy sound which has previously
characterized many transformers.
Only Jensen uses sophisticated COMTRAN optimization
technology, ultra -high precision Swiss winders, custom alloy
cores, and exhaustive, computerized quality control
procedures. That's why our transformers have no midrange
smear. Just pure, clean, accurate sound plus superior
isolation and noise rejection.

Jensen
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t

isilun bp appointment unh'. Closed Fridul:c.

10735 Burbank Boulevard
North Hollywood, California 91601
FAX 818/763 -4574 Tel 213/876 -0059
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Asia's Largest Professional
Sound & Lighting Event

Light Asia '92
The 4th Annual International Trade Exhibition for Professional Recording,

Sound Reinforcement, Duplication, lighting, Lasers, Special Effects and Associated
Equipments for the Leisure, Presentation. Entertainment and
Related Industries for the Entire Asian Region

JULY 8 -10, 1992 Singapore
Following the tremendous success of the 1991 event, space
reservations for 1992 are already up by33%. Apart from leading
individual international manufacturers many of whom are past
exhibitors, official group participation will come once again
from the UK and Italy.
Nyou wish to be part of the largest eventeverstaged in Asia, and
meet the entire Regional users, then you must let us know

immediately.
To exhibit /visit, please contact Alan Suen:

BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL TRADE FAIRS LTD.
18 /F First Pacific Bank Centre, 51 -57 Gloucester Road,
Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel : (852) 865 2633 Telex : 64882 ASIEX HX Cable : BIPCCAB
FAX HOTLINE: (852) 865 5513, (852) 866 1770
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'78 and '79 had a little pot on the record amplifier that adjusted IM distortion. One of the
biggest misconceptions is not aligning that periodically. I would like to see them aligned once
a year. If you're using different formulations of
tape the IM distortion is set by using that particular brand of tape.

REP:

From an owners point of view, what's
a reasonable routine maintenance schedule
that leaves you confident?
RB: At least once a year, if not every six
months, I like to take the cards out of the machine and dip them in an ultrasonic bath. We
do this to the audio cards and the transport
cards when machines come in for repair or
when we recondition machines for resale. An
important tool for MCIs is Cramolin. It brings
certain things back to life. but some people use
too much. They spray it on like some of the
other cleaners and it becomes gooey and actually gunks up some of the connections. We've
experienced a lot of problems on MCI machines
when people spray Cramolin on their transports. I've pulled transport boards off and the
connections are actually green. It takes a considerable amount of time to get that stuff off.
I've had to replace connecters because we
could never get it to work again. The less
Cramolin you use the better. Also every six
months, depending on how much airborne dust
is in the studios, the heatsink on the power supplies should be cleaned. We've seen several
power supplies that are totally caked with dirt.
A big failure problem on MCI machines seems
to be from the power supplies running hotter
due to dust and they can't breathe through the
heatsink. Then the heatsinks overheat and start

burning wires. When hot, they run a lot of current through there and the solder cracks. We
find that to be one of the biggest failure problems. So we remove the PC boards and resolder

all the molex connecters.
Another factor is to check the fans periodically to make sure they're running fast. If the
fan is running slow when you turn the machine
off and turn it back on. the fan might not start
back up again next time. The fan becomes slow
because the bearings get kind of gummed up.
They need to be oiled or replaced.

REP: Are they

serviceable?

RB: Yes. But most of the time I recommend just

replacing them. That's the biggest failure rate
that we see on the machines periodically. The
fans stop, power supplies get hot and components start dying.

REP:

What about cigarette smoke?

think most people have stopped allowing people to smoke in the control rooms and
I think more people have become aware that
RB:

I

smoke becomes a contaminant on-contact. I've
seen less and less of some of the problems we
used to see. Mainly, smoke causes contact problems. It's kind of hard to substantiate how much
of that is specifically due to cigarette smoke.
But I know that "no smoking" studios, ones that
have the cleanest control rooms, seem to have
t he least problems.

in series with the ground wire. This made an
ac connection but not a dc connection. In unbalanced situations I've had people use several different methods, everything from clipping
shields to putting U- grounded adapters on the
ac plugs.

REP:

We're at the end. Final words, warnings,
comments or watch -out- for -this advice?
RB: I always advise people to have a set of
spare cards on hand for JH24s. Mainly an output card, a bias card and a reproduce card. Actually, any of the cards would be a good spare.
You don't really need a full set. You can always
switch. You're not usually going to be recording on all 24 channels at once, so a bias card
can be removed and switched to different channels. But you're going to be reproducing to an
entire mix, so a spare reproduce card is advisable, as well as a record key card.
If you're buying a machine, get either maintenance records or talk to the technician who
has serviced the machine. Get a history of any
repeatable maintenance problems. We sell
quite a few machines, and knowing who we
buy the machines from always helps.
We still have parts from 1971s all the way up.
As far as the circuit modifications, I'd like to
say that we keep a book on transport modifications and some little tidbits of how to set the
wrap and how to set certain electronics
parameters. Feel free to either call or fax.

REP: How do

you approach buzz, hum and
grounding in general?
RB: Different people use different grounding
schemes depending on which console they are
using. The early MCI consoles had capacitors

For MCI replacement parts contact, Blevins Audio Exchange 615- 242 -0596: fax 615-242-0599 or Sony 8003316679: in MO 800 -654 -0962.
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Multitrack head maintenance for an ADD world.

D TRIP

By John R. French

of wear. Tape path cleanliness
can also be a factor, because grit
and grunge caught between tape
and heads will not only degrade
immediate performance but also
increase the rate of wear.
The abrasiveness of the tape
is a factor, though there seems
to be little significant difference
between tape types. Finally, ambient temperature and humidity
may also play a role: extremes
of temperature and humidity do
affect the tape. and there is some
evidence. albeit inconclusive,
that climate factors may influence head wear as well.
In most well- maintained studios, total hours in use will be the
primary factor in determining
the degree of head wear. The
length of time heads can stay in
service before reconditioning or
replacement becomes necessary
will vary, but our experience
shows considerable degradation
of performance on 16- or 24track 2 -inch heads at between
1,800 to 3,000 hours of use, or
around 18 to 24 months of operation in a busy studio. Some of
the newer amorphous metal
heads introduced in the past few
years exhibit longer wear characteristics, but not enough of
them arrive for refurbishing at
JRF for us to accurately predict
the amount of increased longevity.

mixing to digital
mercilessly reveals the
slightest anomalies on a
Because
multitrack master. proper
maintenance of analog multitrack heads is essential to
ensure a flawless ADD recording. Why do tape heads require
periodic maintenance and eventually wear out? Let's take a stroll
and ponder the problem.
Quality control -A high precision Leif: microscope provides 600x magNORMAL WEAR PATTERN
We'll start at what should be a
nification.
Assuming the tape path and
familiar location: the New York
head assembly have been
Hilton. We'll walk down Sixth.
properly aligned, the wear pattern on the heads
type of laminated, high permeability metal.
past Rockefeller Center, cross 42nd Street with
will resemble the left diagram on page 50. The
a wary glance towards Times Square, past
The most common metals used in head
pattern will be rectangular. and centered over
Bryant Park, through Herald Square. angle off
manufacturing are MuMetal, Permalloy and
now amorphous metals
down Broadway at a brisk pace, take a short
breather at Madison Square Park before puff(amorphous materials are actually more complex than
ing away down Fifth Avenue toward Greenwich
Village, past 20th Street, and ... STOP! We've
"metal" implies, but for now
Despite the forecasts of
we'll let it go at that). Some
covered about 1.7 miles. That's how much tape
passes over the heads of your multitrack in one
materials are softer and
some harder, but they all will
hour of continuous operation at 30ips. Magnetic
is
and
wear pretty much the same
recording tape is mildly abrasive and eventuway, although not necessarally your heads will wear to the point where
ily at the same rate!
no amount of tweaking will keep your machine
The exception is your
performing to full spec.
erase head. which is likely to
How long you can go until you reach that
the gap. The flaring at the top and bottom of
be made of ferrite. so we will deal with it
point, and what to do when you get there, will
the head is common. and is usually present on
separately. For now, we will focus on progresbe discussed shortly. But first. let's take a look
all heads. This results from the curling effect
sive wear of metal heads.
at those heads and see what they're made of.
of tape under tension. which tends to wear the
No matter what make or model multitrack reheads slightly deeper at the edges.
HEAD WEAR: CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
corder you have, your record and playback
Most newer heads have edge relief slots
factors determining amount of
The
heads are virtually certain to be made of some
machined into the surface of the head at the
head weir are, total hours in service and tape
edge of the tape path. These slots prevent the
speed, which together give total tape passage
John R. French is president and owner of JRF Magnetic
formation of a "lip :' or abrupt surface anomaover the heads. Tape tension also contributes,
Sciences. Greendell, NJ.
ly, at the edge of the head wear pattern. When
because higher tension will increase the rate

all- digital
proponents, analog multitrack
well.
recording
alive
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the edge of the tape bumps against this lip, due
to slight variations in tape slitting or jitter in
the tape path, severe edge track instability results. Edge relief slots solve this problem by
preventing formation of an abrupt edge. Picture the surface of the heads as a bowling lane,
with the edge relief slots as the gutters; the tape
is just slightly wider than the lane, with the
edges over the gutters. Edge relief slots help
keep the normal wear pattern uniform, and
considerably delay the onset of edge track instability.
Nearly all new heads have edge relief slots,
but many older heads being reconditioned do
not have them. We usually recommend these
slots be machined in as part of reconditioning
(at a charge of $30 to $45), if there is sufficient
gap depth remaining to warrant it.

studio owners who are convinced their heads
are shot when really they have nothing more
than a minor problem with their tape or tape
path.
As a general rule of thumb, a tape head will
not develop a major problem overnight. When
somebody calls and says, "I came in this morning and suddenly my tracks are bouncing all
over the place and I need to have somebody
look at my heads;' we generally try to steer
them in another direction. If everything was
fine yesterday, we try to find out what is different today? Different tape? Different use of the
machine? Sometimes something as simple as
flipping a tape over can eliminate heads as the
source of trouble. If you have instability on
track 1 and it moves to track 16 after flipping
the tape, then your problem is likely with the

mal wear patterns, other problems may develop: dropouts. loss of high frequency response, midrange bump, increased distortion,
increased noise, unstable tape path, tracking
error, oxide buildup or shedding, or insufficient
erasure.
The latter two problems are often associated
with the erase head. Most erase heads are
made of ferrite, and exhibit completely different wear characteristics. Unlike metal heads,
worn ferrite heads will show no obvious wear
pattern or change in contour. On close inspection, however, longitudinal scratching, pitting,
and a general deterioration of the surface will
show up as a matte or dull finish in the tape
contact area. This surface breakdown results
in pitting and microscopic chipping along the
edges of the ferrite track, shields, ceramic fill-

Photos on left and center show typical wear pattern on a Studer A800 24track playback head at 10x and 20x. Photo on right shows wear breaking
through gap on tracks 1, 2 and 3 of a Studer A80 24 -track head at 20x.

ABNORMAL WEAR PATTERNS
Tape recorders are complex mechanical systems. and often problems will arise which. if
left uncorrected, cause abnormal head wear.
Abnormal wear patterns (see figures) caused
by tape path misalignment can prove costly.
since correcting them usually requires removal
of much more useable head material during

reconditioning. thereby reducing the overall life
of the head. Proper alignment of all tape path
components on the headblock is an exacting
procedure, and should be performed only by
a qualified technician. Precision realignment
is essential any time heads are reconditioned
or replaced.
Assuming your tape path is properly aligned,
there are several things you can do to extend
the life of your heads and minimize reconditioning costs. First, keep your tape path as clean
as possible. Second, keep your tape tension
within recommended spec. Sometimes there
is a temptation to cure immediate problems by
increasing tape tension, but this will only delay the inevitable while increasing the rate of
head wear.
During the course of normal wear, the performance of a head will vary as material is removed and the geometry of the contour
changes. Up to a point, you can compensate
for this change in your electronic alignment.
But, when wear gets to a certain point, maintaining optimum performance on all tracks becomes impossible. What then?
ISOLATING THE PROBLEM

The first thing you want to do is make sure
the problem really is caused by worn heads.
All too often we get calls at JRF from panicked

tape and not with the heads.
On the other hand. if somebody calls and
says, "This has slowly been getting worse for
weeks, and today I decided I just couldn't stand
it anymore;' then I tell them to pull the headblock and send it in.
It is a good idea to regularly monitor the condition of your heads throughout the wear cycle, and the best way to do this is with a standard alignment tape. (This may seem
ridiculously obvious, but you'd be surprised
how many studios do not have alignment tapes
for all speeds and formats.) If you don't have
an alignment tape, and are dead yet against
buying at least one, then record tones at 10kHz
and 16kHz when your heads are new or freshly reconditioned, and keep it as a continuing
reference.
Every so often, put the tape on and check
the stability of your levels. This is often the best
way to monitor head condition. because many
recorders do not have hour meters, and sometimes owners of machines with hour meters are
lax in their record keeping.
FIRST SIGNS OF TROUBLE
On multitrack recorders. the first sign of trouble is usually edge track instability. Levels will
start to bounce on the first and last tracks,
gradually getting worse, and then moving in
to the second and next -to -last tracks. At what

point reconditioning becomes necessary

is

somewhat subjective, since some customers
will tolerate much more instability than others.
Most of our customers find something needs
to be done when their heads have worn between 2.5 and 3 thousandths of an inch.
In the case of extreme wear, or with abnor-

er, and the
get her.

epoxy that holds the surface to-

Because erase heads have long gap lengths
(0.005" x 2 gaps minimum), an erase head will
almost always continue to meet erase specifications despite serious gap deterioration. Although ferrite erase heads are often regarded
as indestructible, erase heads suffering surface
breakdown are often a major source of oxide
shedding problems.
Does any of this sound familiar? If your multitrack has been in average to heavy use for
more than two years. there is a good chance
that worn heads are degrading your machine's
performance. If you bought your machine new.
you almost certainly do not need new heads.
because unacceptable performance occurs well
before 50% of total tip depth has been worn
away. It may be time for reconditioning, which
normally costs only a fraction of the price of
a new head
THE RECONDITIONING PROCESS

Its a good idea to call the head refurbishing
company before you remove your heads from
your recorder. The company's technician will
take some time to discuss your specific problem, isolating the probable cause before you
spend time and money sending in your head
assembly. It is important. if at all possible. to
send the entire headblock assembly to the
refurbishing company, so that precise tape path
alignment can be performed after the heads
are reconditioned. The following description
of our procedures at JRF Magnetic Sciences
outlines services you should expect from any
quality head reconditioning company.
Upon arrival, each headblock assembly un-
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dergoes an initial inspection and testing procedure before the heads are removed. First, each
head is visually inspected under a microscope
(up to 600 power) to determine condition of the
gap, core, laminations and ferrite material.
Scratches, dents, voids, erosion, pitting. or unusual wear phenomena are noted. Visual inspection at this stage also helps establish a
rough estimate of remaining head life.
The heads then receive thorough electrical
testing. Inductance is measured at 1kHz, using
a digital LCD bridge. Because the inductance
of a magnetic head drops predictably as it
wears, by comparing the head under test to
wear -out specifications on file for the exact
head type, it is possible to estimate remaining
head life with fair accuracy, even when actual
tip depth measurements are not possible. This
test also reveals open or shorted coils, shallow
tip depths, sprung gaps, and cracked or damaged cores prior to dismount from the head assembly. Readings are in millihenrys, and each
track is measured and documented separately.
The LCD bridge is also used to perform the
dc resistance test. This is simply a continuity
reading, measured in Ohms, across each track.
This test will detect poor solder connections.
shorts, or internal wire breaks.
All of the above tests, along with an overall
inspection of the head assembly, are performed
before removal of the heads. At this point, the
customer is often contacted to discuss options
and anticipated costs. If the customer decides
to go ahead with reconditioning, the heads are
then removed from the headblock assembly.
Many heads are manufactured with a
machined -in reference mark for measuring tip
depth; once these heads are out of the shield
housings, the remaining tip depth can be measured with precision, allowing a reliable estimate
of remaining life. Before relapping begins, precision contour tracings are established on op-

tical measuring equipment.
The heads are then recontoured to exacting
tolerances using lapping films appropriate for

UNEVEN EDGE WEAR
(Common)

In most well- maintained

studios, total hours in
use will be the primary
factor in determining
the degree of head
wear.

the head material. Relapping is the precise and
careful removal of material from the ramp (angled) area and radius area. The process continues down to, but does not exceed, the
deepest point of head wear. At JRF, ferrite erase
heads are then polished using a proprietary diamond vapor spray. Following this, the heads are
again carefully inspected before remounting in
the headbock assembly.
HEAD ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENT
The head assembly is set aside for at least
an hour to allow stress relief of components before optical alignment. This is an extremely exacting visual and electrical /digital measurement process which references industry
standard specifications for tape widths, track
placement locations, and specific tolerances adhered to by the original manufacturers. At JRF,
the procedure includes:
1.

Cleaning of the entire head assembly.

2. Rotation of all fixed guides and posts.
3. Cleaning of flutter idlers and roller guides.
4. Cleaning and oiling of all lifters, gates and

mechanisms.
5.

Correcting and aligning tape

height

references.

Record/Playback Gap

Edge Relief Slots

Setting all tape path components for correct
azimuth and zenith.
7. Aligning heads for track placement (within
± 0.0005 ")
8. Aligning head stacks for azimuth and zenith
(within ± 0.0005 ").
9. Setting the wrap on each head stack for gap
centering on tape contact area (within
± 0.002 ").
10. A complete quality control re -check of all
above items.
6.

--

Original
Tip Depth

FINAL INSPECTION AND QC
Final gap inspection places special emphasis on gap sharpness, laminations, polish consistency, contour consistency and overall surface conditions.
The final inductance test will show a slight
drop from the initial test, reflecting the amount
of material removed in the relapping process.
After all tests are completed, the head assembly is given a final cleaning and a protective
cover is applied. Complete documentation is
shipped back to the customer with the assembly, and all data is kept on file at JRF for future reference.
RECONDITIONING COSTS
As of this writing, the cost for the above services varies from about $300 for a 1/2-inch 8track assembly to about $450 for a 2 -inch 24track assembly. When you consider that a new
24 -track head can cost as much as $6.000, the
savings realized from refurbishing can be sub-

stantial.
When are heads too far gone for reconditioning? Again, the answer to this question depends
to some extent on circumstances and the customer's particular financial situation. Almost
all heads can benefit from reconditioning at
least once, and most two or three times. But
when tip depth gets down to what we term
"marginal :' we consult with the customer carefully before proceeding. If heads on are on the
"hairy edge" of wearing through, but the stu-

UNEVEN DEPTH WEAR

Original

Caused by Zenith (T111) Error
or Poor Tape Path Alignment

Tip Depth

Laminated Tracks

-Sielm
}

{

1i
Point of Deepest Wear

Point of Deepest Wear

Graphic demonstration of multitrack head wear. Left: Normal wear on a properly centered head. Right: Wear pattern showing incorrect zenith
alignment. where top of head is tilted away from tape.
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UNEVEN WEAR DUE TO

MISALIGNMENT

Tip Depth

1

,-

WEAR PATTERN OFF GAP
Original

Height Error)

Edge Heliet Slots

LI

CENTER (Wrap Error)

Point of Deepest Wear

Record /Playback Gap

Original
Tip Depth

Wear Pattern
On Gap Center

Left: Incorrect tupe heud height and zenith alignment. Right: Incorrect head wrap alignment, causing increased sensitivity to dropouts.

dio simply cannot afford new heads, we may
reluctantly go ahead and relap, though in such
cases we cannot guarantee remaining head life.
This scenario requires an unbelievable amount
of added care (not to mention stress) because
the parting words from the customer are usually, "Oh God. please don't let it go through!"
In most cases, however, the studio will not
want to deal with the process again in the short
term, and will elect to replace the heads. Also,
in rare instances, a financially strapped customer wi.l elect to live with the marginal head per-

formance a little bit longer, so we will return
the assembly as -is.
Interestingly, the performance characterstics
of a properly reconditioned playback head will
actually improve as is wears. As the tip becomes
shallower, the head becomes more efficient.
The best performing playback head in the
world is one that is just on the edge of going
through the gap. So if your playback head has
a good surface, it's okay to keep using it right
until it wears through.
Record heads are a different case, since they

become very inefficient as they approach the
end of their working life. The signal is applied
and the flux is trying to bridge the gap, but with
only a sliver of tip depth remaining, the pole
tip can saturate very quickly. This leads to increased distortion, biasing problems, and, because you are driving the heads harder, increased adjacent channel crosstalk.
REINSTALLING YOUR HEADBLOCK
The reinstallation of a properly refurbished
and optically aligned head assembly usually requires no more than minor tweaking of azimuth for optimum phase response, along with
the standard electronic calibration procedure.
Tape tension should be checked and reduced
to the minimum acceptable OEM specified
setting.
When you put in a new or relapped head,
you can usually peak the output by playing with
the tape wrap. This is a dangerous practice, and
is not recommended. Making such adjustments
will start developing an abnormal wear pattern
based on the temporary peak, whereas after
a few days, if you had left it alone, you would
have had a nice, even pattern centered on the
gap. Leave the wrap alone unless you are absolutely sure of what you are doing.

ADD: ALIVE AND WELL
Despite the forecasts of all-digital proponents,
analog multitrack recording is alive and well.
The combination of analog tracking and digital mastering, particularly at the project studio level, has kept business booming here at
JRF. Because, when you end up on digital, you
absolutely have to start out with analog heads
that are "up to snuff:'

Individual heads are inspected for gap, lamination and ferrite material condition, as well as surface finish, all fully documented.

The author would like to thank Bruce Borgerson of
Tech/Write Communications for his assistance in preparing this article.
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Computer Control of
Sound Systems:
Deus ex Machina?

or her mixing position. And, even with the assistance of a dedicated system technician manning the equalizers, speaker zone distribution
matrix and crossovers, mixers may be hard-put

been out to dinner with her in three months.
They forgot to include the manual with the
product in the box. What to do?

to keep up with some of the changes in today's
fast -paced live music shows ... and get it right.
ENTER THE COMPUTER

By David Scheirman

'n the Dark Ages, before the microchip, synchronous serial interface and data transfer protocol. sound systems were pretty straightforward. You had building -block parts (mixer,
crossover, power amps and such), your cable
harnesses with familiar connecters, and you
had loudspeakers to present the results of your
efforts to a listening audience. Not much got
in your way, unless it was an equipment breakdown, a grouchy usher or a late soundcheck.
As shows became mega -events (did your kid
ask you for $75 bucks to go see Michael Jackson? Could you tell who was playing drums for
Madonna from the last row of the football stadium?), it became more important to achieve a
certain consistency to the sound of the show,
because the program input was getting more
complex (maybe four different mic positions for
the lead vocalist, eight special effects returns
on his voice, and some playback effects to
boot), and because the sound reinforcement
systems themselves were getting more complicated ... delay towers, rearf ill, lower and upper
deck systems ... the works. In short, there were
more variables to deal with than ever before.

Manufacturers, take
heed: If there's a
computer involved, the
software had better be
right.

It had become not just a mono, then a stereo,
but perhaps an 8- or 12- branch speaker system.
Not just 24 or 32 inputs, but perhaps 120 with
MIDI -linked reverbs, delays and noisegates.
A certain line has been reached, beyond
which one sound system mixer/operator often

cannot effectively handle the wide variety of
audio hardware that may be "necessary" at his
David Scheirman is REP's live sound consulting editor
and president of Concert Sound Consultants. Julian, CA.
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They always get it right, don't they? Since the
late 1950's when the first data-processing cardsorters began to make noises in our culture
(clack, clack went the Univac), we have grown
accustomed to thinking of the computer as being the impartial. omnipotent, unerring silent
partner. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s various software developers struggled to write
code that would enable this silent partner to
elbow its way onto the sound system mix riser.
First, it was personal computers for storing
information, special effects cues. Then the computers were linked to an expensive console to
make scene changes (just like the lighting guys
were doing a couple of years earlier). Next. audio manufacturers started many ambitious research and development projects to work on
the task of allowing simple sound system operations to be linked to the computer, changes
such as program equalization, then power amplifier startup and diagnostics.
WHICH COMPUTER?
Well, the world seemed about evenly divided between Macintosh and IBM. Musicians, artists and writers liked the Mac's intuitive,
graphics -based operating system. Engineers
and scientists liked IBM's no- nonsense, famil-

iar working environment. Which protocol or
communications language to use between the
audio component and the system computer?
Well, MIDI was making strong inroads with
electronic keyboards, drum sequencers and effects program changes in the studio ... but it
certainly had its limitations. RS-432 and PA-422
ports started to sprout on the back of equalizers and reverb devices, and terms such as serial
interface and digital I/O began to appear in

product manuals.
Today, we have a problem, one not unique
to sound reinforcement. It is the same problem
that has been encountered by the automotive
industry (your serviceman has computers to
link into your auto's engine for diagnostics), the

home entertainment industry (which remote
control is supposed to start the damn VCR ?),
the printing industry (you need how many
pages printed out from what word processing
program ?), the communications industry, and
nearly every other field of endeavor where human beings have to interface with information
and machines to conduct business.
Our problem is that the tools available to us
to do our job are rapidly becoming more complex and doing more things for us, thereby performing more functions that we took for granted, so that the learning curve to use the tools
is steeper than the time allowed. The new computerized equalizer came in today by Federal
Express. The show is tomorrow night. They say
they need it. Your wife notes that you haven't

Today, we have a

problem, one not
unique to sound
reinforcement.

There is a reason that the most well established sound reinforcement firms, and the
most successful live soundmixers, are conservatives when it comes to fancy new hardware
(and in this industry, that invariably means
"computerized" these days). Simply put, the
ability to offer a good, consistent product (live
sound to an audience) rests on the twin-pillared
foundation of the right tools and the right skills
to know how to use them. And much new technology claims to be "right" ... yet ...
Which direction do you lean? Which hardware do you put your money in? Which operating language do we learn this week? Who are
you gonna trust ... the computer? Its operations
manual? The software developer? The sales
representative? Or just go by "feel "?
Products for live sound reinforcement today
need simple controls, powerful data -crunching
devices and absolutely correct software if they
are going to effectively combine computers
with audio. Whether mixing console, programmable EQ, or networked power amp racks, the
push is on the product developers to smooth
the user-hardware interface. Simply put, "Make
it so I can understand what it is supposed to
do, so I can make it do what I want it to, and
so I don't have to spend every spare evening
trying to figure it our
In Latin, "Deus ex Machina" invokes the image of a "God /Ghost in the Machine;' a benign
but all -powerful entity that functions behind the
scenes to (hopefully) influence a positive outcome to the endeavor that involves said machine. Perhaps computer science can offer the
audio industry speed, logic and consistency. It
can't offer subjectively better musical sound,
and it can't provide a replacement for intelligent, savvy system operators and technicians
who enjoy what they do for a living.
Manufacturers, take heed: If there's a computer involved, the software had better be right.
The hardware had better be rock -solid. And the
"user interface" had best be in touch with today's working system operators. There is no
magical presence in any of your programs or
hardware packages that can solve the looming problem of user apathy based on complicated, illogical control schemes.

ALL
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By Mark Herman

Manufacturer /Model: (4) RAI' 15 "/2 " /I"
Manufacturer /Model: (5) RAT 2x 15 "/2 " /1"

RAT SOUND SYSTEMS,

SUN VALLEY, CA

ONSTAGE /DRUM SIDEFILLS

Manufacturer /Model:

(5) RAT

2x15".

2x1(1 " /2"

>>1
st

AMPLIFIERS
Main FOH: Crest 8001. 7001, 4801, 2501A
Lows/Subs: Crest 7001
Monitors: Crest 7001.4801, PL400
Sidefills: Crest 7001, 4801, PL400

all° eYs

%ke

4e44

HOUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING

Equalizers: Klark7èknik

DN36U, DN410, IC.

electronic 1128

Crossover: (2) BSS FDS 360. (I) BSS FDS 310
Reverb: Yamaha SPX90. Rev7, Lexicon LXPI,

Support Acts: Pearl Jam,
Smashing Pumpkins
Dates: Oct. 16 - Feb. 1992

LXI'S

Delay: Roland SDE3000. Yamaha D1500
Gates: KlarkTeknik DN514, Symetrix 501

Region North America

Compressor /Limiters: dbx

160X. dbx 166,

BSS DPR4O2. DI'R4((4

Intercom System: Clear Corn
Cassette Player: Nakamic hi MR2

PERSONNEL

CD Player: Panasonic
MIDI Controller: Lexicon MRC
Headphones: Beyer DT109

House Mixer: Dave Levine
Monitor Mixer: Karrie Keyes
Head System Engineer: Dave Levine
Technicians: Mark "Smitty" Smith
Rigger: Local riggers

Analyzer: t.c. electronic 1128
Power Conditioner /Light Module: Juice
Goose 1'111

Natalie Col(' house stacks onstage.

CONSOLES

House: Ramsa WR -S840 40- channel
Monitor: Yamaha PM2800 40- channel
Support House: Soundcraft 500B 32- channel
Support Monitor: Yamaha PM2800 40-channel
MAIN LOUDSPEAKER CABINET
Manufacturer /Model: (16) Rat Trap 5 -way (32
EVX15(1 15 -inch, 32 JBL 2123 10-inch. 16 JBL
2440 2 -inch. 16 TAD 2001 -inch)
1

ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING
Equalizers: (9) Klark4eknik DN360, (2) Yamaha
2031 A

Crossovers: TDM 24CX4 modified
Reverb: Yamaha SPX9O
Gates: (4) BSS DPR 504

Compressor/Limiters: dbx 16OXT
Analyzer: Gold Line RIA
Power Conditioner /Light Module:

Juice

Goose PM
LOW END CABINET /SUBWOOFER
(16) 2 "x18" Rat
(EVX18(1 and TM) 1801)

Manufacturer /Model:

ONSTAGE MONITOR WEDGES
Manufacturer /Model: (8) RAT

Subs

2x15 "/10"/2"

Overheads: AKG 460
Snare Top: Shure SM57
Snare Bottom: Shure SM57
Hi -Hat: AKG 451
Ride: AKG151
Guitar Low: Shure SM57
Guitar High: Shure SM57
Bass DI: ItSS
V RE2O
Bass: EV
CABLING

MICROPHONES
Vocals: Audix ()M7

House snake: 52 -pair Mass to Mass with TT
patchbay, Whirlwind wiring standard.
Splitter: 52 hardwired 2 -way
Stageboxes: 20- channel Whirlwind

Kick: EV RE2O
Rack Toms: Shure SM98
Floor Toms: Shure SM98

RTA 4000
1/3

Octave Spectrum Analyzer

2

Pnk Nose

Generators

Phone
Renée Han/Me/on
for

Classified Advertising
Information

(913) 888 -4664

9" CRT
SPL

Display

RRC

Mode

-

()splay Muihde
Graphs
A.

rRT 60 (optional)
Printer Port

r Peak Hold

RS232 Pon

C&CCiR

Fliers
31

Bands

20HZ 2010Hz

r 16 Graph Memories
...ANSI Class III Filters
Color Monitor Port

Cersor

DvlaI Readout

Mic Calibration

2

Mc inpuis wrPhanIom

Data Storage

Call today for more information (800) 524-4528

Hartmann and Associates, 4N051 Kenwood Ave., W. Chicago, IL 60185
Circle

(27) on Rapid Facts Card
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All Azei44
DELICATE PRODUCTIONS,
CAMARILLO, CA

NCV'

W
CO
,

atiae
Dates: Oct. 10 - Dec. 11
Region: North America

PERSONNEL

House Mixer: Peter Lewis (independent)
Monitor Mixer: Shorty Kades (independent)
Head System Engineer Paul Sarault
Stage Technician: Bob Meyers
Production Manager/Lighting Director. Bud
11,

rruwitz

Front and center at the house mix position.

HOUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING

CONSOLES
I bouse: (2) Yamaha PM3000 -40C
Monitor: Midas XL340

MAIN LOUDSPEAKER CABINET
Manufacturer /Model: (12) Martin Audio F2
Manufacturer /Model: (12) Martin Audio F2L
(Lows)

Crossover: Martin MX-4
FRONTFILL LOUDSPEAKER

Manufacturer/Model:

(4)

Martin Audio Fl

Equalizers: KlarkTeknik DN360. DN27
Crossover: Martin MX-4
Reverb: Lexicon 224. PCM 70 and (2) LXPI.
Yamaha SPX900 and (2) Yamaha SPX90-11
Spatial Enhancer: BASE Bedini
Compressor /Limiters: (4) dbx 160X. (4) dbx
166. Summit Tube Limiter TLA100A
Intercom System: Chaos
DAT Player: Panasonic SV3 7 00

Cassette Player: Nakamichi MR1
CD Player: dbx DX5
Headphones: Sony MDR V6, Sony MDR 7506
Analyzer: Goldline RTA

Crossover: Martin MX-4
ONSTAGE SIGNAL PROCESSING
ONSTAGE MONITORS

Manufacturer/ Model:
112 'FA

Monitor
loaded with l2-inch Gauss, 2 -inch JBL
(10) Compact

Reverb: Yamaha SPX900, Lexicon PCM70, Korg

2482 on JBL 2311 horn, JBL 2402 Ring Radiator

DRV 2000

Crossover: Built into compact monitor amp

Delay: Lexicon Prime Time. Roland SDE 3000
Gates: (3) dbx 904
Compressor /Limiters: (4) dbx 160X, (2) Klark-

ONSTAGE SIDEFILLS

Manufacturer /Model:

(4) Compact Monitor
12 -inch Gauss, 2 -inch JBL

loaded with
2482 on JBL 2311 horn, JBL 2402 Ring Radiator
Crossover: Built into compact monitor amp
112SF

AMPLIFIERS
Main FOH (F2): Carver PMI.5, Crest 6001
Main FOH Low (F2L): Crest 8001
Frontfill: Carver PM1.5
Monitors: Compact Monitor 1KTA mono 3channel (650.250 and 100W/811) built by BGW
Sidefills: Compact Monitor 1KTA mono 3channel (650, 250 and 100W/8rl) built by BGW
5-1

Equalizers: Klark:l'eknik DN360
Headphone EQ: (4) dbx 905

R

E
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Teknik Quad 504, (6) dbx 903, Audio Design Recording Compex limiter F760X -RS
Analyzer. Gold Line RTA
Light Module: Furman PL-Plus

Snare Top: Ramsa SM7
Snare Bottom: Shure 57
Hi -Hat: Sennheiser 441

Guitar: DI
6-string gut and

12- string Guitar. Sennheiser

diversity wireless EM1036 with Ovation OP24
Electronics pickup
Piano: Yamaha Midi Grand with Helpinstiel pickup 5- piece. (2) AKG 414 ED
Bass: DI
Direct Boxes: Countryman
Sax -1st Chair: Ramsa SM7
Tenor Sax: EV MD408
Baritone Sax: EV RE20
Trumpets: Beyer M88
Trombones: Sennheiser 421
Flutes: EV MD408
Clarinets: EV MD408
Violins: Shure SM5
Cellos: Sennheiser 421
Violas: Shure SM5

CABLING

Snake: (5) Belden 23 -pair
Multi -pair connector AMP G3
Stageboxes: Whirlwind

Splitter: 3 -way passive

MICROPHONES
Vocal: 4031 Sennheiser capsule with TV9H
Series
Wireless: Sennheiser diversity wireless EM1036

Kick:

EV RE20

Rack Toms: Ramsa SM7
Floor Toms: Ramsa SM7
Overhead: AKG 414 ED

Mark Herman is president of Hi-Tech Audio Systems, a sound
reinforcement equipment rental company based in South San
Francisco.
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Unique mi::rophcne technology and Meyer Sound Labs'
SIM measurement system help bring a
Tibetan Cu tural arts program to a nationwide audience.
Iit 1959, the Feoples Lit eration Army of
Ctmmunist C ina moved with tanks and

a-med troops t. occupy Met. a little -known
a td hard -to -reach medieval kingdom high
in th° Himalayas 3f central Asia. Along with
His I- oliness, the Dalai Lame. the spiritual leader of the Tibetan people. a handful of Buddhist
mon cs managed wt flee the _ombardment and
invasion of Lhasa the capitel city. The Chinese
occupation (still in effect) eventually managed
to cestroy neat y 90% of Tibet's 6.000
monasteries, and Amnesty International estimates that almost one mill. nn Tibetans have
died due to warfare, hunger and imprisonment
during more than 30 years of Chinese occupation. The Chinese outlawed all displays and
prac:ice of traditional Tibetan cultural and religious ceremonies.
The monks who escaped this cultural genocide brought with them secret, esoteric knowledge including styles of pr.inting. sculpture.
healing, dancing and vocal chanting that have
been unkown to Westerners Jutil recently. The
Gyuto monks, now established in a monasteryin -exile in northern India. have worked some
three decades to re- assemble their spiritual
training center known as the Gyuto Tantric
David Scheirman is RE -P's live sound consulting editor
and president of Concert Sound Consultants. Julian. CA.

University. Here. more than :WO monks now
work on pe-fecting sacred rituals. passed down
for many lundreds of years. From their pra_tice of unetcelled yogas have emerged arts and
sciences that are unique in the world. ThAr
hallmark it an eerie. deeply moving style of
multiphoni: chanting wherein each individ 1al monk. by training for years since early chit 1hood, is able to sing a guttural chord that co
tains sever tl harmonic tones simultaneously.
In the fall of 1991. the Gyuto monks compk ted their th rd visit to America since 1987 or
the purposes of raising public awareness abo it
Tibet's plight. and for fund -raising through live
performances and the sales of their recordings.
As their live suundmixer, it was my task to
authentically replicate the intimate, indescribable sounds of their chanting to large audiences. This is the story of their tour, and the
technology that made it possible.

r

TOUR SPONSORS
In these clay; of corporate sponsorship hr
rock concert tours, it should come as no sur-

prise that even Tibetan monks can get by with
little help from their friends. Across the U.S.,
groups known as Friends of Tibet organized the
local sponsorship of concert programs throughout September. October and November. Meyer Sound Laboratories of Berkeley, CA. offered
to support the tour with equipment and the

a

With the bunt -vue positioned in front of the face.
the various tones of the multiphonic chanters
could he accurately picked up and reinforced
through the sound system.

company's precision audio measurement
system.

Another primary supporter of this project
since its beginning has been Mickey Hart,
known as the lead drummer for The Grateful
Dead. Through Mickey's involvement. the Gyuto Tantric Choir received benefit from that
group's management office; in fact. the band's
tour manager. Cameron Sears, ramrodded portions of the tour himself. The band's soundmixer. Dan Healy, was instrumental n finding a
February 1992
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Meyer Sound products. Due to the complex but
subtle nature of the monks' choral harmonics,
sonic accuracy and consistency from show to
show was seen as being the key to a successful nationwide tour. The tour received corporate support from Meyer, including the ar-

rangement of air freight shipments, provision
of speaker systems, and the loan of ATL mixing consoles and Meyer parametric EQs. The
project also proved to be an ideal situation for
beta -testing Meyer's new SIM computer -based
measurement system.
"This program is really good for working out
the intricacies of source- independent measurement:' said John Meyer. "The sound of the performance offers a very narrow gain window ...
perhaps ±2dB for the most part. It is a constant, but subtly variable, program input to the
system. And, much of the sound of the monks'
chanting occurs in the critical low- midrange frequencies, which is where so many of the
acoustical problems in a given room space become noticeable :'

One of the double- skinned drums, unique to
Tibetan culture. AKG C4 14s were used to reproduce the sound of these drums.

technical solution to presenting the monks'
sound, and with recordist Tom Aye worked to
get their chanting onto tape and CD.
Hart has been a supporter of ethnic music
from around the globe for many years. "This
music represents life, and therefore is the sound

that embodies the belief of impermanence :'
said Mickey Hart, "... listen to the full range of
the chord. Breathe deeply and let the sound
wash over you. Feel it in your bones!."
Interviews with the monks were taped for
broadcast on National Public Radio. Record
stores began to feature the unearthly, drone like music of the Gyuto monks. And so, the audiences (typically 2,000 -3.000 people in a concert hall or performing arts center) would arrive with high expectations. From the

MONK MICROPHONES
The first step in "wiring the monks for sound"
involved the testing and selection of microphones for live performance. In the studio, a
boom stand suspended a high -quality condenser microphone with pop filter (typically Neumann U87s and 67s). One microphone was
dedicated to each monk. who sat in the traditional two lines, facing each other. For the live
stage, this method would not be acceptable: the
visual distraction of that many large-bodied microphones with booms, filters and shock
mounts would spoil the ceremonial ambience.
We attempted to preserve the simple, elegant
and sacred aspects of the stage presentation,
and this included "hiding" microphones from

the audience's view whenever possible (See Figure 1).
A hybrid miniature condenser headset microphone system was developed in conjunction
with AKG, featuring a modified C410 omnidirectional element with foam windscreen.
Compact and accurate, the system is able to
pick up both the fundamental chant tone and
the harmonic overtones produced by each
monk.
The 48V mic systems were wired to an inline pre-amp, and each monk (in a group numbering from 12 to 18, depending on the performance) was provided a system that was put
on prior to each performance, once the group
assembled at the stage area. Once the monks
were "wired ", a full sound check was undertaken each day, so that individual vocal harmonic overtones could be "dialed in". The ensemjle blend was then used as system input
to adjust the sound of the system in each different venue.
A look at a real-time audio frequency analyzer display showed that the monks were working with fundamental chest -tone and diaphragmatic low fundamentals that ranged from
75Hz- 100Hz. Subharmonics, originating as a
chest resonance, are audible and clearly measurable as low as 35Hz (!). Each man also
produces, at the same time, a first harmonic
in the throat /mouth region, typically around
350Hz-500Hz. The most accomplished vocalizers, including the 46-year-old chantmaster (who
has practiced this craft since boyhood), then
also produce, at the same time an upper register, secondary harmonic in the 2.5k -4kHz
region, developed in the throat /sinus cavities
... an eerie, bell -like tone likened by some
listeners to "shimmering glass ". Add to this
multi-phonic chorus the high -frequency sounds

A close -up view of the SIM measurement system's color monitor, which allows the user to
select a variety of trace displays in the frequen-

cy/amplitude, time and phase domains.
beginning. Hart counted on support from Ultrasound, the sound reinforcement company
based in San Rafael, CA, that handles the
Dead's concert sound needs. The company assembled a system to my specifications for
shows in the western U.S.: all shows in the east
and midwest were handled by Andrews Audio
Tours of New York City.
What both companies have in common is a
touring speaker system inventory based on
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Acting as their own road crew, the Gyuto monks learn about the stacking of Meyer MSL-3 loudspeaker system enclosures.
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Figure

1.

Overhead view of the Gyuto Tantric Choir's stage setup.

of the breath, and the Gyuto Tantric Choir is
producing broad -band program input (35Hz8kHz)...all from sounds originating with controlled breathing and the human voice.
CEREMONIAL INSTRUMENTS
The monks program. while based on vocal
chanting, also includes the use of percussion
and horn instruments. A round, tight- skinned
drum unique to Tibet is often played by four
to six monks, in unison. We used AKG C414
mics ( -10dB pad, no filter, cardioid pattern) to
pick up the slow, powerful, bass tones of these
drums. A slender, curved wand-like stick is used
to softly strike the front head of the double -

skinned drum.
Other percussion instruments include traditional Tibetan bronze, high- crowned cymbals
(clearly audible through an omni-pattern condenser mic shock-mounted in the center of the
monks' ensemble on the floor) and small, handheld finger cymbals. Other items such as the
tiny, traditional finger drum were picked up by
using Ramsa's miniature condenser mic series.
The S2, for example, with Ramsa's unique adjustable mini -boom, enabled us to accurately
reproduce delicate program information while
causing minimal interference with the monks'
stage presentation.
The monks also make use of unusual, 10 -feetlong horns. designed for sending their loud.
haunting sound echoing across the Himalayan
mountain valleys. These did not need much
reinforcement indoors, but a subtle taste was
picked up by a pair of Sennheiser 421 microphones placed at floor level in front of the trumpet bells.
SPEAKER SYSTEM DESIGN
In planning the loudspeaker system layout
for this tour project, I had to take into account
that my stage crew would consist entirely of
Tibetan monks and some helpful volunteers.
This meant that the touring package had to be
compact, easy to handle and simple to assemble. Most shows would be held at proscenium stage theatre venues, so I anticipated that most

load -ins would be straightforward. We assembled a touring package consisting of (6) Meyer
MSL-3 enclosures, (4) 650RS -2 subwoofers, (4)
smaller UPA-lAs with tripods, and (4) compact
UPM loudspeaker enclosures that could be used
wherever extra fill reinforcement was needed;
under overhanging balconies, or on the front
apron of extra -wide proscenium stages in
rooms that required centerfill (See Figure 2).
The monks eagerly took to their new job as
"roadies". Stacking speakers, unpacking the
mix console, rolling amp racks and coiling
snake cables became a part of their daily discipline. They often held contests (while eyeing
their brand -new, bought on the street in New
York wrist watches) to see which team (stage
left or stage right) would complete their tasks
first. This attitude was most helpful, because
we often pulled into a venue at 3:00 pm for a
4:30 soundcheck and 7:30 show.
Signal distribution was laid out in the following manner. Left and right stage stacks received
the full vocal /percussion mix with the exception of the large trumpet -like horns; smaller
UPMs, depending on the room design, were
used to reinforce the vocal chanting and delicate percussion (finger cymbals, etc.). Whenever possible, UPAs were used as a separate,
left /right full -program source to present a rearimaged "surround" soundfield, bringing a larger part of the listening audience into more of
a nearfield environment. In some instances
(such as exceptionally narrow, long rooms) the
UPAs were used as delay reinforcement speakers, set back approximately 100 feet from the
stage on the side walls.

INTERNATIONAL SALES
Fan Technical Sales & Mar <etiig
London, U.K. 44 -71 -247 -6101
FAX 44.71. 247.6104

For Order! and Free

Applicatiol Assistance Call
SIGNAL PROCESSING
For the most part, no effects or special signal processing were used for the monks. A stereo digital reverb unit was available to add some
ambience to the drum sound, but the sound of
the show was generally carried by the monks'
natural voices. Many audience members, never

having heard the eerie, unusual multiphonic
chanting, paused at the mix position to ask
what "special tricks" were being used ... the

Systems Development Group

1-800-221-8975
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Left Main

Right Main
(MAIN HOUSE L/R SYSTEM)
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00
00
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M5L3, 2 650R5-2)

1=111

00
00

2201 incorporates a signal generator (offering

:
(3 MSL3, 2 6501=25-2)

(CENTERFILL, SIDE BALCONY CONTINGENCY SYSTEM)

r7.471

(2)

UPM

E±:3

E±3

(2) UPM

(REARF ILL QUAD EFFECT SYSTEM)

(2) UPA
Figure

2.

SIM ON THE ROAD
Sophisticated, computerized audio measurement systems are not typically found on the
road with touring sound systems. There are
several reasons for this. First, such systems are
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A general description of the compact touring system for the tour.

answer, of course. was none.
Meyer Sound Laboratories provided its CP10 complementary -phase parametric equalizers (each filter notchable to ' /tndB). These
were used on each "branch" (left main. right
main, etc.) of the sound system. Also in use was
the new ATL programmable digital signal delay unit (2 -in, 4-out with 99 memory presets).
A key component of the system, and something
that should please any sound reinforcement
user of Meyer Sound's loudspeaker systems,
was the company's new VX -l. This 1 -space rack mountable program equalizer has been cleverly set up in three bands (low, mid. high) with
the bandwidth of the filters being userselectable. For instance, the low control can be
set to adjust the tonal quality (cut /boost the
selected low bandwidth) of only the subwoofers. The midrange control could be set to affect only the 12 -inch low -mid section of the
MSL-3s. and the high control could be set to
enter into play at exactly the crossover point
into the system's compression drivers.
Thus, the VX-1 functions as a "virtual crossover" that enables the system operator to gain
a degree of control over the sound of a Meyer
speaker system that has been previously unobtainable, due to the fact that the control electronics units for these systems (which include
the electronic crossovers) have been traditionally located at the amp racks ... often 100 feet
or more from the mix position. And, with few
user-adjustable controls on Meyer's CEUs anyway, the VX-1 makes for a very handy operating tool at the mixer.
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tested measurement system able to be used for
critical live audio situations is a laudable effort.
For the Gyuto monks tour, a series of shows
was selected to use as "test points" for the new
SIM System II portable audio measurement system. The hardware included the SM -2201
Sound Analyzer, SIM -2403 Interface Network,
and Bruel & Kjaer measurement mies. The SIM-

not inexpensive. But perhaps most important,
the time, special care and extra training that
it takes to set up and operate such systems are
usually considered to be extreme luxury items
when it comes to sound on the road.
Why use such a system? Many Broadway
show producers, corporate special event directors and major concert production managers
feel that their production has a competitive
"edge" and that they are truly offering stateof-the-art audio to their paying audiences when
the sound has been "tweaked" to the Nth degree by the operators of such measurement
systems.
To be very clear, let me state that SIM and
any other such computer-based audio measurement systems (such as Apogee CORREQT) do
not work any "magic" ... while the computer

keyboard operator hovering over a dimly -light
video screen next to the mixing console may
add a sense of technical mystique to the production, the truth is simple: In the real world
of live sound, a computerized measurement
system is only as good as its operator. The operator's ability to perform meaningful work (or,
add perceived value to the performance) is
limited to the useability of the software program and computer system in question. And
the results of his or her inquiries into the finer
aspects of audio acoustics is based entirely on
the mathematical assumptions that are made
about the physical world around us (room
spaces, sound energy and such) by the corn puter software programmers.
It is for all of these reasons that it has taken
many years for even one or two readily accessible computerized audio measurement systems to become available to the concert sound
industry. Meyer's SIM development program
has been in process for nearly a decade. The
development of a commercially built, road-

sine wave, pink noise and modulated impulse
outputs), level inputs with meters for each
measurement input. a removable hard disk,
floppy drive for data storage and a VGA color

monitor output.
With each show that took place using SIM
in major cities such as New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles, we learned a bit more
about the new instrumentation package, its
software ... and about the monks' amazing vocal abilities.

MIXING THE MONKS
My initial reaction, upon meeting the monks
and hearing their chanting during rehearsals
at Mickey Hart's ranch in Northern California,
was somewhat indescribable. I honestly was
not sure that the rich, unusual sounds of the
monks could really be presented to live audiences with accurate coverage and good fidelity. I wasn't worried ... let's just call it skeptical. As it turned out, the monks' awareness of
the difficulties involved, and their willingness
to work within the parameters that were given to them (including no foldback or stage monitor system of any sort) were a key part of the
project's success.
The SIM measurement system turned out to
be a rugged, roadworthy package. Interfacing
it with the sound reinforcement system was
painless; once patched in, I was able to look
at the electrical output of the mix console bus
(pre-equalizer), the post-equalizer electrical signal for each system "branch ", and the acoustical response as measured at up to eight separate mic locations (more were used prior to
audience entry to the room than during the
show, due to cable /stand considerations). All
in all, this method provided more frequency /response /phase data than most would have time
to even think about during a live performance.
With a dedicated SIM technician manning the
measurement computer and offering precise
advice on room /system anomalies and the possible corrections that could be implemented (using the narrow-band parametric EQs), an interesting synergy can develop between board
operator (music mixer) and measurement technician (SIM operator). This can allow for
minimum-interference, precision adjustment of
the system's performance in the room, as perceived by the average listener, in a way that
it is hard to imagine being achieved without
such a high -resolution measurement system.
The Gyuto monks' shows were invariably
sold out (it was not uncommon to turn away
several hundred people at the door of 1.5002,000 -seat venues), and the many positive comments about the sound undoubtedly reflected
both the unique nature of the program, and the
attention to detail that was taken on this project. A sophisticated computer measurement
system is usually a luxury for most one -nighter
touring sound projects, and would not have
been possible on this one without the generous assistance offered by the manufacturer. Yes,
it can make a positive difference ... if you have
the money to get it, the time to set it up, the
skill to make it work for you, and the common
sense to know when to trust your ears and
when to trust the video screen.

HANDS ON:

SYMETRIX 564E
QUAD EXPANDER GATE

Mike Joseph

By

wasn't too many years ago that noise gates
took the rudimentary form and function of
electronic one-trick ponies: signal drops below threshold, device mutes. The earliest
of Kepexes (probably still out there working in
the field) had the barest of required necessities
threshold, range and a key input on the
back. Later generations offered more advanced
basic features, but still pretty much provided
inverse -compressor type functions attack, release, bypass, softer gating (expansion) with
preset ratios, and an on /off switchable key
input.
Only recently have manutacturers such as
BSS. Drawmer. and now Symetrix, offered total manipulation of both program signal and
It

DESCRIPTION

The 564E is the latest generation of products
from Symetrix. and represents the first of a new
high-end line. It is clearly targeted at professional users who operate fully balanced high
level systems, as it provides electronically
balanced XLR inputs and outputs for each of
the four independent channels. A rear panel
tip /ring /sleeve /1-inch jack for each channel
allows a key input to control the VCA gain element externally, as well as provide loop through capability for side -chain device insertion. Although it's not stated in the manual, this
send /receive jack is presumably the way to tie
two channels (or more) together for multichannel VCA tracking, as no stereo strapping
switch is provided. A patch bay mull would provide these strapping capabilities in lieu of a
switch.

It's a good device,
plain and simple.

-

-

1

control input in a IV rack -mount package. We
recently had the opportunity to test -drive the
latter, a Symetrix 564E. and came away quite
enthused. The 4-channel gate /expander competently and effectively satisfies all its performance criteria. It's quiet. clean, intuitive to operate, well styled (read: easy to read). and
suffers the nasty habit of quickly making itself
invaluable in the analog recording and mixing
environment. All for a list price of $989. U.S.

Mike Joseph is editor of REP.
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greater than 92dB at high frequencies, and rejection of a low frequency control signal applied to the key input and monitored at the
channel output was 80dB or greater. In expander mode, the unit provided more than
50dB of attenuation, with gating action attenuating to greater than -60dB.
Load impedance for each input is indicated
at more than 20kí2. with the key input loading
at 30k0 input. The output source impedance
is indicated as 20051 when balanced. 10052
when unbalanced. The control loop- through
source impedance is speed at 300f/.
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Signal flou block diagram of one of the four Symetrix 564E expander/gate channels.

The attractive front panel design is stylistically new for Symetrix
uniform blue, with
round -domed knobs and switches and while
legends. The pointers on the knobs stand out.
so operation by touch in a dark corner is quite
easy. The white highlighting on the pointers
also makes settings very visible at a distance.

-

no power switch is provided: the unit is always
on if plugged -in and powered -up.
BASIC SPECS

Although the 564E is designed for balanced
operation. the unit is easily wired and operated in an unbalanced mode. All that is required
is the jumper of pins and 3 on the XLR interconnect, leaving pin 2 hot. and the unit works
flawlessly. Although the device is unity gain
throughout
there are no makeup level controls in -line
large enough range is built into
the threshold control (60dB) to satisfy both -10
and +4 applications.
The 564E specs out at greater than +18dBu
maximum input and +24dBm (balanced) output levels, with a signal -to-noise ratio of approximately 92dB referenced to OdBu. loaded into
600f2 balanced. Although there are devices on
the market with slightly more headroom, the
564E will have no trouble interfacing with other
pro or semi -pro equipment, both in level and
terminations. The unbalanced control (key) in1

-

Although the 564E is
designed for balanced
operation, the unit is
easily wired and
operated in an
unbalanced mode.

-a

put can handle upwards of +18dBu before satu-

ration.
Crosstalk between next -door channels was
Each channel has front panel envelope controls for fast and slow attack (a switch) and fast
to slow release (a rot pot), as well as a -40
through +20dB variable threshold control. Specific to other high quality modern gates, the
564E has high and low pass swept frequency
shelving filter controls in the VCA control leg.
covering 30Hz to 4kHz on the low end and
150Hz to 30kHz on the top. Symetrix calls the
capability this adds Frequency Conscious Gating. The filters allow considerable flexibility in
the operation of the gate. tailoring response to
the signal much more closely than a traditional gating device can. Accompanying the filter
section is a key listen switch, that directs the
output of the filters to the channel output.
where one can directly monitor the frequency altering effect of the control loop circuit.
In addition to the ubiquitous Mode (bypass)
switch, each channel also has a single variable pot that allows selectable amounts of gating or expansion to be dialed-in. Full counterclockwise rotation provides -60dB of gating action, with center -up being VCA non- activity,
and full clockwise providing downward expansion at a 1:3 ratio. Metering is supplied by six
red -only LEDs. showing gain reduction to
-40dB. There are no input /output meters. and
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Without sounding 1(H) enthusiastic, the 546E
did exactly what one hopes it should do, quickly. quietly, smoothly and flawlessly. It's a good
device. plain and simple. While we had it, we
were able to use it for both drum recording
dates (live session and Alesis HR -16B cue tracks)
and mixdowns from analog multitrack to stereo DAT. In practical operation, we found the
following: On recording drums, the sweep filters
in the control leg proved to be invaluable. It
was possible to remove all but the most forward
cymbal and /or hi -hat leakage in the toms or
snare by judicious use of the filtering, attack /release time and gate controls. As an experiment.
we inserted a 564E channel into a group bus,
feeding that sub both kick and crash cymbal,
the latter several dBs hotter than the kick. By
adjusting the filters, we were able to instigate
gating with either the kick or the cymbal as
a trigger. something impossible to do without
filtering in the control leg. This trick alone for

percussion or drum kit control is worth the
price of admission. As a straight -ahead drum
gate. it's as good as any we've used, both in attack /release flexibility, speed of gating action.
smoothness of downward expansion, or speed
with which the right setting could be derived.
On a vocal track suffering from excessive
headphone leakage and throat clearings between phrases. we were able to quickly arrive
at multiple softer onset and release expansion
settings, which left natural breaths in place, yet
removed the offensive "in- between" noise
dreck. The presence of the continuous gate /expansion control allowed various levels of gain
reduction to be introduced, providing as
smooth a dynamic control as desired.
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SPECS AND DESCRIPTION

Manufacturer:

Symetrix
4211 24th Avenue
West Seattle, WA
98199
206 -282 -2555
Fax: 206 -283 -5504

Model:

564E Quad
Expander Gate

List Price:

$989

Features:

Variable Threshold
Variable Release
2 Level Attack
Variable Gate/
Expansion Amount
High Pass Control
Filter
Low Pass Control
Filter
Key Input Listen
Switch
Key Loop-Through
Electronically
Balanced I/O

THD:

.05% at 10dB of G/R

Max Input Level:

+18dBu

Max Output Level: +24dBm
Size:

1.7 "x17.4 "x9.6"

Weight:

11

pounds

Using settings very similar to the vocal setup,
we were able to remove some pedal squeaks
and hammer lift -off noise from a track cut using a brand new grand piano, without any
noticable detrimental effects. Very nice!
A rather percussive acoustic guitar track had
tape hiss from being cut too low, bass guitar /kick leakage from through the control room
wall (we did say this was a real -world situation,
didn't we ?), and metal chair squeaks between
lines. The 564E was able to remove all of the
objectionable noises from between the phrases
in both gate and expansion modes, without
pumping, breathing or other deleterious effect.
THE KEY

During mixdown, the 564E was used to tighten up a rather sloppy electric guitar double (two
guitars, hard left and right pan) by feeding a
split of the rythmically tighter guitar into the
key control input of the second, being run
through a gate channel. By adjusting the front
panel controls for hard expand, fast attack and
fast release, the primary guitar controlled the
envelope of the second. The result? A tight pair
of electrics whose envelopes hung together
seamlessly. By playing with the sweep filters,
it was possible to alter the nature of the envelope tracking. Total setup time for this effect
was under two minutes.
By using the key input as a loop- through insert, it is possible to tie in an external equalizer, or even another channel of gate, to develop
effects and /or applications beyond the built -in
capabilities.
Unfortunately, the unit does not provide
switching for the key input. potentially frustrating when the unit is rack -mounted and the in-

sert is not routed through a normalized patch
bay. Any insertion of a plug into the ':í -inch key
input on the back breaks the normal input
signal -to -VCA control connection.
Also, plugging in a regular I/4-inch tip/
sleeve, 2- conductor phone plug (although the
factory frowns on it) works just like a normal,
non -looping key control input, with hot signal'
going to the VCA filters as it should. But until

it is unplugged, it precludes normal operation
should you desire to return to non-external key
control. Since the 564E's control jack is of the
make /break 2- conductor-plus-shield stereo
type, the input signal or loop -feeding side of
the jack goes straight to ground with an unbalanced plug inserted.
A much appreciated addition for getting
around the above would be the inclusion of a
Key/Ignore Key (Bypass) /Stereo Strap switch,
allowing much greater flexibility of the device
without a hardwire to a normalized patch bay
or crawling around to the back to remove a
control jack. The folks at the factory tell us,
however, that real estate on the front panel was
at such a premium that said switch would have
been virtually impossible to include.
CONCLUSION
We heartily recommend the Symetrix 564E
Quad Expander Gate for professional audio applications. It is a superior product that performs
just as one would expect, without negative side
effects or requiring an extensive learning curve.
It is well laid out, intuitive to operate, and transparent in sound and action.
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FUNNY- LOOKING
AUDIO
EQUIPMENT

DO YOU HAVE A LIGHT TOUCH?
If so you might be interested in the new
touch -sensitive screen that is on the newest
console from TOA. Originally designed for the
Vienna State Opera House as a custom designed, computer -controlled, all digital mixing console, it is now available to the recording and broadcast world.

By Laurel Cash -Jones and Fred Jones

PREGNANT SPEAKERS?
The first strange -looking item is a radical
(dude) new design in monitor speakers coming to a studio near you. It is the latest arrival
from JBL, and although you may think that
they look like they are about eight months
pregnant, we can assure you that they will not
deliver you a baby monitor in the near future
(as opposed to the near -field).

The new 4200 series is designed as a console top monitor for use primarily in the (you
guessed it) near-field. However, don't let the
unique curved shape of the 4206 (with a 6.5inch woofer) and 4208 (with an 8 -inch woofer) fool you. The curved surface is said to direct possible reflections of shorter wavelengths
(higher frequencies) away from the mixing position, thus eliminating baffle diffraction.
The multi -radial baffle also positions the
transducers to achieve alignment of the acoustic centers so that the low -, mid- and high frequency information arrives at your ears at
exactly the same time, reducing phase distortion and improving imaging. Since the speaker components are mounted in the center of
the baffle, they are automatically mirror imaged.
Another unique feature is that the port for
low frequencies is mounted in the rear, to further reduce distortion. Both the 4206 and 4208
are magnetically shielded so they are ideally
suited for use in video post applications where
they need to be located close to a video monitor, or near tape recorders.
Circle (101) on Rapid Facts Card
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A NEW WAY TO HEAT YOUR STUDIO
0k, ok so we might be exaggerating a little,
but how often do you see a microphone with
a radiator attached? Alright. the nice folks at
Sony say it's not really a radiator. It's a

"Thermo-Electric Cooling System:' It still looks
like a radiator.
Sony is introducing the latest in tube microphone technology with the C -800 and the C800G. The G (the one with the radiator) vacuum tube microphone includes a Peltier device
type of semi-conductor that controls cooling and /or heating by dc current. As current
flows across a junction of dissimilar metals or
semi-conductors (isn't that an oxymoron ?), the
Peltier device causes heat to be absorbed or
liberated at the junction.

-a

We're also fairly certain that if you wanted
one for a fixed installation in a theatre, auditorium or concert hall in your town they would
built it for you.
The system processes all signals in the digital domain, and only resembles a conventional console so that engineers will feel at home
using it. The TOA ix -9000 utilizes a 64x48 matrix mixing unit featuring 256-channel fully digital input /output patch system.
The reason we included it in this particular
column about strange-looking audio devices is
the human interface to the console. It is via two
large amber interactive touch screen displays,
as well as having some conventional knobs and
faders.
With these displays, you can customize the
256 input and output console into whatever
form you like. For instance, if you want to lay
out the console in a style that might drive another mixer crazy, just store that particular
preset, and every time you sit down the console will be just the way you want it.
Operating speed of the central processor is
an astounding 2,500 mips (millions of instructions per second) and its computer assisted DSP
unit utilizes 18-bit linear pulse code modulation, with a sampling rate of 48kHz.
Each of the 32 faders are motorized and are
driven by the central processor using a high
speed drive circuit for a moving fader system
capable of 0.1dB resolution. All of the console
settings (operator pre-set. EQ, pan, aux sends,
etc.) are capable of being stored for future recall, or are recalled as part of the moving fader
automation package. These parameters, including fader gain, are processed in a time -sharing
method at an update /scan speed of 1/120 of a
second.
In the system at the Vienna State Opera
House, there are a maximum of 64 microphone
inputs, 16 line inputs and tape inputs. These
flexibly configure to feed the 48 group outputs
and 16 aux sends.
All in all, it seems to be a very interesting
(although expensive) system. And with it's twin
touch screens, it certainly qualifies as a funnylooking audio device.
Circle (102) on Rapid Facts Card

i
Both of these microphones benefit from a
very unique two-piece anti -vibration body that
virtually eliminates mechanical vibration. In
the listening that we did on the show floor,
these microphones were very quiet and open sounding. They deserve a listen test under better conditions. Try them in your studio, especially the one with the radiator. Let us know
if it makes a good heater.
Circle (103) on Rapid Facts Card

Laurel Cash-Jones is a writer. Fred Jones a free -lance engineer. producer and writer, best known as the engineer/producer for the legendary comedy group, The Firesign Theatre. Among his many credits are an uncountable number
of commercials and TV shows. Fred has won almost every
advertising award, and several of his recordings have been
nominated for Grammys.
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TRIDENT CONSOLE
Trident's new Vector 432 is a highly flexible,
multi -use audio mixing system combining superb specifications in a compact, ergonomically
balanced frame. Offering an extensive range
of options including integral machine and automation control each Vector incorporates four
matrixed stereo buses, 32 group outputs and
16 externally and internally triggerable auto
mute groups addressing channel, monitor and
auxiliary mutes in any combination. Each I/O
and bus is electronically balanced and there
is a stereo bus compressor across the main output, a Broadcast mod (for simultaneous stereo
and multi -track feeds), two dedicated foldback
systems selectable from any combination of
console sources and an auto talkback with two
reverse talkbacks fitted to the Central Facilities
section.
Frame sizes from 32 inputs up, are supplied
with an on -board or remote 19 -inch rack mount
Mosses and Mitchell patchbay. Four-way Vector dynamics modules can be inserted in any
module position and each sub section patched
to any one of four selected channels simultaneously. The Vectors Studio Computer unifies machine control and automation in a single unit
that locks to SMPTE time code, musical notation or optionally, feet and frames. Metering
choices include moving coil VU or PPM as well
as a bargraph VU /PPM combination which allows signal monitoring in both modes simultaneously or selectively on a single display.
Transformer balancing on both inputs and outputs is also available, as are stereo input and
echo return modules.
Circle (105) on Rapid Facts Card
NEVE LEGEND CONSOLE

The new Neve VR Legend console features
'oxygen free' copper wiring and enhanced signal path performance throughout the desk. Improvements in the main console bus have been
achieved through introduction a new low -noise
mix card, resulting a 6dB reduction of inherent noise levels.
VR legend mic gain is variable between -10 and
+70dB when the -30dB pad is selected. The
line input has a +1dB trim control with center
detent. Selection of any of the -24 or 25-48
bus switches provides routing. while instantaneous routing to the multitrack via the monitor
signal path can be accessed by use of the
Bounce button. A group button provides patchfree subgrouping. The Central Facilities Module creates control over Solo switching, mixed
cue functions and master switching. Solo operation options include solo -in- place, multiple
channel solos, latching choices, momentary
switching and a master reset button. Master
switching on the VR Legend allows immediate
configuration for tracklaying, mixdown or
broadcast modes. The dynamics module incorporates limiter/compressor and expander/gate
functions. Eight Aux sends may be used either
as mono or configured as stereo with level, pan
and Pre /Post -fade controls. The VR legend is
available with Flying faders automation.
Circle (106) on Rapid Facts Card
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NAKAMICHI DIGITAL
Nakamichi America Corporation

has

an-

nounced two new high-performance digital audio products. The 1000mb is a digital-output
CD transport featuring an "acoustic shield"
wherein the chassis is hermetically sealed to
prevent external airflow from reaching the
pickup assembly. A heavy extruded aluminum
main chassis is encapsulated by a thick external shell, and all joints are sealed by a special
compound. The disc tray slides out through an
opening in the front panel which features a
gasket -lined 9mm -thick hinged aluminum door.
Although the door opens automatically when
a disc is ejected, it must be closed by hand to
ensure an airtight seal prior to playback.
The DA-111p is a plug -in D/A converter upgrade
board for the I000p Digital Audio Processor.
The DA-111p D/A converter board is a direct
plug -in replacement for the DA-101p board
originally supplied with the Nakamichi 1000p
Digital Audio Processor. It incorporates LSI
(large scale integrated) digital signal processing circuit technology and advanced analog circuit topologies to enhance the 1000p's D/A conversion performance.
Circle (107) on Rapid Facts Card
SONY DASH UPDATES
Sony has expanded the versatility of the PCM3348 48- channel DASH multitrack recorder

with multiple new refinements. Available as a
single update kit for existing owners and implemented in all new recorders from September 1991, the new features include an on -board
time code chase synchronizer, advanced stereo sampling and a string of new refinements
to speed operation.
The addition of a new 457.952kHz (48kHz drop
frame)sampling mode now makes the PCM3348 ideal for HDVS video production applications and the introduction of an on -board
chase synchronizer is geared to support use of
the PCM -3348 in high -end audio -for -video ap-

plications.
While providing offset with sub-frame accuracy, the new system allows the Sony machine
to record even when in chase mode. Now capable of sampling in stereo for the first time, the
sampling memory has been enhanced with the
addition of three new operational modes. Sampling time has been increased to either 20 seconds in stereo, or 40 seconds when in mono
mode. This allows entire vocal takes and musical passages to be stored for instant recall for
'spinning in' and the creation of other effects.
Circle (108) on Rapid Facts Card
RADIAN
The new Radian Limited Edition studio monitors feature full size "mains" monitor performance in a small format ideally suited for post
production suites and small project studios, and
function well for large studios as small monitors that "track the mains:'
The MS8 Limited Edition is intended for midfield or soffit -mount use, and offers excellent
extended low frequency performance. The
MM8 Limited Edition is designed for close field

monitoring. features a small enclosure size with
higher bass rolloff and achieves its best performance when mounted on the meterbridge
of a mixing console.
MM8 and MS8 models feature Radian design
improvements including a new crossover network with front panel precision step attenuators for presence and brilliance, a new compression diaphragm with improved sensitivity
above 12kHz and custom, mirror imaged enclosures with recessed drivers, rounded edges
and full grain baffle.
Circle (109) on Rapid Facts Card
AUDIO LOGIC DIGITAL ROOM DELAYS

Audio Logic has introduced three new digital
room delays, the Dlt, D22 and D24. The Dll
is a one-in, one-out delay with a minimum 1.25
millisecond delay increment and maximum
1.28 second delay time. The D22 and D24 are
16-bit digital delays configured as two-in, twoout and two-in. four-out respectively. Both units
have a 50kHz sample rate with monolithic
oversample converters. The delay outputs display several configurations from stereo delays
to mono delays. Minimum delay increments are
20 microseconds, and the maximum delay time
is 655 milliseconds stereo and 1310 milliseconds
maximum. Computer control of these units can
be accessed through use of an optional PA-422
interface.
Circle (110) on Rapid Facts Card
ANALOG DEVICES LINE DRIVER SYSTEM

Analog Devices new SSM -2142 line driver system is a monolithic device capable of replacing complex transformer -based balanced line
driver systems and their expensive external
trim circuitry. Housed in a single 9 -pin mini DIP,
the SSM -2142 provides complimentary differential outputs from a single ended source, and can
transmit 10Vrms signals into impedance loads
as low as 600ohms(differential or single-ended)
over cable lengths up to 500 feet.
Suited for such diverse applications as balancing studio mix consoles and industrial instrumentation, the SSM-2142 displays common
mode rejection at 45dB and THDplus noise
from 20HZ to 20kHz at just 0.0006%. Coupled
with the companion SSM -2142 differential line
receiver, the SSM-2142 creates an affordable
high performance driver/receiver system.
Circle (111) on Rapid Facts Card
AD SYSTEMS OPTIFILE
is a 3rd generation SMPTE-based automation system designed
in a simple and legible format with Read, Write,
and Update status visible at all times. Optifiles

Optifile 3D from AD Systems

patented A/D converter provides full resolution throughout fader travel, eliminating "glitching" as you near the bottom of the fader. The
system utilizes a dedicated qwerty keyboard
and includes machine control. The 8- channel
VCA boards offer individual channel relays to
permit the insertion of a bypass switch and full
compatibility with virtually any mixer.
Circle (112) on Rapid Facts Card
Continued on page 64
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DIGITAL DOMAIN
Continued fruir large 24

ettlIz41

tion to your system, provided you can spare a
NuBus slot. (Ethernet is at least three times
faster than using Apple's built -in networking capabilities.) By the way, if you purchase a card
that is 10 -base T complaint (this means it has
a modular telephone jack on the back) you can
use regular phone lines and do not need to run
coax cable.

Continued front puge 63

FOSTEX MULTI TRACK AND MIDI
Fostex Corporation has introduced the X -18
Multi-tracker as the second generation of 4input Multitrackers that operate from either batteries or ac. Instruments or mies can be connected directly to the X -18. and each input is
assignable to any of four tracks. Each input
channel features a long fader to set levels on
the meters. A socket is also provided for punch
in /out using an optional foot switch. The size
and portability of the X -18 makes it an ideal

recorder for location recording.
Fostex is also offering MIDI studio control packages comprised of a Fostex R8 8- channel multitrack and an MTC -1 MIDI control interface,
and either a Fostex 812 12x8x2 mixer or a
Fostex 454 8x4x2 mixer. Both packages work
with either Atari or Macintosh computers. In
addition, the standard software programs, CLab Notator and Steinberg /Jones Cubase package, have been pre-configured to empower the
Fostex R8, G16S and G24S for MIDI controlled
recorder functions such as play, record, rewind
and fast forward.
Circle (113) on Rapid Facts Card

ROSS SYSTEMS CONSOLES
Ross Systems recently introduced the RCS Se-

ries Mixing Consoles. These consoles are available in 8-, 12-, 16-, and 24 -channels, and are part
of the new Ross Systems component product
series. The new models RCS802, RCS1202,
RCS1602, and RCS2402 each feature discrete
studio grade mic preamps utilizing a 4transistor quasi -Darlington topology to achieve
an EIN specification of 130dB.
The EQ section features three bands with center frequencies at 80Hz, 1.8kHz, and 12kHz.
The three Aux sends include monitor and two
stereo Aux returns. The Aux I sends are selectable via internal jumper wires for post fade
post EQ, or pre fade -post EQ operation. The
monitor send is selectable via internal jumper
wire pre or post EQ operation.
Switchable 48V Phantom power circuit is included and each unit features a pre fade listen
(PFL) circuit to allow independent monitoring
of individual channel and master buses plus
electronically balanced and unbalanced output
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There are three basic
types of folders: private
folders, public folders
and drop boxes.
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obtained by using professional video patchbays
with dual video jacks which terminate to a
BNC connecter. It's easy to adapt S /PDIF or
SDIF signals to such a system.
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DIGITAL PATCHING

Although most studios have audio tie lines,
very few have digital audio tie lines. Digital
patching is far superior to analog patching
when done right. Although a conventional TT
patchbay could be used, I would strongly recommend not mixing analog and digital signals
in the same bay (because of grounding and
clock bleed reasons). Excellent results can be

If you prefer using AES digital outputs, Canare makes an impedance transformer that
converts balanced 2- channel AES format digital audio signals from a 3 -pin XLR -style connecter to a BNC receptacle, so that 75f2 coax
cable can be used. Coax video cable will send
digital signals hundreds of feet without any errors. Balanced video plugs are also available
which work well for digital audio applications.
While you're at it, consider putting in an RS422 serial data patchbay as well.
Companies like ADC or Audio Accessories
(Marto, NH) make pre -wired serial patch bays
that are perfect for routing synchronizer lines,
transport control cables or just about anything
else, including computer keyboard cables,
which can be adapted to easy -to-wire Sub-D9
connecters.
DIGITAL MULLS
If you want to split a digital signal between
several different machines for cloning purposes,
Pro -Bel makes a digital distribution amplifier
that will feed a single digital input (AES 3-1985)
to 10 electrically independent transformer coupled outputs. Signals can be sent up to 300
meters. The same company also manufactures
a digital audio router which will control 64 digital signals in a 6U package. If you want to automate your analog and digital audio and video signals you may want to consider the Akai
digital patcher, which displays patch setups on

computer monitor.
As more audio devices incorporate digital
I /Os, more people will be forced to think seriously about installing digital patch bays in their
facilities.
a

tures new to equalization. "The Medici Equalizer has two audio paths, plus a side chain path.

cult to do. But, we've come very close. You set
the EQ to the way you want it on one channel, then, by using a pink noise generator that
sends equal output to both channels, you invert the phase of the second channel and adjust its controls until you have maximum null.
Typically you can get 30dB to 40dB of null
which makes the two channels nearly identical in normal operation. The entire process
takes only a few seconds:"

The two audio paths use balanced inputs and
outputs, however the side chain path uses
transformer-like amplifiers (TLAs) instead. I designed these new circuit modules to behave like
transformers, but without their disadvantages.
"The importance of the Medici Equalizer lies
in the shape of the curves, which are slightly
in excess of 6dB per octave. And in light of the
story shared about Geoff Emerick and the
'brightness' due to an out-of -band resonance.
the response is smooth and resonance -free to
beyond 250kHz. Responding to the continuing
search for the magic quality of older designs,
I have introduced a 'Warmth' control that leaks
a controlled amount of harmonic into the signal path, the sort of sound that fans of tubes
appreciate so much. Another facility I've introduced is the 'Sheen' control. I've had so many
requests from older engineers, so I've copied
its gentle curve from older equipment. After
setting the amount of EQ desired, you can adjust the tilt to obtain the sound you desire.
"Another feature is the ability to get identical outputs, including EQ. on each of the two
channels. The disc and CD mastering labs
asked for this capability. There are differences
in component tolerances that make this diffi-

"So what is truth? I believe Archbishop
William Temples definition, 'Truth is to see
things as they really are, is the best definition I've found. Is perfection creation in the
light of truth? I think about these things,
you see, because we become so caught up
with specifications and jargon that we tend
to overlook the underlying concept ... what
the designer had in mind :' Neve grins mischievously, "assuming of course, the designer had something in mind. You see, the
truth is not always easy to discover, and as
with the situation with the console at AIR,
we do not always have enough information,
or we don't always perceive things as they
totally are. I suppose the truth in design
with respect to audio is liking what you
hear. So the question then becomes, do you
know what you like ?"
Neve believes truth, "...is something
which comes with experience. with training. It is subjective. But, when you consider

Continued from page 43
support to Focusrite for the existing designs."
Today, Neve is exclusive to Amek /TAC as a
long -term design consultant whose expertise
is in the audio sound control and manufacturing fields.
Already the fruits of this cooperation are visible. The Medici Equalizer embodies several fea-

ACOUSTICAL CONSULTING

BUILDING A STUDIO ??
STUDIO & ACOUSTICAL DESIGN
COMPLETE STUDIO PLANS
WIRING SYSTEM DESIGN
STUDIO INSTALLS & PRE -WIRING
OTARI & TASCAM SERVICE
Have your new room or facility designed
& built by audio professionals with over
20 years experience as mixers, producers, musicians & studio owners.

db ENGINEERING
Boston, MA (617) 782 -0648
INSTRUCTION

Recording Live Sound Music Business
Composition MI01 and more!
Over 550 titles.
FREE CATALOG (800) 233.9604
6400 Hcllis St. v12, Emeryville, CA 94608

MIX BOOKSHELF

:'

RUPERT NEVE'S PHILOSOPHY
that the makers of musical instruments
throughout history did so without the assistance of computers, then it begins to
make sense. Nobody would deny the brilliance of Stradivarius' design, but how much
of it was measurable? To me, the design is
complete when f can truly say I like what
I

hear.

"An audio designer is a creative artist, or
should be. So how can the hardware that
is produced express the designer's personality? Probably from the way the designer
does things. Most designers are perfectionists. Coming full circle, then, dare we
say that we are looking for truth? Is there
such a thing as truth in the design of a piece
of hardware? How close are we going to get
to it? Any piece of equipment can only represent the current state of the art. There's
this constant urge for us to search for perfection and truth. It's that search that makes
us keep trying :'

LEASING /FINANCING

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

"LOANS BY PHONE"
NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER
$50,000
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
$2.000 TO $200,000
NO DOWN PAYMENT
SALE -LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT
FOR WORKING CAPITAL
WE DO START -UP

BUSINESSES
TO APPLY OR REQUEST
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT MARK WILSON

I

FAX:

JJJrr.J J

The Medici EQs are similar to the modules
in the Mozart RN console, but have slight differences in the curves. Amek opted for TLAs on
the inputs because of space limitations. Distortion figures are less than .01 from 20Hz to
20kHz. Mr. Neve pointed out, "One would need
quite a large transformer to do that at 20Hz

LFCI
Equipment Leasing
Up to $75,000

dealers
Over 10 yrs in the A/V

industry

(800) 275 -0185
(214) 235 -5452

EXCHANGE

SW NATIONAL
FUNDING

with

credit application only
48 hour credit decision
Nationwide
New & used equipment
We can recommend
discount equipment

Apply by phone

(800) 626 -LFCI

Want more intormatio, on advertised products?
Use the Reader Service

iiiili
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FOR SALE

WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE
FOR ANYTHING AUDIO
WHEN WE HAVE IT ALL ?

QUALITY
New & Used
Equipment

ADAMS -SMITH AKAI AKAI -DIGITAL AKG API ART
ASHLY BBE BSS CASIO -DAT CREST DBX DDA
DEMETER DIC DRAWMER EVENTIDE FOSTEX GML INNOVATIVE
HAFLER HILL AUDIO KLARK -TEKNIK LEXICON
Studio Design
MACKIE DESIGNS MIDIMAN MILAB MONSTER
& Installation
CABLE NUMARK PS- SYSTEMS RANE SAMSON
SENNHEISER SONTEC SONY SOUNDTRACS
STUDIOMASTER SUMMIT AUDIO SYMETRIX TANNOY
T.C. ELECTRONICS TECHNICS TUBE -TECH WHITE

anything
audio
professional
systems
audio and video

USED SPECIALS...14) AKG C414B -ULS, $600 Alpha Audio DR -2 Hard Disk Recorder/ Editer,
Call for price Eventide H969, 51K Eventide H 30005, $1.5K Neve 8068, 32 Vo, Mint, í85K
Neotek Sedes !VIII, 36 Vo w/ pb, $24K SSL 6056E 24 track 48 Vo, Mint, $190K Studer
A820 24 track, 1 yr old, $48K Summit Audio TPA 200A Mic Pre, $1500 Tube-Tech CL1B,
$1450 API 32x16x24 (20 yr, old, refurbished Sunset Sound console), $65K Otari MTR -9011.
low hrs, $28K (3) Studer A80 MK Ill & MK IV, S25-28K Telefunken 251 Elam, $6.5K
Neumann M49, Mint, $4K Sony C37A Tube Mic, $800 Neumann T1M-170, $1.4K (3)
Neumann U67, $2500 Lexicon 4801 w/ Larc, 57K Tannoy System 15, $2300 Fostex E -2,
$2K Fostex E16, $4K Soundcraft 600 32x16, $10K 3M56-2. 16 track, $6K Tascam MS -16
w/ dbx, auto loc, stand, $6K Otari MX -70 w/ dbx auto loc, low hrs, 512K TAC Scorpian
32x12x24 w/ pb, $13K Trident 808 32x24, Mint, $38K Soundtracs Quartz, 48 Vo w/ auto
log, $46K Akai Adam 12 ch, $14K Pro Disk 464, 12 ch, 6 hrs., $58K MC 1636. 30 Vo, auto,
$22K (2) dbx 16ORM, $450 ea Neve 1066, 51.2K Neve 1073, 51.4K Neve 2254A. $2.2K
AMS 15-80 -S, $5K Yamaha SPX -90, $250 dbx 160X1, $325 Ampex ATR -102, $4K TC
2290, 51.5K OVER 2000 PIECES OF USED EQUIPMENT NOW AVAILABLE

800FAX-788
-2875
617- 426 -2763

63 MELCHER STREET

STUDIOWORKS

Itecor(ling

cti

f3roacic nsI

Equipment

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE
.
,
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Over 70 Professional Lines!

SONY

Professional Audio
(800)438 -5921
(704)375 -1053

RELIABLE
Service &

Maintenance

Sony used & demo sale
i:u,

BUSINESS
HOURS

S,mc

', Ii.nil Jin,s,nK

if

Mon. -Thurs.
10 -8PM
Fri. 10 -6 PM
Sat. 12 -5 PM

(Eastern -

Standard)

BUY, SELL
& TRADE
Vintage &
Used

Equipment

BOSTON, MA 02210 617 -426 -2875

AVOID OBSOLESCENCE

CHOOSE
AUDIO UPGRADES
Replace the IC's, transistors.
and caps in your console:
tape machine and outboard gear
and achieve better than new specs!

AUDIO UPGRADES
Box 7551 Mission Hills, ('A 91346
(818) 780 -1222 FAX (818) 892 -7785

Circle (48) on Rapid Facts Card

* * * * * * * * * *

16 Track
*

** ** ** ** *

2" Recorder

*

3M model M79. Good shape, great sound!
$7000 o.b.o. Also 8 -track 1" M79 $3000.

*

Bay Records Studios
(510) 428 -2002.

*
*

SINGERS

f

Records & CD's with the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'" Call or Free
Catalog & Demo Record.
Phone (400)4824189 Eat 22

Singer's Supply,

*

REMOVE

Unlimited
Backgrounds
From Standard

Contact Renée Hambleton. 913-541-6745, for information on frequency and pre -payment discounts, or send your order and materials to:
Renee Hambleton

REP

Dept RP -t

7982 Hightower Trail
LJthonla, GA 30058
Requital
ulna ((4íO4)4-248 Eat

9221 Ouivira Rd.
Overland Park, KS 66215.
Fax your ad to 913 -541.6697
:

TUBE DIRECT

N EW- STEREO
TUBE DIRECT!

DAT AUDIO

TAPES

120 Minute
".Vanttr Brand..

ONLY
ALL TUBE DESIGN, JENSEN DBE TRANSFORMERS, VARIABLE GAIN (IN STEREO MODEL), LOW THD (<.05 %),
LOW NOISE ( >85 dB), 30 MEG 12 INPUT Z, 15012 BALANCED OUTPUT Z -THE BEST SOUNDING Dl MADE

USED BY: THE WHO, HUGH PADGHAM (STING), RY COODER, GEORGE MASSENBURG, LYLE
LOVETT, BONNIE RAITT, MICHAEL HEDGES, STANLEY CLARKE, CAPITOL RECORDS, A &M
RECORDS, SKYWALKER RANCH, THE COMPLEX, OCEANWAY, CLAIR BROS.& OTHERS

DEMETER AMPLIFICATION
INNOVATIVE AUDIO
(310) 470 -6426 FAX (310) 470 -8817
1907 PARNELL AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

Circle (40) on Rapid Facts Card
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$6,99

Computer grade that exceeds
audio I).\'I Specs'

tsed

(once and degaussed

800- 321 -KSET
M /CARD -VISA
Money Back Guarantee

CASSETTE HOUSE

FOR SALE, con't.

American Pro Audio

WHAT COULD YOU HAVE IN COMMON WITH:
HIT FACTORY-NY, HIT FACTORY-LONDON. POWER STATION, RECORD PLAT--L.A.
LARRABEE SOUND, ELECTRIC LADY, RIVER SOUND (Conald Fagen /Gard Katz),
BATTERY STUDIOS, TOKYUFUN, THE TOY SPECIALISTS, RACK ATTACK, LAfx,
DREAMHIRE, STUDIO FX (SYDNEY), GLENN FREY, JON BON JOV AND MANY
OTHER OF THE WORLD'S FINEST STUCIOS, RENTAL COMPANIES, ANC ARTISTS?

s

,

Sony /MCI Trident
Tannoy Eventide
Yamaha Tubetech
Fostex Soundtracs
Beyer Roland Akai
Ramsa Panasonic

Mini Lease Program
New or used, trade -ins 24 -60
months with buyout option
$5K -25K no financials
required min. 2 yrs in business.

1- 800 -333 -2172

CUSTOM LENGTHS RECORDED OR BLANK

SUPPLEMENTING THE BEST IN VINTAGE WITH THE BEST IN NEW

ALSO TELEPHONE ON -HOLD SYSTEMS

MADE

EQUIPMENT..
NOW REPRESENTING Focus Rite. Summit Audio, Sontec Electiorics B &K
Microphones, CAD Consoles.
WE ALWAYS HAVE TUBE NEUMANNs and AKGs, TUBE COMPRESSORS
& EQUA_IZERS....PULTECS, LANGs, FAIRCHILD, API, NEVE, LA -2As ETC.
WE BUY. SELL AND TRADE -LIST "OUR FOR SALE EQUIPMENT FREE!!
WE HAVE LISTINGS ON CONSOLES AND 24 TRACKS, NEVE, ESL, AMEK,
TRIDENT, API, OTARI, STUDER AND MCI....

OUR
15th
YEAR

IN

U.S.A.

MANUFACTURER

DIRECT

THE CONNECTION, THE SOURCE, THE PROFESSIONALS
TEL: 617- 784 -7610
FAX: 617- 784 -9244

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES
P. O.

BOX 422093, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142 -2093
(415) 221 -2000
FAX (415) 387-2425

BUY

Power supplies

for almost any tube microphone.
If you want your mic to sound the very best.
get it a new power supply. From $275.
('all Bill Bradley

(216) 723 -6494
Fax (216) 723-6595

NEW, USED, DEMO EQUIPMENT
LARGEST SELECTION OF DIGITAL/ANALOG
RECORDERS, CONSOLES, OUTBOARD
OTARI, TRIDENT, AMEK, ALESIS, TASCAM, FOSTEX, AKAI DIGIDESIGN
PRO 'TOOLS, SOUND TOOLS, MACINTOSH
IICI/FX, TUBE GEAR, NEUMANN MICS,
TRIDENT 24, 24TK RECORDERS, DAT
RECORDERS, TASCAM M3500/3700, EVENTIDE H3000, LEXICON 300,
ELECTRONIC 2290, GENELEC MONITORS,
ROLAND SAMPLERS, STUDIO VISION,
DIGITAL PERFORMER, MIDITIMEPIECE.

T

CALL FOR EQUIPMENT FAX LISTING
EQUIPMENT LEASING AND SYSTEMS
SPECIALISTS -NEW AND USED COMPONENTS

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO (602) 267-0600

SELL

CONSIGN
NEW & USED
AUDIO & VIDEO
EQUIPMENT

Full Line Dealer
8ennhelsur
Ardlo- Technica
JVC

AKG

In Stock:
JVC DS-DT 900

CONSOLIDATION FORCES SALE

Otan MTR 90 / MTR 12 / MX 5050
Studer A-801 / A-810
Tascam M -50 /M -216 /112/48.
Graham Patton 612 / D-Esam 800
Sound Workshop Sertes 30
CALL

FAX

BARRY 818-845-7000 818 845 9483

Broadcast Store, Inc.

Ramsa WRT820B Rcrdng. Consle. 4.9K
Fostex E16 MultiTYck. Rcrdr. 4.7K
with 8316 Rmte./Cntrl.
Less than 200 Hrs use
Contact: Victor M. Marrese

Momentum.

Recording Studio

(206) 439 -7663

TUNE IN ON THESE BARGAINS
AKAI S -1000
MIDI 16 bit stereo
digital sample'

MICOR VIDEO

H

E0 -1222 J.ELVT

5545 N Clark Street. Clucago leno,s 60640 -1222
312 334 4300 Telex 910 240 9449 Fax 312 334

4

85

AMEN 2000 mixer
OTARI MX5C50 Atrs
FOSTEX E -8, A-20

YAMAHA DMP 7
Digital mixing processor

JBL Speakers, many models.
HAFLER 125 Amps

CARVER Amplifiers
Model 100, 300, 1200

ITC & BE Carts. Many models.

SHURE FP 16 distribution
amps SM90 PZM mikes.

SONY MXP-2300 console

APHEX compressors,

Atrs. 4030 synchronizers

dominators

JUICE GOOSE 150 -R
Portable line conditioner

312 - 334 -4300

RANE GE2' CONSTANT-CI
Graphic equalizer

Call for catalog with prices.

ADAMS -SMITH 2600 synchronizers

Many more items available.

WARD BECK M10C2 mixer

February 1992
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PROUDLY OFFERING:
Ampex
Allen & Heath
Adams -Smith
ADC
Aircraft Aiwa -HHB Akai AKG
ART
Ashly
Atlas/
Aphex
API
Anvil Cases
Anchor Audio
Annis
Biamp
Bose
BeyerDynamic
Audio
Control
Audio
Technica
BBE
Soundolier
Calzone
Carver
Casio
Bryston
BSS
CAD
Brainstorm Elect.
Bryco
Community Countryman Crest Audio Crown Cutting Wedge dbx DDA

Demeter

Digidesign

Denon

Drawmer

Dr.

T's

EAW

EFFX

Fostex
Eventide Fishman Focusrite
Eltekon EMU Systems
Hollywood Edge
Hafler
Harrison
Furman
Gauss
Gentner
Goldline
Intraclean
Jeanius
Innovative Audio
JBL /UREI
Horizon
Hosa
Hybrid Arts
Klipsch
Latin
Klark Teknik
Juice Goose
J.L. Cooper
John Hardy
Meyer
Mark
of
the
Unicorn
Percussion
Littlelite
Mackie
Designs
Lexicon
Milab
Mogami
Midiman
Midas
Middle Atlantic
Sound
Microtech
Omnimount
Numark
MRL
Neve (Prism)
Monster Cable
Nakamichi
ProTek Cases
ProCo
ProSonus
Panasonic
PLI
Otani
Opcode
Urban
Shure
Simon Systems
Sennheiser
Ramsa
Rane
Rapco
Servo Drive
Switchcraft
Studiomaster Summit Audio
Sony
Soundcraft Sound Ideas
TDK
Telex
3M
Tascam
TC Electronics
TAD
Tannoy
Symetrix
Turtle
Ultimate
Turbosound
Beach
Threshold
Timeline
Trident Audio
White
Zoom
Support
Whirlwind
Electro -Voice

Digital Audio Tape In Stock
Analog Tape, Audio Accessories

.

Phone In Order, Ship Same Day

Great Quality

-

Great Price

Call us at

(313) 662 -0669

Otari's full-line Analog and Digital Dealers for New England & Brazil.

for prices on tapes & duplicating

Plus

World Class Tapes

a

large selection of warrantied used equipment; studio and control room
design; technical and maintenance service

Para 0 Brasil.
Ofercendo assitencia tecnica e instalacao no rio e em Sao Paulo: Akai. AKG. dbx.
JBL /UREI, SSL, Otani, Shure.

Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT

670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1
P.O. Box 7611
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
(313) 662 -0669
(1- 800 -365 -0669 outside Michigan)

CALL

AKG C -12
PULTEC EOP -1 (3 in stock)

.S2200 EA
$540

ORBAN 414 Stereo Limiter
ALLEN & HEATH Saber 32 ch. _ .$13K
CAD MAXICON -1 28x8x2
..
W /PB /Harness
.$7200
TASCAM M -320 Mixer 20 ch. .. $1500
FOSTEX B -16 W /case
$3800
UREI 815's
$2500pr
NEUMANN SM -69 Stereo
Tube Mic
S3400
.

Circle (41) on Rapid Facts Card

.

$5000

AKAI 1214 Mixer Recorder

$2500
FOSTEX E -8 8TRK W /remote
S26.000
OTARI Mtn 90 II W/remote
TRK
recorder
.$14.000
M79
3M
24
$1185
EVENTIDE 949 W/De- glitch
RCA 44
$1200
.CALL
FAIRCHILD 670
$500
ROLAND M240 24 Inline mixer
.$3700
TASCAM T 2640 W /Slave
S325
DRAWMER LX 20 comp.
S2500
TASCAM 48 8TRK recorder
.

.

ALL WARRANTIED AND CALIBRATED TO FACTORY SPECS OR YOUR S BACK -WE BUY. TRADE
AND LIST YOUR ITEMS FOR FREE -VISIT OUR 3000 SO. FT SHOWROOM

65 MAIN
TEL: (617)

STREET, WATERTOWN, MA 02172
924 -0660 - FAX (617) 924 -0497
In

Connecticut Area Call:
203 -289 -9475

Circle (42) on Rapid Facts Card

POP
FILTERS

db

Al,_

ENGINEERING

An absolute necessity

for every studio

214 Lincoln St.
Suite 103C
Boston, MA 02134

$59.95 includes screen,
clamp, gooseneck and shipping

The oldest East
Coast broker !!

CALL NOW TO ORDER

HI

Outside CA (800) 446 -7677
Inside CA (818) 788 -3635

POPPER STOPPERS

P.O.

Box 6010-658, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS. GET THE BEST!
THE ORIGINAL POPPER STOPPER
NOW DOUBLE THICK FOR XTRA PROTECTION

Hafler & Ashly amps, Sony DAT. Aphex,
Eventide, TC Electronic. Tannoy monitors, AKG &
Adams -Smith Zeta III. dbx noise reduction in stock.

New specials on

4040, $75K; 4056E /G. $195K: Neve 8024, $35k; 8068,
$75K; 8108, 48in, $75K; Trident 80B, $30K; Trident 24,36/24,
$17K: Amek Angela, $25K; Harrison Raven 32/12/24 VCA,
$23K. CALL for prices on API, DDA, TAC & Soundcraft.

SSL

Tape;

(617) 782 -4838

Otani MTR90 II, $25K: MX80. $19.5K; Studer A800,
$33K; MCI JH24. $17K; 3M M79, $11K. Otani MX70 16tr. $9K.

fax (617) 782 -4935

Processing; Sony PCM601 cony, $850; AMS RMX16, $4.5K;

Otani & Tascam

1580, $2.8K; Eventide H3000B, $2.2K; Pultec Mavec, $1.4K;
Mics: Neumann U67 tube, $2.5K: AKG C12A (tube). $1.4K.

factory service.

Circle (47) on Rapid Facts Card

FOR SALE,

con't

DATRAX,

The Studio POP Filter

H

TEO

A

SALE! MESIVII

Great Improvement on a Good Ideal

Standard mit stand
adaptor with threaded
brass insert

Originator in

n',a piece plastic rims

Storage Systems.

DAT Tape

&

Natural or Block Finish
Flight Cases
Nylon DAT Tape Carrying Cases
DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in

or black

DAT /DAT Tope

$2400

818.783.9133

With optional
Clamp and
Gooseneck
54495
Pius shipping

\:\

w °, ,''
-'
-- \

800.9.DATRAX
Fos:

Immediate Slipping
Reg

529

ñ

Now 519.99

3

Reg

._
539 95 Now :29.99' KILL NOISE 0UICK!
High performance. full-size streets of super high densly Marketosm.
EZ mount. Blue or gray. Super-effective sound absorption for studios.
Marketer otters Pest vase ooks protessona 8 is cloven n studios
worldwide Request Foam'Buyers Gwde Ca'a og. specs 8 tree sampes
today VISA MC.AME:: COO POs OUANrITVDISCCUNTS

information or to order:

CALL TOLL FREE:

GIANT 54 "x 54"

w
1--

2-

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE
565 Sherwood Road,
Shoreview, MN 55126
Phone: 612 -481.9715

DATRAX 40
Video 8mm Rax. holds 36
A. Cassette Roo, holds 48

Tel:

0e -

Only

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

NEW PLASTIC LINE:

For

6" drameter.m

44

MARKERFOAM'u ACOUSTIC FOAM

Open up the sound of your vocals
and voice overs without annoying
"POPS" ruining your best take!

MARKERTEK JUMBO
SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS
Heav-duty

72 580. padded blankets
absorb sound wherever they re hung o
Fabu Pus for gage. studio 8 held
use Top prolesgonai quality at a supe
saver price' Weight 6 ibs Black, 519.99.

ar

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES

818.783.9318

rM

HIGH PERFORNANCE

13444 Moorpark St.,
Suite 23, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

BRYCO PRODUCTS,

LOW, LOW COST!

MITAM AUDIO

S11tIIIIIIS

$2.99 per tile. 16x16x2
America s best acoustic tile
value. only from Markertek'
Charcoal. Also available 16k
16x3" as shown. 53.99 each

THE SOURCE"

MUMIIIIIMMINEmm

MARKERSTIK - ioam adhe-

Berlin Turns On
Don't wait till March '93AES Convention in Berlin Get
yourself one of my vintage tube mica right now

KM 53. CMV 563. UM 57, M 582. AKG C 24.
Serious written otters or inquiries only to:
Reinhard Klippel, Witzlebenstr. 39, W-1000 Berlin 19
U 87,

(Germany) Tel (030) 322

19 39.

TUBE COMPRESSOR LIMITER

All the
and sizes
plus great prices!

t

Get our FREE 150 -page catalog of
over 5,000 exclusive and hard -tofind supplies for aud'o & video.

1470 Valle Vista Blvd.
Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 346 -3161
800 -334 -8187
FAX 309 -346 -6431

The ADL 1000 is hand -built from high-quality
components; This LA -2A type design is quieter.

flan.
=;ti'=
EX
SON
.0
colors
i-It ,.
Eiji e- t

AMPS
EFFECTS
MICS
USED EQUIPMENT
D.A.T.

NEUMANN U 47s,
M49.

sive FREE with any Foam purchase in this ad' Linder' offer
A $5.95 per tube value

CONSOLES
MULTI-TRACKS
MONITORS

800 -522 -2025

America's mast unique
canal
foraudio& video!

MARKET TEK
.,.

..

''

'

\VIDEO SUPPLY

Circle (43) on Rapid Facts Card

punchier and more frequency response.

ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS

818 -340 -0228 A

ts at

5KB

USED MULTITRACKS
Otani MX80. MTR9011

MCI JH 24,
JH16 Mitsubishi X850
Financing Available

Price

r-1

KB

NAOS IN U.S.A.

SG AUDIO
312 -266 -1901

:'cers

AIA class 300, Cat.1 Spec. available in 2U

.

12U sizes and

Is

alf the weight of conventional wooden racks. Call your local dealer
for

a

demo or fax for the nome of your nearest distributor.

434 West Levers Place, Orange, (A 92667
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MISCELLANEOUS
Loidspeaker Enclosure Design for the Macintosh

i

TUBE MICS
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Only the finest in tube mies bought and sold.

1

1

1

Call Bill Bradley

M3cSpeakerz

(216) 723-6494
FAX (216) 723 -6595

Ins niiu
M11.-41111

N%1

An>i0
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STUDIO EQUIP. OR HIRE
Technician on staff 7 am. - a.m.
Open 7 days a week
Digital Tape Machines,
Synclavier Systeme,
Effects Processor.;, Reverbs
(213) 871 -1104
(8181 980 -4006
Ask For Mark
1

NED 8-Track PostPro
Digital Audio Workstation
Model D CPU, Time Compression,
Universa Digital Transfer, Software
Update Agreement, NEDcare
Service Contract.
Hollis Halford 615- 244 -9305

*
e

CAD PF -8 FOR SALE
S 500.000S ea.

* Brand new fully loaded units still under

* warranty loaded with your choice of 1002
* compressor or 1004 noise -gate cards.
*
*
*

Call: (514) 595-3966

FOR SALE

Affordable Time
Code

48" x 48"
IMMEDIATE
SHIPPING

2-- $15.50

3 "- $23.50

4-427.50
Medium Blue or Custom Charcoal Colors.
WEh the Highest Density
Polyurethane Foam available anywhere.
Excellent sound proofing for all applications.
Custom colors and sizes, also available.
Warning- Don't buy low denkity bed size mattress foam that has no sound absorbing properties or specs. Buy from the only company that
specializes in loam and Guarantees satislactionl
Call now for FREE Catalog. Specs. 8 Samples

Stop Sound Now!

fA1A68' LINE

Now You Can Afford
THE WORLD'S FINEST
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

ACOUSTIC FOAM

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY
WELL BEAT ANY DEAL.

TC-1 Tinie Code Reader
TC-Maud /Mix Studio Time Code
Readers
tiyiichox Time Code Generator
TS-Grande Concert Slate
EC-2 TC Counter
TS -1 Time Code Slate

L`J

SUPERCOUSTIC

NH

REICHENBACH ENGINEERING is now marketing their
Legendary audio transformers through
BAUER COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Reichenbach pioneered the technology giving you flat
group delay. and the beset response. with no overshoot or ringing. Our low distortion core material
eliminates that muddy bottom end.

RE- 115K -E

RE-11P-1
RE -MB-C
RE -MB-D

25

1151

40.46
38.69
32.82

31.26
29.75
25.24
44.15

57.41

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES

INSIST ON A
REICHENBACH!

NATIONAL FOAM,1NC.

fill

I

De necke, Inc. 5417 B Cahucnga Blvd
N I hillywood, CA 91601
(818) 766-3525 (818) 766 -0269 FAX

$49.01
$46.66
$39.58
$69.23

-800- 247 -4497
IN CA (213) 650-8906

I

H( 11111/

1

\I(

l()\s, I\(.

1

Phone (800) 627 -7277

Fax (818) 894-0715

Ito,merIy ma'keled as ensen transformers,

6311 De Soto Ave., Suite A
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

Circle (44) on Rapid Facts Card

SERVICES
RCA MICROPHONES- Repair
service on all models. Complete
sound and cosmetic restoration.
We also repair other ribbon types.
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ 08071.

JBL
PS * AR

ALIGNED AUDIO INC.
S U P E R .Q ü. A:l;:a' i'Y
Il

Too

MUCH FOR YOUR

CDs!

RECORD ^'
Complete CD manufacturing and marketing services.

.

Audiophile Record Pressing
CD Replication
Real Time and High Speed
Cassette Duplication
Direct On -Shell Imprint in Colors

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
1591 Broad Run Rd.. Downingtown. PA 19335 (215) 383 -1083

(609) 589 -6186.

STOP PAYING

LOUDSPEAKERS-EXCLUSIVE
Warranty /Non Warranty Repair.
Factory Authorized Center
Professional -High Fidelity
Four Day Turnaround For Stocked Kits.
All Work Done By Factory Trained
Technicians.

.CO-N.PL

Al

11E._ ?X

E

&L'SiS

Call Today for your Free Catalogue

`
c
1
1

OR

1

FAX

000-669-6561
718-788-6969
718-499-0421

Circle (45) on Rapid Facts Card

Our regular prices beat their
advertised specials!
Designed to fit your
individual needs.
What we include
(that they don't!):
Digital Mastering
Glass Mastering
Printing, Graphics
Environmentally
safe alternative!
Complimentary color ads
in major music magazines!
Competitive turn -around time!
OnRecord, Forest Rd., Hancock, NH 03449. Fax:(603) 525 -4660
70

R

E
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MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS
RELAP/REPLACEMENT
Time Code, Duplication.

for

Audio.

Video.

30+ years of head design experience.
350 N. Eric Dr.,
Palatine, IL 60067
800-227 -4323

.:

SERVICES

DUPLICATION SERVICES

E-K VIDE

ESP

Let's keep
Perry happy.

AUDIO &VIDEO DUPLICATION SERVICE

800/729 -4455
High Speed Loop -Bin Audio Duplication System

CD'S AND TAPES
COMPLETE
PACKAGES

Perry maintains our database of
used equipment for brokerage.This
program has been working so well,
that the databank is depleted. So,
give him a call , drop him a letter, or
send him a fax and he will be happy
to list your used equipment, or
search for that hard -to -find great
deal you're looking for..

Custom Tape loading & Packaging
yighed Quality Audio & Video Duplication Acailible
with lacrWes

Los Angeles
Salt Lake City
Chicago
Houston
Atlanta
Boston

AUDIOPHILE REAL TIME
CASSETTES ON TDK -SA
COMPLETE PRINTING
AND PACKAGING

EASTERN
STANDARD
PRODUCTIONS. INC
26 BAXTER STREET
BUFFALO, N Y 14207

[PUS
Western Sages

Southern Sales

1233 C Amethyst

11606 oleorook orne
Houston. TX 77070
713/370 -9196
lax 713251-0166

Redondo Beach. CA
90277
213 3728880
213 379.8900 tax

CD REPLICATION

HIGH SPEED CASSETTES

TEL 716- 876 -1454
FAX 716-877 -6395

1-800 -527 -9225

Eastern Sales

4262 Grand Ave., Gurnee, IL 60031
(708) 336 -OPUS 1-800- 522 -OPUS
FAX: (708)336 -6895

692 Worcester St
Wellesley. MA

0218'
617235 -726C

la. 617/235-53,2

1-800-527-9225
FOR A FREE BROCHURE

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE

!ll- ilïl

l

PRODUCTION

Lill

I

71

DISC MAKERS

ll=:I II= 1
l I_ /11 I/ I_ I
1

I
212-333-5950

Cassette
Duplication
Record Pressing
CD Replication
Video Duplication

US' MOST

MASTERING
REPLICATION
PRINTING TOTAL PACKAGING
POSTERS GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO
PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE

COMPLETE FACILITY!

Cassette Duplication
Compact Disc Production
DMM Vinyl Pressing
Custom
Graphics
Mastering Studios

I

LA-2A LA-3A OWNERS

Before you buy a new T4B optical attenuator, why not consider having your old
opto rebuilt at a fraction of the cost.

For a Complete Brochure call or write

ar

Dom

(212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966 -0456

Complete Packages

10019

CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG
1 -900- 468.9353
(In PA: 215 -232 -4140)

"FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE
DIFFERENCE"

COMPLETE PACKAGES vin _,bite u' ;nu ,r'
Neve Digital Mastering for CD. Studer & Lyrec
HX -Pro Cassette Duplication. DMM Mastering
for Vinyl and a complete in-house art
department - design. layout. typesetting. color
separation. Get THE BEST at no extra cost
EUROPADISK. LTD.
75 Varick Street. New York. NY 10013

101 WEST 57TH ST. NEW YORK, N Y

V

FOR MORE INFORMATION

A D L

-

Please Call

914- 255 -7229

DISC MAKERS
1328 North 4th Street
PA 10019

Philadelphia,

A
Av

0

COMPACT DISCS

CASSETTES

A*

Real Time Cassettes for CD -like sound
High Speed Blank Tapes Complete Packaging/Printing

Every tape checked and guaranteed

M(4,V017=7)).R

MERCENARY
NARY AUDIO

Sell Your Clean Used Gear !

wants what they want
but we want it more!
HAVE CASH /BUYING NOW

WANTED; UREI, Teletronix, Lexicon,

Fax: 617- 784-9244

db ENGINEERING Inc.

Te1:(617) 782 -4838 Fax:(61 7) 782 -4935

NEVE -SSL- API- TELEFUNKEN -SONY
NEUMANN- OTARI- MCI -PULTEC -URIE -AMS

BUY OR TRADE
YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS

TO

ANYTHING AUDIO
617-426 -2875

SELL -CALL

AUDIO/VIDEO CORPORA".

Neve, Trident, AMS & dbx. All tube
mics. Clean multitracks & consoles.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

VINTAGE MIC OR PROCESSOR YOU WANT

Low Prices

I.isl Fur -sale Items Free

WANTED
OR ANY USED CONSOLE. TAPE MACHINE.

Fantastic Ouairy
and Service

1- 800 -365 -TAPE (8273)

EQUIPMENT WANTED

Tel: 617- 784 -7610

VIDEO

CD Replication

AND CONSOLES

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIONIDEO
(602) 267 -0600

t

mt. t I
$2,1951

for
enable
.1000 CD's
packages

ohi Dods

Nrlkamt
a`
ocb da4lican
nnb
timaAnalog gin Loop duplication
.a
DiP
ÿotue
.W
e1
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sad

cads

major

catalogue.

p0 229-0355,

3p1)152 955
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SOUND REINFORCEMENT
CONSOLE & FX RENTALS
ATI Paragon

Midas XL -3
TAC SR6000
Yamaha PM3000
Gamble EX56
Gamble EX48
Gamble HC40
Gamble SC32
Yamaha 2408

Soundcraft Europa
Soundcraft Series 4
Soundcraft 800B
Soundcraft Venue
Ramsa WR -S852
Ramsa WR -S840
TAC Scorpion II
TAC Scorpion
TOA RX -7-328

Lexicon Klark Teknik t.c. electronic
Eventide Yamaha dbx Panasonic
Roland Drawmer Aphex Symetrix
FREE

37

Alesis
Aligned Audio
Ampex Recording Media
Anything Audio
Sam Ash Professional
Crown International
DB Engineering
DIC Digital Supply
Disc Makers
Ensoniq
Genelec
Hartmann & Associates
Innovative Audio &
Demeter Amplification
JBL Professional
Jensen Transformers Inc
Markertek Video Supply
Mercenary Audio
3M /Magnetic Media Division

travel and shop setup time

10 yrs of console rental specialization
- Long Term
Prices!

Advertiser
Hotline

18

26-27

14

213-467 -8000

70

45

718 -788 -6969

4

415 -367 -3809

66
47
IFC

46

617 -426-2875

68

47

617 -782 -4838

23

12

201 -224 -9344

64

31

216 -232 -4140

15

800- 553 -5151
508 -650 -9444
800 -524 -4528

3

1

26
1

31

16

53

27

66

40

13

46
69

23
43

67

unlisted

15

8

M.T.0

61

National Foam Inc
NSCA
Otari Corp.
Oxmoor
Peavey Electronics Corp
Pro Audio & Light Asia
QSC Audio Products
Roland Corp. US
Seam Tech
Selco Products Co.
Soundcraft U.S.A.
Studer Revox America Inc.
Systems Development Group
Tannoy North America Inc.

70

28
44

29

25
43
IBC
46

13

22
2

212 -719 -2640
219 -294 -8000

310-470-6426
818-893-8411
213-876-0059
914-246-3036
617-784-7610
612-733-1110

919-870-0344
213-650-8906
800-466-N SCA
415-341-5900

205-985-7040
601-483-5365

24
7

714 -645-2540

11

714 -975 -0560

42

415 -543 -0170

25

213 -921 -0681

19

10

615 -254 -5651

57

20

800 -221 -8975

9

20 -21
68
47

818 -893 -8411

BAC

Tascam
Technical Audio Devices
Turtle Beach Softworks
World Class Tapes

World's largest live console inventory

Rapid
Facts
Number

7

6

519 -745 -1158

17

9

213- 726 -0303

4

5

213 -816 -0415

33

17

717 -843-6916

68

41

313 -662-0669

' Tours Weekly - Daily
' Extremely Competitive

SALES OFFICES
14151

742 -9166

CLASSIFIEDS
Renée Hambleton

NEW YORK, NY
Stan Kashine

'113- 888 -4664

212 -332 -0634
:38th Floor

4221

Rent FX Rents
Aphex
Drawmer
Eventide
Focusrite

Lexicon
Massenberg
Orban /dbx

Otari

Panasonic

Yamaha

R

E

P
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Shawnee Mission, KS 66215
l'elefax: 913-541-6697

888 Seventh Ave.
New York. NY 1011)6

lèlefax: 212- 332 -066:3

Roland
Sony

And much more!
Office 708 -452 -5594
Pager 312-294-1137
RENT FX««
72

Quivira Road

SANTA MONICA, CA
Herbert A. Schiff
3I0. 393.9285
Jason Perlman
310-458-9987
Kelly Daugherty
310-451 -8695
501 Santa Monica Blvd.. Ste. 401
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telefax: 310- 393 -2381

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Woolke
Unit :3. Farm Business Centre
Clifton Road, Deddington. Oxford
I iXI i 4113' England

lilefax:

+41(11) 869- 381341)
Telephone: +44(0) 869 -38794
telex: 837469 13ES G

FREWVILLE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
John Williamson

TOKYO, JAPAN

Hastu ell. Williamson. Rep. Pt%: Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street
Frewville 506:3, South Australia
Phone: 799-522
Telefax: 08 79 9735
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

111)1

Mushy )bshikuu'u

Orient Echo, lne.
Grand Maison

Shimomiyabi -Cho. 2 -18
Shinjuku -ku. lickyo 162. Japan
Tel: (3) :1235-5961

lclex:

J- :3:3371;

MYORIEN'1

Fax: (3) 32:15 -5852

gres deal

400
understood,

comparable

the centerpiece of my
home studio."
Jerry Goldsmith
Movie Score Composer/Producer
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Peavey Audio Media Research
Production Series'" 2400 Recording Console
For more information please contact your autrorized Peavey AMR dealer
or call/write us for a free brochure on our Production Series Recording Consoles.
AUDIO MEDIA RESEARCM*M

Divisior Of Peavey Electronics Corporation
Meridian, MS 39302 -2898 Teleonone: (601) 483 -5365
Fax: (601) 484 -4278
© 1991
Telex: 504115
A

711 A Street

CIr.N
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For The Artist In Every Engineer.
In recent years, recording methods have changed drastically. In today's
studio, you're the artist, the engineer and producer. Designing today's professional recording or production studio presents unique challenges, like
finding a flexible full featured console that fits your space, budget and
audio requirements.
Soundcraft's Sapphyre lets you create both music and a recording environment the way you want it. Sapphyre gives you 32 track performance normally
found in consoles many times the price. A noise gate on every channel. Great
sounding four band EQ. A variety of modules to suit the way you record.
And five frame sizes.
Sapphyre. lts unique, flexible routing and design approach puts everything you need
where you need it. Direct to tape routing with grouping to any channel provides total
creative flexibility. The in -line design takes up less space than conventional consoles and
is as intuitive to use as any split console. Whether you're building a home studio, adding a
video post suite or designing Studio Two, Sapphyre will bring out the artist in you.
Now you can afford the best. Hear Sapphyre today at your authorized Soundcraft dealer.

Soundcraft
Soon kraft US4/JBL Profiytiional
85(0 Balboa Boulekurd, Nonbridge, CA 91329
IM A

Harman International Company
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